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Abstract 

The monolithic integration of III-V semiconductors on Si substrates is a part of a long-term 

technological roadmap for the semiconductor industry towards More-than-Moore 

technologies. Despite of the different lattice constants and thermal expansion coefficients, 

research efforts over the last two decades have shown that III-V crystals with a high structural 

quality can be grown epitaxially in the form of nanowires directly on Si using CMOS-compatible 

(Au-free) methods. Among other III-V compounds, InxGa1-xAs is of the special interest for the use 

in infrared photonics and high-speed electronics due to its tunable direct bandgap and low 

electron effective mass, respectively. For comparison, InxGa1-xAs thin films are typically grown 

on lattice-matched InP substrates with a limited range of compositions at around x=0.52. The 

realization of InxGa1-xAs nanowires on Si, though, has been proved challenging owing to the 

limited In-content when the nanowires are grown Ga-catalyzed or the high density of stacking 

faults when the nanowires are grown catalyst-free. 

In this work, the use of highly lattice-mismatched GaAs/InxGa1-xAs and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs 

core/shell nanowires on Si(111) substrates have been studied as an alternative to InxGa1-xAs 

nanowires. The core/shell mismatch strain and its accommodation within the nanowires plays 

an important role in the growth, the structural, and the electronic properties of the nanowires. 

A key parameter in this work was the unusually small diameter of 20 – 25 nm of the GaAs core. 

First, the strain-induced bending of the nanowires during the growth of the shell by 

molecular beam epitaxy was investigated. It was apparent that the nanowires bend as a result 

of a preferential incorporation of In adatoms on one side of the nanowires. To obtain straight 

nanowires with symmetric shell composition and thickness around the core, it was necessary to 

choose relatively low growth temperatures and high growth rates that limited the surface 

diffusivity of In adatoms.  

Second, the strain accommodation in straight nanowires was investigated as a function of 

the shell thickness and composition using a combination of Raman scattering spectroscopy and 

X-ray diffraction. For a fixed shell composition of x=0.20 and small enough shell thicknesses, the 

strain in the shell is compressive and decreases progressively as the shell grows thicker. On the 

other hand, the strain in the core is tensile with hydrostatic character and increases with shell 

thickness. Finally, for shell thicknesses larger than 40 nm, the shell becomes strain-free, whereas 

the strain in the core saturates at 3.2% without any dislocations. For a fixed shell thickness of 

80 nm, the strain in the core was further increased by increasing the In-content in the shell, 
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reaching values as high as 7% for x=0.54. A plastic relaxation via misfit dislocations was observed 

only for the next highest In-content of x=0.70.  

In agreement to theoretical predictions, the tensile strain in the core resulted in a large 

reduction of the GaAs bandgap (as measured by photoluminescence spectroscopy), up to 

approximately 40% of the strain-free value. A similar reduction in electron effective mass is also 

expected. The transport properties of electrons inside the strained GaAs core were assessed by 

optical-pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy. Quite high mobility values of approximately 6100 

cm2/Vs at 300 K for a carrier concentration of 9×1017 cm−3 were measured, which are the highest 

reported in the literature for GaAs nanowires, but also higher than the values for unstrained 

bulk GaAs.  

The importance of the results in this work is two-fold. On the one hand, strain-free InxGa1-

xAs nanowire shells were grown on Si substrates with x up to 0.54 and thicknesses well beyond 

the critical thickness of their thin film counterparts. Such shells could potentially be employed 

as conduction channels in high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) integrated in Si platforms. 

On the other hand, highly tensile-strained GaAs cores with electronic properties like those of 

InxGa1-xAs thin films were obtained. In this case, the results demonstrate, that GaAs nanowires 

can be suitable for photonic devices across the near-infrared range, including telecom photonics 

at 1.3 and potentially 1.55 μm, as well as for high-speed electronics. GaAs as a binary material 

is expected to be advantageous compared to InxGa1-xAs due to the absence of structural 

imperfections typically present in ternary alloys.  

Finally, to explore the potential of the core/shell nanowires as HEMTs, self-consistent 

Schrödinger-Poisson calculations of two different modulation-doped heterostructures were 

performed. In the case of a strained GaAs core overgrown by an unstrained InxGa1-xAs shell and 

an additional unstrained Si-doped InxAl1-xAs shell, the possibility to form a cylindrical-like two-

dimensional electron gas inside the InxGa1-xAs shell was found. In the alternative case of a 

strained GaAs core overgrown by an unstrained Si-doped InxAl1-xAs shell, it was found that it is 

possible to form a quasi-one-dimensional electron gas at the center of the core. Both structures 

are the subject of ongoing research.  
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Kurzzusammenfassung 

Die monolithische Integration von III-V-Halbleitern auf Si-Substraten ist Teil eines langfristigen 

technologischen Plans der Halbleiterindustrie hin zu More-than-Moore-Technologien. Trotz der 

unterschiedlichen Gitterkonstanten und Wärmeausdehnungskoeffizienten haben 

Forschungsanstrengungen in den letzten zwei Jahrzehnten gezeigt, dass III-V-Kristalle mit hoher 

struktureller Qualität unter Verwendung von CMOS-kompatiblen (Au-frei) Methoden 

epitaktisch in Form von Nanodrähten direkt auf Si gezüchtet werden können. Innerhalb der III-

V-Verbindungshalbleitern ist InxGa1-xAs aufgrund seiner einstellbaren direkten Bandlücke bzw. 

der geringen effektive Masse der Elektronen für Anwendungen in der Infrarotphotonik und 

Hochgeschwindigkeitselektronik von besonderem Interesse. Dem Gegenüber werden InxGa1-xAs 

-Dünnschichten typischerweise auf gitterangepassten InP-Substraten gezüchtet, wobei deren 

Zusammensetzung mit etwa x = 0,52 begrenzt ist. Allerdings hat sich auch die Umsetzung von 

InxGa1-xAs-Nanodrähten auf Si durch den begrenzten In-Gehalt während deren Ga-katalysierten 

Wachstums oder der hohen Dichte von Stapelfehlern bei deren katalysatorfreien Wachstum als 

schwierig erwiesen.   

In dieser Arbeit wurde die Verwendung von hochgradig gitterfehlangepassten GaAs/InxGa1-xAs- 

und GaAs/InxAl1-xAs -Kern/Schalen-Nanodrähten auf Si (111)-Substraten als Alternative zu 

InxGa1-xAs-Nanodrähten untersucht. Die durch die Gitterfehlanpassung hervorgerufene 

Spannung zwischen Kern und Schale und deren Ausgleich innerhalb der Nanodrähte spielen eine 

wichtige Rolle für das Wachstum, die Struktur und die elektronischen Eigenschaften der 

Nanodrähte. Ein ausschlaggebender Faktor in dieser Arbeit war der ungewöhnlich geringe 

Durchmesser des GaAs-Kerns, von nur 20 - 25 nm. 

Zunächst wurden die spannungsinduzierte Biegung der Nanodrähte während des Wachstums 

der Hülle durch Molekularstrahlepitaxie untersucht. Es wurde ersichtlich, dass sich die 

Nanodrähte aufgrund eines bevorzugten Einbaus von In-Adatomen auf einer Seite der 

Nanodrähte verbiegen. Um gerade Nanodrähte mit symmetrischer Hüllenzusammensetzung 

und Dicke um den Kern zu erhalten, mussten relativ niedrige Wachstumstemperaturen und 

hohe Wachstumsraten gewählt werden, welche die Oberflächendiffusionsfähigkeit von In-

Adatomen begrenzten.  

Zweitens wurde die Spannungsanpassung in geraden Nanodrähten als Funktion der 

Schalendicke und deren Zusammensetzung mittels Raman-Spektroskopie und Röntgenbeugung 

untersucht. Bei einer festen Zusammensetzung von x = 0,20 und ausreichend kleinen 

Schalendicke ist die Dehnung in der Schale kompressiv und nimmt mit zunehmender Dicke der 
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Schale schrittweise ab. Dem Gegenüber befindet sich der Kern unter Zugspannung mit 

hydrostatischem Charakter, welche mit der Schalendicke zunimmt. Wird die Schalendicken 

schließlich größer als 40 nm, so wird die Schale spannungsfrei, während die Dehnung im Kern 

bei 3,2% gesättigt ist, ohne das Versetzungen auftreten. Bei einer festen Schalendicke von 80 

nm wurde die Dehnung im Kern durch einen gesteigerten In-Gehalt weiter erhöht, und Werte 

von bis zu 7% konnten für x = 0,54 erreicht werden. Eine plastische Relaxation durch 

Fehlversetzungen wurde nur für den nächsthöheren In-Gehalt von x = 0,70 beobachtet.  

In Übereinstimmung mit theoretischen Vorhersagen führte die Zugspannung im Kern zu einer 

starken Verringerung der GaAs-Bandlücke (welche mittels Photolumineszenz-Spektroskopie 

untersucht wurde) bis zu ungefähr 40% der spannungsfreien Werte. Eine ähnliche Verringerung 

der effektiven Elektronenmasse wird ebenfalls erwartet. Die Transporteigenschaften von 

Elektronen innerhalb des verspannten GaAs-Kerns wurden durch „Optical Pump–Terahertz 

Probe“-Spektroskopie beurteilt. Bei 300 K konnten relativ hohe Mobilitätswerte von ungefähr 

6100 cm2/Vs bei eine Ladungsträgerdichte von 9 × 1017 cm–3 gemessen werden, welche die 

höchsten in der Literatur angegebenen Werte für GaAs-Nanodrähte sind, aber auch höher als 

die Werte für spannugsfreie GaAs-Volumenkristalle. 

Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit sind von zweifacher Bedeutung. Einerseits wurden spannungsfreie 

InxGa1-xAs-Nanodrahtschalen auf Si-Substraten mit x bis zu 0,54 und mit Dicken gewachsen, 

welche weit über der kritischen Schichtdicken ihrer Dünnschicht-Pendants liegen. Solche 

Schalen könnten möglicherweise als Leitungskanäle in Transistoren mit hoher 

Elektronenmobilität (HEMTs) verwendet werden, die in Si-Plattformen integriert sind. 

Andererseits wurden hochgradig zugbelastete GaAs-Kerne mit elektronischen Eigenschaften 

vergleichbar mit denen von InxGa1-xAs -Dünnfilmen erreicht. In diesem Fall zeigen die Ergebnisse, 

dass GaAs-Nanodrähte für photonische Bauelemente im nahen Infrarotbereich, einschließlich 

Telekommunikationsphotonik bei 1,3 und möglicherweise 1,55 μm, sowie für 

Hochgeschwindigkeitselektronik geeignet sein könnten. Es wird erwartet, dass GaAs als binäres 

Material im Vergleich zu InxGa1-xAs vorteilhaft ist, da keine strukturellen Mängel vorliegen, die 

typischerweise in ternären Legierungen vorhanden sind. 

Um das Potenzial dieser Kern/Schalen-Nanodrähte als HEMTs zu untersuchen, wurden 

abschließend selbstkonsistente Schrödinger-Poisson-Berechnungen von zwei verschiedenen 

modulationsdotierten Heterostrukturen durchgeführt. Im Fall eines verspannten GaAs-Kerns, 

der von einer unverspannten InxGa1-xAs-Hülle und einer zusätzlichen unverspannten Si-

dotierten InxAl1-xAs-Hülle überwachsen ist, wurde die Möglichkeit für die Bildung eines 

zylindrischen, zweidimensionalen Elektronengases innerhalb der InxGa1-xAs -Schale gefunden. 
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Im alternativen Fall eines gespannten GaAs-Kerns, der von einer ungespannten Si-dotierten 

InxAl1-xAs-Hülle überwachsen ist, wurde festgestellt, dass es möglich ist ein quasi 

eindimensionales Elektronengas in der Mitte des Kerns zu bilden. Beide Strukturen sind 

Gegenstand laufender Forschung. 
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1 Introduction 

As semiconductor industries increasingly move beyond traditional Si CMOS (complementary 

metal oxide semiconductor) technology toward hybrid material structures on Si, there is a rising 

research activity to integrate other semiconductors on Si substrates. III-V semiconductors are 

exquisite candidates owing to their high electron mobility and widely tunable bandgap, which 

allows their wide use in electronics and photonics by adding new applications via integrated 

direct bandgap materials. GaAs is one of the well-known III-V semiconductors as it has been 

utilized in several different electronic and optoelectronic applications due to its high mobility 

and direct bandgap properties. Therefore, GaAs has been used in high-speed applications such 

as high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), laser diodes, and radio frequency devices for 

optical communication systems. For an example, GaAs has been applied in advanced mobile 

communication applications. Besides the performance, the advantages are a very low off-state 

power consumption and its high current amplifications [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. InxGa1−xAs is another 

representative example of III-V semiconductors in the near-infrared range, where the In-content 

can be tuned to provide suitable bandgaps for multi-junction photovoltaics, light emitting 

diodes and photodiodes, or telecom photonics. Nevertheless, not all compositions and 

corresponding bandgaps between the two endpoint binaries of a ternary alloy (e.g. GaAs and 

InAs for InxGa1−xAs) are feasible because of the unavailability of lattice-matched substrates as 

well as the spinodal decomposition. Furthermore, the alloy disorder is another factor that 

affects the performance of ternary alloys [6], [4], [7], [8], [9]. 

Co-integration of these types of semiconductors as GaAs with Si-CMOS logics can pave a new 

path to scalable CMOS nodes. To achieve a monolithic integration of GaAs on Si, a direct epitaxy 

on Si is demanded. Here, a major hurdle is the presence of a large lattice mismatch of  4% 

between them, causing the formation of crystalline defects to accommodate the resulting 

strain. One solution to reduce these defects is to shorten the interface between GaAs and the 

lattice mismatched Si substrate [10], [11], [12] ,[13].  

The great advantage of materials in a nano-scale regime like nanowires is to have a small 

footprint (meaning a smaller interface with the substrate) and higher aspect ratio allowing the 

large tolerance to the lattice mismatch strain. The accommodation of strain through nanowires 

enables us to grow very dissimilar materials on Si with a high crystal quality [14], and [15]. 

InxGa1-xAs alloy in particular is the material of our interest in this thesis. The Ga-assisted VLS 

growth of InxGa1-xAs nanowires on Si by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is challenging. The major 

issues were referred in a droplet-mediated and droplet-free growth, according to the report of 
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Heiss et al. and Treu et al, respectively [16], [17]. In the droplet-mediated VLS growth ([17]), due 

to the very low In incorporation through liquid Ga droplets, the In composition cannot reach 

beyond 3-5% and for the growth temperature < 575 °C a radial In-rich shell forms. Based on the 

report of Treu et al., using a droplet-free, vapor-solid (VS) growth mechanism via a selective 

area epitaxy, enabled them to tune the In composition over a broader range. Nonetheless, the 

obtained InxGa1-xAs nanowires contained a high density of stacking faults. Thus, the MBE growth 

of free-standing InxGa1-xAs nanowires with a high crystal quality on Si remains very difficult. For 

this reason, the approach in this work is to grow InxGa1-xAs shells round the GaAs nanowire core. 

The progress in the crystal growth of nanowires has led to the formation of coherent 

crystalline nanowires with core-shell geometry. The shell growth for the use in nano-photonics 

or -electronics applications has been developed in different aspects such as surface passivation, 

strain engineering of the lattice mismatched core/shell heterostructures as well as charge 

carrier confinements in two-dimensional electron gas systems using modulation-doped 

techniques [18], [19], [20], and [21]. 

In photonics, bandgap/strain engineering of core/shell nanowires makes it possible to widely 

tune the bandgap for various device applications (e.g. UV- IR lasers, tunable photo diode lasers, 

LEDs, solar cells, and sensors) [18], [7], [22]. Strain-induced changes in the bandgap of the core 

in core/shell nanowires have been already reported for GaAs/GaP, GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs, 

InAs/InAsxP1−x, and GaN/AlxGa1−xN. In all cases, the core was compressively strained, and its 

bandgap increased, in the most extreme case by 260 meV. Tensile strain and up to 150 meV 

smaller bandgap in the core have been reported only for GaAs/GaxIn1−xP nanowires. 

Nevertheless, extending the same concept to higher strain values is not straightforward owing 

to limiting factors like plastic relaxation and/or morphological instabilities [23], [24], [25], [26], 

[27], [20], [28] . 

In electronics, nanowire-based field effect transistors (nanowire-FETs) open up new routes 

in enhanced transconductance, superior electrostatic gate while suffering from the scattering 

at the nanowire surface and ionized impurities, where the remote doping concept (modulation 

doped technique) is demanded. Modulation doped InAs/InP and GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell 

nanowires have exhibited room-temperature mobilities of 2000 cm2V−1s−1 and 2200 cm2V−1s−1 

respectively; however the electron mobility is still lower than of equivalent planar systems [29], 

[30], and [31]. 

This thesis is categorized in five chapters. The first chapter gives the reader an introduction 

and motivation to the strain/bandgap engineering in III-V core/shell nanowire heterostructures. 
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The second chapter introduces the fundamentals such as the electronic and structural 

properties of compound III-Vs semiconductors and gives an overview of the growth of 

nanowires on Si substrates and of different types of core/shell structures. Additionally, the 

chapter highlights potential applications for nanowire heterostructures with a review on the 

state-of-the-art in the scientific field, presenting the distinct features of the core/shell 

nanowires. Strain engineering in core/shell nanowires is discussed, where nanowire properties 

are differentiated from epilayers. Particularly, the remarkable effect of strain on the band 

structure of III-V semiconductors, specifically GaAs, is outlined. Towards the end of the chapter, 

modulation-doped heterostructures based on III-V semiconductors, which is one of the 

intriguing outcomes of bandgap engineering, is mentioned. The third chapter is dedicated to the 

experimental setups and their working principles with regards to the application of nanowires, 

where the major focus is on optical spectroscopy such as Raman scattering spectroscopy and 

photoluminescence spectroscopy. The optical pump terahertz probe spectroscopy and the 

corresponding background are also described. Furthermore, the workflow employed in the 

software ‘nextnano’, which was used for the simulation of the electronic and optoelectronic 

properties of the semiconductors and the influence of strain on them, is also presented. 

Additionally, device processing tools and the related procedure for the contact fabrication on 

nanowires are mentioned. Other techniques which are utilized in this thesis such as optical and 

electron microscopies, X-ray diffraction spectroscopy, and molecular beam epitaxy are 

summarized. At the end of the chapter, the procedure for the growth of these core/shell 

nanowires is described. The fourth chapter focuses on the main results and findings of this work. 

In the first section of this chapter the structural and compositional analyses of straight lattice-

mismatched core/shell nanowires, including the limits for their coherent growth are shown. The 

challenges in the growth of these highly lattice-mismatched core/shell nanowires, which results 

in their bending, are discussed and the strategy to suppress this deformation is shown. Following 

this discussion, the strain analyses in the core/shell nanowires are in the focus to gain a deeper 

understanding of the strain distribution as a function of nanowire dimensions and their chemical 

composition. The modification of the electronic properties of GaAs as the bandgap, electron 

effective mass and electron mobility under the tensile strain are demonstrated. At the end of 

the fourth chapter, the simulation results for modulation-doped heterostructures in coaxial 

core/multishell nanowires are shown, pointing towards future application possibilities. Finally, 

initial results on the deposition of metal contacts to the nanowires are presented, which allowed 

their IV characterization as a first step toward their future device integration. A final overview 

of the major findings of this work with an outlook concludes this thesis in chapter 5. 
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2 Fundamentals and state-of-the-art 

This chapter introduces the required knowledge in solid state physics and material science 

related to the subject of this thesis. The electronic and structural properties of III-V 

semiconductors, growth of III-V semiconductor nanowires on Si, strain in core/shell 

heterostructure nanowires, strain engineering in core/shell nanowires and its effect on band 

parameters, and finally modulation-doped III-V semiconductor heterostructures are presented 

in this chapter.  

2.1 Electronic and structural properties of III-V semiconductors 

This chapter provides the basic structural and electronic properties of III-V semiconductors 

and III-V semiconductor nanowires. Semiconductors are materials with a bandgap of up to 6 eV 

and an electrical conductivity that can be adjusted via doping. Specifically, the direct bandgap 

of III-As semiconductors can be tailored in the mid-infrared range from 0.65 to 2 eV depending 

on the alloy composition.  

III-V semiconductor-based devices have been revolutionized a wide range of technologies in 

the last four decades. They have been utilized in high-frequency electronics, high electron 

mobility transistors (HEMTs), fiber-optic communications, wireless communications, light-

emitting diodes, laser diodes, photodetectors, photovoltaics, thermo-photovoltaics, magnetic 

sensors, THz emitters, etc. To highlight a few large-scale impacts of III-V compounds, one can 

mention fiber-optic communicational systems, satellite communications, infrared imaging, etc 

[32], [33], [34]. 

Conventional pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistors (pHEMTs) with lattice 

matched In0.53Ga0.47As/In0.52Al48As on costly InP substrates exhibit high mobility and saturation 

velocity. Therefore, they are highly attractive for the fabrication of three-terminal low noise and 

high frequency devices, which operate at 300 K. This material system in spite of the high cost, 

has already been used in fabricating monolithic microwave integrated circuit devices including 

very low-noise amplifiers and receivers, mainly due to the outstanding combination of high 

frequency operations and low noise properties [33], [34], [35], [36]. 

Integration of III-V semiconductors with Si CMOS platform can improve device performances 

in particular due to their higher electron mobility values and direct-tunable bandgaps. However, 

their integration via epitaxial growth of III-V thin films on Si substrates is hampered by the lattice 

mismatch between the two. Here, nanowires offer advantages due to their high aspect ratio   

and small footprints, thereby offering high crystal quality of the III-V material directly on a Si 

platform. 
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The band structure of the exemplary III-As semiconductor GaAs, calculated using the tight-

binding (TB) as a semi-empirical modeling at 300 K, is shown in Figure 2.1 (a). In solid state 

physics, the TB and k.p model are methods for computing the electronic band structure in k-

space using the set of wave functions like atomic orbitals [37].  

The corresponding Brillouin zone (BZ) of the face-centered cubic (fcc) unit cell of GaAs is 

shown as a truncated octahedron in the inset of Figure 2.1 (a). The conduction band (CB) 

minimum and the valence band (VB) maximum are at the Г point (center of BZ) indicating its 

direct band gap nature. VB at Γ-point consists of three bands, i.e., the two degenerate bands of 

heavy holes (HH) and light holes (LH), and the split-off (SO) band due to spin-orbit coupling.  The 

direct band gap energy of GaAs (Egap
Г ) at 300 K is 1.424 eV with SO energy (SO) of 0.31 eV as 

also shown in Figure 2.1 (a) [37], [38], [39]. 

In a broader view, the elements of group III and V share their three and five outer shell 

electrons, respectively, generating an average of four valence electrons per atom available for 

binding. 25 possible binary III-V compounds have been known so far. Among all binary III-V 

compounds, some are technologically recognized as GaAs, AlN, GaN, GaP, InP, and InSb. Each of 

these binary materials has a different bandgap [32].  

Furthermore, mixing two group III elements and one group V element produces ternary 

crystals such as InxGa1-xAs, InxAl1-xAs, and AlxGa1-xAs. Ternary crystals can be created with one 

group III element and two group V elements as well. Thus, ternary compounds are synthesized 

by the combination of three elements in total. Most of the properties of any ternary material 

are the weighted average of their composed binary compound properties. For an instance, 

InxGa1-xAs can be viewed as an alloy with a composition of x mol.% of InAs and (1-x) mol.% of 

GaAs and its bandgap lies between GaAs and InAs depending on x. The bandgap energy of any 

ternary material (𝐸𝑔(𝑥)) has a nonlinear trend between its two constituent binary compounds 

[32]. 

𝐸𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑥𝐸1 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐸2 − 𝑐𝑥(1 − 𝑥)     (1).              

In eq. (1), 𝐸1 is bandgap energy of one of the binaries corresponding to x=1 and 𝐸2 is the 

bandgap energy of the other binary corresponding to x=0. The constant 𝑐 (which is independent 

from composition x) stands for the empirical bowing parameter accounting for the nonlinearity 

[32]. In the literature, eq. (1) is modified as follows 

𝐸𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐𝑥2     (2). 
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In eq. (2), the corresponding constants of 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are equal to 𝐸2, 𝐸1 − 𝐸2 − 𝑐, and c, 

respectively. In Table 1, bandgap relationships for three III-As ternaries at 300 K for the range of 

direct energy gap are presented [32]. 

The bandgap energy curves of InxGa1-xAs and InxAl1-xAs as a function of composition x have 

been shown in Figure 2.1 (b). A quaternary compound is a mixture of binary or ternary 

compounds. The properties of a quaternary compound (e.g .𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥𝐶𝑦𝐷1−𝑦) can be 

interpolated between two ternary compounds (such as ACD and BCD materials). A quaternary 

compound such as InxAl1-xGayAs1-y can be described as a mixture of InxGa1-xAs and AlxGa1-xAs 

materials [32]. 

𝐸𝑔(𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥𝐶𝑦𝐷1−𝑦) = 𝑥𝐸𝐴𝐶𝐷 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐸𝐵𝐶𝐷 − ∆     (3).      

In eq. (3), ∆= 𝑥(1 − 𝑥){(1 − 𝑦)𝑐𝐴𝐵𝐷 + 𝑦𝑐𝐴𝐵𝐶} + 𝑦(1 − 𝑦){𝑥𝑐𝐴𝐶𝐷 + (1 − 𝑥)𝑐𝐵𝐶𝐷} and 𝑐𝐴𝐵𝐷 

𝑐𝐴𝐵𝐶 , 𝑐𝐴𝐶𝐷, 𝑐𝐵𝐶𝐷 are the bowing parameters of the corresponding ternary compounds 

(𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥𝐷, 𝐴𝑥𝐵1−𝑥𝐶, 𝐴𝐶𝑦𝐷1−𝑦, 𝐵𝐶𝑦𝐷1−𝑦). The bowing parameter of the quaternary compound 

is linearly interpolated between the four mentioned ternary materials [32]. 

Table 1: Bandgap equations vs. x for III-As ternaries [32] 

Ternary compound  bandgap (eV)  

InxGa1-xAs 1.424 − 1.503𝑥 + 0.43𝑥2 

AlxGa1-xAs 1.424 +  1.247x             0 < x < 0.45 

AlxGa1-xAs 1.424 +  1.087x + 0.438x2  x > 0.45 

*InxAl1-xAs 2.946 −  2.83x + 0.24x2  𝑥 >   0.37 

* It should be noted that InxAl1-xAs is known as an indirect material for x <  0.37 [40], [41]. 

 

Higher-order III-V compounds like pentanary and quintanary materials can be achieved using 

the mixture of five and six elements, respectively. The aim for adding more complexity to the 

chemical composition of III-V compounds is to approach desirable properties of the material e.g. 

bandgap for a certain application. To date, III-V compound-based devices have been designed 

mostly based on binary, ternary, and quaternary materials and the use of higher-order 

compounds are less common [32], [33], [42]. 
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Figure 2.1 (a) TB band structure of GaAs including spin-orbit coupling in the Brillouin zone at 
300 K. The inset shows the first BZ of fcc ZB crystal structure in a Cartesian coordinate system in 
k= (kx,ky,kz) (b) Band gap energy of the basic III-As semiconductor alloys at 300 K as a function of 
their composition x. AlxGa1-xAs curve can be located between two binaries, GaAs and AlAs. InxAl1-

xGayAs1-y can be located in the area between two InxGa1-xAs and AlxGa1-xAs materials. The lattice-
matched material system of In0.53Ga0.47As/In0.52Al48As on costly InP substrate is well-known for 
HEMTs application as shown by the grey regime.  

 

One important semiconductor parameter for HEMTs is the carrier effective mass, which is 

related to the carrier mobility [52].  
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 The effective mass of electrons or holes is inversely proportional to the second derivative of 

the energy dispersion of CB or VB, respectively. 

1

𝑚∗
=

1

ℏ2
 
𝜕2𝐸

𝜕2𝐾
      (4).      

The resulting effective mass for CB (𝑚𝑒
∗), which have ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces, is 

given by: 

𝑚𝑒
∗ =   

3

(1/𝑚𝑙
∗) + 2(1/𝑚𝑡

∗)
     (5).       

In eq. (5), 𝑚𝑙
∗,  𝑚𝑡

∗ are the longitudinal and the transverse masses in minima of the bands 

[38], [43], [44]. 

The charge carrier mobility can be calculated with the following equation. 

μ𝑐 =
𝑒

𝑚∗ 𝛾𝑐
     (6). 

In eq. (6), 𝑚∗ is the effective mass of either electrons or holes. 𝛾𝑐 is momentum of charge 

carrier scattering ,  μ𝑐 is the mobility of either electrons or holes, and 𝑒 is the electronic charge 

[45]. 

 

Figure 2.2 Variation of bandgap and electron effective mass at  in CBs of GaxIn1-xAs, InAsxSb1-

x and GaxIn1-xSb III-V ternaries (at 300 K). The experimental data are collected from different 
sources. The solid lines are calculated from eq. (2) using the binary endpoint values and bowing 
parameters. Note: The composition x in this plot belongs to Ga mol. Fraction. Reproduced from 
[44] with permission of Springer. 

 

Like eq. (1), the effective mass of any ternary material has also a nonlinear trend between its 

two constituent binary compounds. 

𝑚12
∗ (𝑥) = 𝑥𝑚1

∗ + (1 − 𝑥)𝑚2
∗ − 𝑐𝑚𝑥(1 − 𝑥)     (7).              
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In eq. (7), 𝑚1
∗ is the effective mass of one of the binaries corresponding to x=1 and 𝑚2

∗  is the 

effective mass of the other binary corresponding to x=0. The constant 𝑐𝑚 (which is independent 

from composition x) stands for the bowing parameter for the effective mass [46]. 

The composition dependence of 𝐸𝑔 and 𝑚𝑒
∗  for GaxIn1-xAs, InAsxSb1-x, and GaxIn1-xSb III-V 

semiconductors at 300 K are shown in Figure 2.2. The reduction of the bandgap as a function of 

x is typically followed by the reduction of the electron effective mass as shown in Figure 2.2. It 

should be noted that in this plot x belongs to Ga mol. fraction. The solid lines are calculated 

based on the bowing parameters at two endpoints of the binaries using eq. (7). Bowing 

parameters of the effective masses are based on the values in [44]. The experimental values are 

collected from different sources (see Figure 2.2) [44].  

 

Figure 2.3 Electron and hole mobilities of various III-V semiconductors compared with Si. 
Data points in circles and squares belong to the mobility values of holes and electrons, 
respectively. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Nature [47], copyright 2011. 
 

The superior electron transport properties of III-V semiconductors (in Figure 2.3) as GaAs, 

InAs, InSb, and their corresponding ternary and quaternary compounds come by virtue of their 

𝑚𝑒
∗ . The low effective masses translate into high low-field mobilities meaning high-mobility 

materials. In principle, III-V semiconductors have distinguishable higher electron mobilities as 

compared with Si [47], [48]. However, finding an alternative for Si CMOS as the very heart of the 
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intrinsic transistors is a daunting task. On the other hand, the excellent transport properties of 

III-V materials present an exciting opportunity for improved performance in advanced CMOS 

nodes [47], [48]. In this respect, one solution is to combine the mature Si technology with III-V 

semiconductor nanowires (such as GaAs or InGaAs). However, the misfit in lattice constants 

between III-Vs and Si typically results in performance-limiting defects at the interfaces, when 

fabricating them on large scale via thin film growth. Therefore, nanostructures, such as 

nanowires, are currently investigated, which offer a small interface and hence can be grown 

with a high crystal quality, directly on Si substrates [48].  

 

Figure 2.4 (a) Electron mobilities, and (b) electron scattering rates as a function of 
photoexcited electron density for GaAs nanowires with diameters of 30 nm (squares), 50 nm 
(circles) and 80 nm (triangles) have been presented. Reprinted from [49] with permission of J. 
Phys. D. Appl. Phys. 

 

     Figure 2.5 Carrier density-dependent electron mobilities measured for bare GaAs 
nanowires (circles) and GaAs/Al0.40Ga0.60As core/shell nanowires (including a capping outer shell 
to avoid Al oxidation) with Al0.40Ga0.60As shell thicknesses of 5 nm (triangles pointing down), 10 
nm (diamonds),16 nm (triangles pointing up), and 34 nm (squares). A scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) image of their GaAs/Al0.40Ga0.60As core/shell nanowires with core diameter of 
50 nm and shell thickness of 34 nm and 5 nm GaAs capping layer is presented in the left side. 
Adapted with permission from [50]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
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However, despite their superior material quality, the diameter of nanowires and surface 

passivation of nanowires have an effective impact on the carrier mobility values. There is a 

major challenge to achieve bulk-like mobilities in nanowire-based devices. H J Joyce et al in 2017 

have reported that the electron mobility and scattering rate have a strong systematic 

dependence on the nanowire diameter, as shown in Figure 2.4. Specifically, narrowing the 

diameter of the nanowires increases the scattering rate and lowers the electron mobility.  This 

dependence designates that scattering at the nanowire surface, due to charged surface states 

and surface roughness, has a strong impact on the electron mobility in GaAs nanowires. 

Nanowires with the smaller diameter have a larger degradation of electron mobility because a 

larger fraction of free carriers interact with the surface of the nanowires [49]. Furthermore, the 

results in Figure 2.4 show that the mobility decreases with carrier density due to the increased 

rate of carrier-carrier scattering. The surface passivation of the nanowires (meaning covering 

the surface states with a higher bandgap material) can enhance the carrier mobility. A typical 

passivation layer of GaAs is AlGaAs due to its higher bandgap and lattice-match with GaAs. H J 

Joyce et al in 2014 have proved that the electron mobility can be enhanced noticeably by 

increasing Al0.40Ga0.60As shell thickness as shown in Figure 2.5, [50]. Thus, such an optimized 

material system of GaAs/Al0.40Ga0.60As core/shell nanowires resulted in electron mobilities up to 

3000 cm2 V–1 s–1, reaching 65% of the electron mobility of high quality undoped bulk GaAs at 

equivalent photoexcited carrier densities. H J Joyce et al also pointed out a high interface quality 

and  very low levels of ionized impurities and lattice defects in their nanowires [50]. 

III-As semiconductors are typically crystallized in the zinc blende (ZB) structure, where every 

group-III atom forms covalent bonds (sp3 hybrids) with four As atoms. These bonds are polar 

owing to the different electronegativity of group-III and As atoms. The corresponding unit cell 

is sketched in Figure 2.6. A ZB crystal structure of GaAs with its face-centered cubic (fcc) unit 

cell is shown (Ga atoms in blue color and As atoms in green color). GaAs as a ZB crystal structure 

is an isometric system with a lattice-constant or lattice parameter (aZB) of 5.65315 Å at 300K. A 

single GaAs bond (as shown in orange color of Figure 2.6) is highlighted with a yellow color in 

Figure 2.6, showing their different electronegativity. GaAs has a Ga atom and an As atom with 

a tetrahedral angle of 109.47˚ in a four nearest neighbor bonds with a length of 0.245 nm. GaAs 

family planes can be either non-polar, e.g. (110) or polar, e.g. (111). GaAs wafer can be cleaved 

easily along the family plane with equal number of Ga and As atoms e.g. non polar (110), but it 

cannot be cleaved easily along the (111) planes containing either only Ga atoms or As atoms 

(the latter and former are known as (111A) and (111B), respectively). 
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It is well-known that in non-nitride III-V nanowires, two crystal phases ZB or wurtzite (WZ) 

can be found. Indeed, in bulk III-V material systems, only ZB crystal structure has been reported, 

while III-V nanowires possess the ZB or WZ phase depending on their growth conditions. The 

WZ phase crystal needs a small energy to form in comparison with the ZB phase crystal [51], 

[52]. The WZ phase is often obtained for gold-catalyzed III–V nanowires; however the ZB phase 

is mostly obtained for the Ga-assisted growth (self-catalyzed growth), [52].  

 

Figure 2.6 Conventional fcc unit cell of ZB GaAs (Ga and As atoms in blue and green color, 
respectively.) with a (111) plane (a grey triangular). Note: [111] is the crystallographic growth 
axis of the nanowires in this thesis. 

 

Figure 2.7 Si-doped InAs nanowire with WZ and ZB and SF segments grown on Si (111); (a) a 
low-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of free-standing InAs nanowires, (b) 
high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) shows the various crystal structures 
along the growth axis of nanowires. Reprinted from [53], with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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Figure 2.8 A single GaAs nanowire placed flat on TEM grid. The crystal growth axis of the 
nanowire is along [111]. The three areas related to different crystal structures approximately 
are pointed in the upper image of the whole nanowire. In the three lower images, an example 
of HR-TEM picture corresponding to those in upper image is presented. Such GaAs nanowires 
were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at HZDR, Germany. 

 

E Dimakis et al 2013 have reported the structural properties of Si-doped InAs nanowires 

grown on Si (111) as shown in Figure 2.7, [53]. Low- and high-resolution TEM images of these 

nanowires have shown in Figure 2.7 (a) and (b), respectively. Regardless of the doping level, 

these nanowires exhibited a strong polytypism [54] (meaning a variation of the crystal structure 

in the direction perpendicular to growth plan) within their whole length [51]. The fluctuation of 

the two polytypes (ZB and WZ) along the nanowire length was observed by the corresponding 

intensity contrast changes in the low-resolution TEM image of Figure 2.7 (a). The occurrence of 

very short ZB and WZ segments, along with planar stacking faults (SFs) presented in the high-

resolution TEM image of Figure 2.7 (b). The ZB phase consists of a stacking of atomic layers in 

the sequence of …ABCABC… in <111> direction, while the WZ structure consists of a stacking of 

atomic layers in the sequence of …ABAB… in <0001> direction [51], [54], [55]. This report, [53], 

is an example for III-V nanowires showing a combination of ZB and WZ in the <111> direction, 

while their bulk counterparts commonly crystallize in ZB crystal structure. Figure 2.8 presents 

the structural analysis of a single GaAs nanowire (which is in focus of this thesis). The low-

resolution TEM image in upper side displays the whole length of the nanowire, which was 

transferred on a TEM grid. This nanowire is divided in three major segments including the crystal 

structure for each. The HR-TEM image of one segment from each of these three parts is shown 

in the lower side of Figure 2.8. A high (very low) density of twins and stacking faults exist at the 

nanowire bottom (tip) of this nanowire, while the mid part shows a pure ZB phase (as proved 

by the diffraction pattern from TEM) with few twin planes. In the high-resolution images of 

Figure 2.8, the orange curved bracket, the blue arrow and the red rectangular with arrow point 
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toward the existence of SFs, twin boundary, and again to SFs, respectively. SFs and twin 

boundaries constitute defective segments inside the crystal lattice which affect the device 

performance, e.g. via a variation of charge carrier concentration or an increased phonon 

scattering, and thus a reduced carrier mobility [51],[55], [56]. On the one hand, the polytypism 

can be controlled by varying the growth parameters such as the V/III ratio or the temperature, 

but on the other hand it also depends on the nanowire geometry [51].  

During thin film growth of III-Vs, it is desirable to choose lattice matched substrates for the 

epilayers, to suppress strain at the interface. However, where such a substrate is not available 

or where a lattice mismatched substrates is more desirable, one can employ graded buffer 

layers in which the lattice constants in the epilayer are adjusted by an altered composition of 

an alloyed layer stack from bottom to top during the growth. This allows adjusting the lattice 

constant to the substrate in the beginning of the growth, while altering it towards the desired 

composition toward the top of the buffer layer. This approach can substantially reduce strain 

but is also accompanied by a graded band gap. The plot in Figure 2.9 displays bandgaps vs. lattice 

parameters of III–V compounds with additional SiGe alloys. The blue dots and line segments 

indicate direct-gap materials. Indirect materials with six-fold CB symmetry are presented in red, 

and materials with eight-fold CB symmetry are displayed in green. The vertical-colored bars 

highlighted common commercial substrates. The width of each bar indicates the range of lattice 

parameters that strain up to 1%, showing the range of alloys that can be grown nearly lattice 

matched. The lack of available lattice matched substrates for some conventional pairings of 

substrates and epitaxial layers is a serious issue, strongly impeding the design and fabrication  

devices in certain bandgap ranges [42].  

  𝛼InxGa1−xAs = (1 − x)𝛼𝐺𝑎𝐴𝑠 + 𝑥𝛼𝐼𝑛𝐴𝑠 ,   𝛼InxAl1−xAs = (1 − x)𝛼𝐺𝑎𝐴𝑠 + 𝑥𝛼𝐴𝑙𝐴𝑠     (8), (9). 

 

The lattice parameter or lattice constant (𝛼) of ternaries or quaternaries follows 

approximately Vegard’s law ( e.g. eq. 8 or 9 for InxGa1-xAs or InxAl1-xAs) to vary linearly with 

composition [44]. In Figure 2.10, the lattice parameters for InxGa1-xAs and InxAl1-xAs (𝛼InxGa1−xAs 

and 𝛼InxAl1−xAs ) have been calculated using eq. 8 and 9. The bandgap of InxGa1-xAs is smaller 

than InxAl1-xAs (as shown in Figure 2.1 (b) and Figure 2.9), while their lattice constants are almost 

identical as shown in Figure 2.10. Thus, due to this property and low electron effective mass of 

InxGa1-xAs (at 300 K) , conventional pseudomorphic HEMTs are based on lattice-matched InxGa1-

xAs/InxAl1-xAs/InP [57], [58]. 

The limitation of nearly lattice-matched materials drove early device designers to develop 

quaternary alloys (e.g., GaInAsP, AlGaInAs), such that the bandgap could be changed over a 
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broader design region without switching the lattice parameter; quaternary alloys are crucial to 

the operation of telecommunication devices grown on costly InP substrates. Todays, state-of-

the-art lasers show the applications of quaternary or quintenary alloy, which have up to five 

elements, to enable engineering of the lattice constant, bandgap, or the VB offset [59], [60]. 

Device designers are also highly attracted to further develop semiconductor band extrema by 

deliberately growing heavily strained layers that may have elastic strain approaching 3%. 

However, this is extremely difficult since layers including this high amount of strain are on the 

edge of stability. In order to remain dislocation free such layers can only be grown with few 

monolayers thicknesses [61], [62] . Considering the complexity involved in the higher numbers 

of alloy components or highly strained layers with such a thin critical thickness illustrates the 

demand to increase the degree of freedom that can be employed to produce high quality 

epitaxial materials [42], [63]. 
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Figure 2.9 Bandgaps as a function of lattice parameters for III-V compounds and SiGe alloy at 
300 K. Reproduced from [42] with permission of Springer. 
 

 

Figure 2.10 The lattice parameters of InxGa1-xAs ( in red) and InxAl1-xAs ( in green) at 300 K 

based on the Vegard’s law are presented, where 𝛼𝐺𝑎𝐴𝑠 = 5.6533 Å , 𝛼𝐼𝑛𝐴𝑠 = 6.0583 Å, and 

𝛼𝐴𝑙𝐴𝑠 = 5.6620 Å are used [46], [46], [44].  
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2.2 Growth of III-V nanowires on Si 

 

Figure 2.11 III-V semiconductor nanowires are multi-tasking. An example of the SEM image 

of the self-catalyzed growth of vertical free-standing very thin GaAs nanowires ( 25 nm in 
diameter) on SiOx/Si(111) substrate is shown. Such very thin GaAs nanowires were grown by 
MBE at HZDR. 

 

This chapter provides a general overview of III-V semiconductor nanowires on Si as well as 

their various application possibilities and introduces several fabrication strategies including 

their potential compatibility with Si electronics.  

A direct growth of defect-free planar layers from III-V semiconductor materials on Si 

substrates is not feasible; simply due to two reasons: the lattice misfit strain and the polarity. 

The lattice misfit strain causes dislocations at the interface between III-V materials and Si which 

is a serious barrier for epilayer growers to achieve a thin film with a high crystal quality. 

However, strain is not the only issue for the planar film growth of III-V on Si. The growth 

procedure on the Si substrate surface is typically with monoatomic steps while III-V 

semiconductors have bi-atomic steps. This causes a situation during the growth in which the 

atomic stacking of III–V nuclei formed on adjacent terraces are not matched together at the 

boundaries that they adjoin. This different nature of growth procedure between III-V material 

and Si is resulting in formations of defects which are known as antiphase domains and antiphase 

boundaries. These issues are eliminated while using III-V nanowires on Si [64]. The definition of 

lattice misfit (f) with a positive or negative sign is described in the following: 
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Materials with different chemical compositions have different lattice constants. The lattice 

misfit (f) between two materials is defined as  

𝑓 =
𝑎𝐿 − 𝑎𝑠

𝑎𝑠
     (10), 

where 𝑎𝐿 and 𝑎𝑠 are the strain-free lattice parameters of the epilayer and the substrate, 

respectively. The epilayer is compressively strained (𝑓 > 0) when 𝑎𝐿 > 𝑎𝑠 or tensile strained 

(𝑓 < 0) when 𝑎𝐿  < 𝑎𝑠 [46].  

One of the intriguing features of nanowires stems from their very small interface with the 

substrate (also known as footprint), and their high aspect ratio. It has been demonstrated that 

heterostructures with large differences in their lattice parameters can remain dislocation free 

due to the very efficient radial relaxation of the strain produced by the lattice mismatch at the 

interface between those dissimilar materials [14], [15], [65], [66]. The narrow interface and 

volume of nanowires substantially accommodate the strain by lateral expansion and due to that, 

most of the nanowires nucleate on those terraces and avoid coinciding with the steps on the Si 

surface [64].The growth of free-standing vertical nanowires with epitaxial orientation of the 

substrate is technologically impressive class of material structures that offers the highest degree 

of control over the growth mechanism. Growth III-V often terminates in {111} or {111}B 

directions [64]. An example of self-catalytically grown, very thin GaAs nanowires ( 25 nm in 

diameter) on Si(111), is presented in Figure 2.11. The formation of misfit dislocations in 

equivalent planar heterostructures (e.g., GaAs epilayers on Si) substantially reduces the crystal 

quality. Thus, the small dimension of the nanowires open up ways for the coupling of the 

superior optoelectronic properties of III-V compound semiconductor with Si-based CMOS 

electronics [18], [66], [67].  

By considering the different groups of nanowires, it concluded that semiconductor 

nanowires are multi-tasking (see Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 ) and have various potential 

applications [68], [69], [70], [71] such as electronic (logic devices, diodes, novel nanotransistor 

like reconfigurable transistors) [72], [73], photonic (laser, photodetector, LED) [18], [71], [74] 

,[75], [76], biological (sensors, drug delivery) [71], [77], energy (batteries, solar cells, thermo-

electric-generators) [22], [71], [78] and magnetic (spintronic, memory) devices [69], [79]. An 

example of the schematic representation of the future integrated nano-photonic chip based on 

nanowires is shown in Figure 2.12 [71]. 

III-V nanowire growth on Si is the most promising applications of nanowires to be able to 

integrate on Si. The vertical growth of nanowires on Si where the gate wrap around the 
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nanowires has been used which is one of the attractive device architecture showing a very good 

electrostatic control over the gate channel of a transistor [64]. In this regard, C Rehnstedt et al 

have fabricated wrap-gated FET transistors by vertically aligned epitaxial InAs nanowires grown 

on Si. The electrical properties of these transistors can be affected by charges accumulated in 

the multi-interfaces of such a structure as InAs/HfO2, Si/HfO2, InAs/Si, and the band offset 

between InAs and Si, as well [80].  

 
 

Figure 2.12 Schematic representation for future nano-photonic circuits to integrate different 
nanowire-based devices like nanowire solar cells as on-chip power supplies (1), laser 
diodes/LEDs as light sources (2), nano ribbons (3) and 2D photonic bandgap nanowire arrays (4) 
as filters and waveguides to select and route input and output signals; (6) sample analysis 
chambers, such as silver nano cube arrays for surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy ([81]) (5) 
or nano ribbon/sample intersection for absorption analysis; nanowire based photodectectors 
(7) and a microfluidic system for liquid sample transport (8). Reprinted (adapted) with 
permission from [71]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. 

 

The group of H Riel, M. T. Björk et al, from IBM Research-Zurich have demonstrated the 

fabrication of diodes that conduct through quantum mechanical tunneling (Esaki tunnel diodes) 

[82]. K Tomioka and T Fukui in the research center for integrated quantum electronics, Hokkaido 

University, reported the fabrication of tunnel FET with III-V nanowires on Si heterojunctions with 

the gate all-around. These devices based on nanowires were grown by selective area epitaxy 

(SAG) on p-type Si (111) showing switching behavior with an average sub-threshold slope of 104 

mV/dec under reverse bias condition [83]. In 2016, H Kim et al from Department of Electrical 

Engineering, University of California Los Angeles, in US, have shown monolithically integrated 

InGaAs semiconductor nanowires on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) grating for energy-efficient on-

chip optical links with the potential of using in photonics and optoelectronic devices (see Figure 

2.13). The nanowire arrays were grown by SAG on Si where a high number of SFs and no 
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threading dislocations have been observed in HR-TEM.  It has also shown that the broad 

tunability of composition in InGaAs nanowires can cover the telecommunication wavelengths 

of both 1.31 and1.55 μm [2]. The lower power operation of the transistor devices based on 

nanowires namely on Si substrates compare to the conventional ones is one of the advantages 

of nanowire-based devices that could potentially pave the way for monolithic integration of III-

V semiconductors on Si platform as well as the downscaling of microelectronics [2], [83], [84]. 

 

Figure 2.13 Monolithically integrated III−V nanowires on a SOI platform for energy-efficient 
on-chip optical links, (a) SEM image of InGaAs nanowire array on an SOI grating, (b) SEM image 
of a Single nanowire on an SOI waveguide structure, (c) SEM image (cross-section view) of an 
InGaAs nanowire, (d) HR-TEM image of segment from a InGaAs nanowire. Scale bars are 500 
nm, 200 nm, 100 nm, and 100 nm for (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. Adapted with permission 
from [2]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 

 

Having mentioned the interesting aspects of III-V nanowires applications namely on Si 

wafers, various ways for the fabrication of nanowires will be reviewed in the following section 

regarding the crystal quality of the nanowires which plays a key role for the device 

characteristics. 

There are different ways for the fabrication of nanowires, each having advantages and 

disadvantages in terms of the integration with Si-CMOS technology. Nanowire syntheses can be 

categorized in two major strategies; top-down and bottom-up [66], [69]. The top-down 

approach relies on having a bulk starting material of high crystal quality, from which the final 

(quasi-)1D structure can be selectively etched, sculptured or carved [69]. The top-down 

approach is limited to the already available high-quality bulk materials or planar 

heterostructures that can be etched to shape and form the quasi-1D geometries like nanowires 

or nanorods. There are various reports in which this fabrication strategy for nanowires was 

successfully demonstrated and further developed to increase the device performances as 

compared to bulk material or introducing new functionalities. In 2016, a group, at the physics 

departments of both Eindhoven and Delft Universities of Technology under the leadership of E 

P A M Bakkers and J E M Haverkort, has demonstrated experimentally that an array of tapered 

InP nanorods can boost the radiative efficiency as compared to an equivalent planar solar cells 

by a factor of 14 [85]. The group of J E M Haverkort, D van Dam et al have shown a InP solar cell 
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with a power conversion efficiency value of 17.8% which is the world record in nanowire-based 

solar cell technologies [86]. In 2014, N Waldron et al, in a group at imec (Leuven) Belgium, 

reported the first InGaAs gate-all-around nanowire devices (with 6 nm nanowire diameters) 

fabricated on 300 mm Si substrates, compatible with very large scale integration (VLSI), 

demonstrating a noticeable improvement over similarly processed FinFETs in terms of the short 

channel effect as well as on the on-state performance [87]. In 2014, Ray LaPierre’s group from 

Department of Engineering Physics, at McMaster University, Hamilton Canada has reported a 

strong absorption of GaAs arrays in the visible spectrum and the tunability of the absorption 

[88]. These are only few examples of many other reports based on the top-down approach 

showing the promising future for nanowire-based devices [89], [90], [91]. The need for precise 

addressability in microelectronics strongly relies on the strategy of fabrication, where top-down 

fabrication offers some advantageous. Nonetheless, the invasive nature of the top-down 

fabrication often results in lateral damages and the formation of defects during several etching 

processes, and a high amount of material consumption. Furthermore, the severe lattice 

restrictions to the previously grown bulk heterostructures are substantial drawbacks of this 

fabrication strategy [66], [69].  

In contrast, the aforementioned drawbacks can be eliminated while employing the bottom-

up fabrication strategy. The bottom-up approach relies on randomly distributed starting 

materials that are assembled (grown), of the nanostructures by supplying the appropriate 

precursors for the respective material combination at appropriate growth conditions, such as 

temperature, and pressure [69], [66] . This strategy of fabrication can be realized in gas-phase 

and solution-phase chemistry and has enabled a variety of new material systems and 

morphologies to be obtained with improved control of the crystalline and chemical properties. 

A large amount of research projects has been dedicated in understanding nanowire growth at 

the atomic level and to precisely control the nanowire dimensions, crystal structure, 

composition, growth pattern, and structural/compositional complexity [92]. Bottom-up 

nanowire growth allows accessing structures that may not be possible by the top-down 

approach, and furthermore may allow unusual materials that have not been obtainable in the 

bulk wafer form. The bottom-up semiconductor nanowire growth often results in faceted 

surfaces that may not be attainable by the top-down fabrication. Nanowires synthesized by this 

approach are particularly interesting because of their atomically smooth side walls and high 

crystal quality that can for example allow photons to propagate along the nanowires with low 

losses, making them highly attractive for photonic circuits [92]. Control over the crystal surface 
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facets formed while the nanowire growth may enable manipulate the density of interface states 

at nanowire surfaces, which is an important issue for Ge and III−V materials to further increase 

device performance [69].  

In recent years, the significant progresses in the bottom-up strategy of fabrication have 

offered the possibility of a synergy between the bottom-up and top-down processes to possess 

the benefits of both [69], [93]. An example for this matter can be referred to the report of C G 

Núñez et al, in 2018, where they developed a contact-printing system to efficiently transfer the 

bottom-up and top-down semiconductor nanowires, preserving their as-grown features with a 

good control over their electronic properties [93]. The required fabrication strategy for future 

semiconductor nanowire-based integrated circuits (IC) is still unclear; even so, it is likely that 

both the top-down and bottom-up approaches will be employed in tandem to allow a scalable 

path to nanowire based-IC fabrication. In this thesis, the focus is on the bottom-up approach 

[69].  

The bottom-up strategy of fabrication includes different growth methods such as Au-

catalyzed, self-catalyzed, and SAG techniques. Each of this method differs regarding nanowire 

nucleation, doping, and possibilities for the formation of heterostructures that are critical for 

the electronic and optoelectronic devices.  

The Au-catalyzed growth is often referred to as vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) [66]. The VLS crystal 

growth method is undoubtedly the most widely adopted approach to grow semiconductor 

nanowires because of its great flexibility [94]. In VLS growth, solid nanowires precipitate from 

liquid droplets, supersaturated with the vapor phase precursors [94], [95]. However, many 

fundamental aspects of VLS growth have remained unclear. VLS growth of nanowires 

incorporates three distinct stages as alloying, nucleation, and growth and since the kinetics are 

very rapid under conventional growth conditions, it is very complicated to distinguish the whole 

events at each stage of VLS growth [92]. The history of the bottom-up approach goes back to 

1964, in which R S Wagner, and W C Ellis at Bell laboratories demonstrated the first (VLS) growth 

of Si whiskers using Au-Si liquid alloy [94], [96] . In 1974 (after one decade), R B Finkelman, R R 

Larson, and E J Dwornik have observed the first naturally occurring terrestrial example, GeS, of 

VLS growth where the TEM image of the rods showed the finest rod  40 nm in diameter. Later, 

in 1975, E I Givargizov showed the various stages of the VLS process for the periodic instability 

in Si whiskers and for the first time, the GaAs whiskers growth on GaAs (111) substrate of various 

orientations in sub micrometer region. In 1991, a research team at Hitachi Central Research Lab 

outside Tokyo, under the leadership of K Hiruma, demonstrated for the first time, a p-n junction 

based on GaAs wire crystals of  100 nm in diameter employing metal-organic-vapor-phase-
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epitaxy (MOVPE) [97]. This was the first proof of nanowires’s potential use as an optoelectronic 

device such as LEDs. In 1995, K Hiruma et al, reported the free-standing GaAs/InAs 

heterostructure wires as thin as 20 nm and as long as 1 μm via VLS growth using MOVPE. In 

2000, (after the initiation of the III-V semiconductor nanowire technology in Japan), X Duan and 

C M Lieber showed laser-assisted catalytic growth of a broad range of compound semiconductor 

nanowires as III-V binary (GaAs, GaP, InAs, and InP), III-V ternary (GaAs/P, InAs/P), II-VI binary 

(ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, and CdSe), and binary SiGe alloy as well with a high purity of above 90% single 

crystals within three to tens of nanometer in diameter and tens of micrometer regime. Their 

report over the various compound semiconductors opened up the path toward nano-scale LEDs 

and laser devices using more complex material systems including single-wire homo- and 

heterojuctions [98]. Since then many research studies have been performed worldwide to 

investigate bottom-up grown 1D nano-scale material structures in the field of nanoscience and 

nanotechnology [66], [67]. 

Foreign-metal-catalyst nanowire growth using Au/Si VLS systems is nowadays very common 

in the bottom-up approach where both, MBE and MOVPE are utilized for the epitaxial growth. 

In a conventional VLS growth mode, the metal droplet in nano-scale size is quite stable during 

nanowire growth. Hence, the control over the diameter and length of the nanowires can be 

independent from the size of the metal droplet and the growth duration [92]. However, there 

are few serious concerns in using Au droplets for nanowire growth. For the case of Si nanowire 

on Si substrate, it has been found that the surface of substrate is covered by one monolayer of 

Au on the places without nanowires indicating the loss of Au atoms from the droplets. This issue 

can be suppressed by using low-level oxygen to oxidize partly nanowire surface. Still, in such a 

Au/Si VLS system, the Au atoms migration on nanowire surface is problematic since Au ruins the 

electronic properties of the Si nanowires in an uncontrolled way through creation of scattering 

centers or non-radiative recombination sources of electrons-holes [99]. The presence of Au 

atoms in Si crystal lattice reduces the lifetime of excess electrons and holes in p- and n-type 

material [100]. Furthermore, not only Au catalyst but also Al catalyst showed the same issue as 

well. Thus, it is very convincing that the loss of such a foreign metal catalyst may be common 

for any other foreign-metal-nanoparticle-mediated nanowire growth [101], [102], [103], [104]. 

In 2012, M Bar-Sadan et al has demonstrated the incorporation of Au atoms during GaAs 

nanowire growth resulting in the reduction of the electron mean free path and degradation of 

the electronic properties [105], [106]. Though, the most common catalyst for the VLS growth is 
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Au-assisted growth, unfortunately it is not compatible with Si-CMOS VLSI technology as a 

backbone of current electronic technology [95].  

An alternative solution for the Au-free growth is the self-catalyzed growth, which has the 

promise to be fully compatible with Si CMOS platforms [14], [15], [107], [108]. The self-catalyzed 

growth relies on employing the low melting temperature of the group III elements as nano-

droplets for the nanowire growth, providing crucial advantages over the Au nano-droplets, 

where no impurities are anticipated to be introduced in the nano-droplets. Furthermore these 

nano-droplets can be consumed in order to switch from an axial to a radial growth mode [66], 

[106]. For the self-catalyst growth, MBE seems to be the better suited technique as compared 

to MOVPE, though the latter has been also utilized to some extent. One established example of 

self-catalyzed VLS growth is Ga-assisted growth of GaAs nanowires by MBE where Ga nano-

droplets are employed (instead of Au nano-droplets) to be supersaturated by As precursors for 

precipitating GaAs underneath [14], [66], [95], [109]. Ga-assisted growth using MBE can be used 

for precipitation of other binaries or ternaries III-V compounds such as GaP, GaAsP, GaAsSb, and 

InGaAs as well [66], [95]. Indium droplets can also be used for nucleation of other materials such 

as InAs or InP [110]. While there are other nano-droplets for the nucleation of the target 

material in the literatures [66] in this thesis, the focus is on the Ga-assisted growth of GaAs 

nanowires on Si by MBE. 

For GaAs nanowire growth on Si substrates, pre-treatments of Ga droplets and SiOx/Si turns 

out to be the key for a successful process [15]. The nucleation of GaAs nanowires via Ga nano-

droplets includes the use of an oxide to promote nucleation both on GaAs and Si. This oxide 

layer can be either native or non-native oxide, e.g. thermally grown SiO2. By using a native oxide 

or SiOx, randomly distributed pin holes form by pre-treatment of the oxide layer. This pre-

treatment is mainly annealing the SiOx/Si to a certain temperature until already deposited Ga 

droplets evaporate while leaving behind those pin holes [15]. Later, supplying Ga adatoms 

results in formation of Ga nano-droplets inside those generated pinholes. These Ga nano-

droplets are in contact with the crystalline substrate. By a continuous supply of Ga and As beams 

toward these re-generated Ga nano-droplets, the solid phase GaAs starts to nucleate and GaAs 

growth in the axial direction through a layer by layer growth mode at the droplet interface with 

the solid substrate [15],[65], [94]. 

By optimizing the oxide layer and formation of Ga nano-droplets inside the pinholes, it is very 

likely to obtain high yield (e.g. 95%) of vertical GaAs nanowires on Si [15], [107]. In Figure 2.11, 

an example of the SEM image of the self-catalyzed growth (Ga-assisted growth) of vertical free-

standing very thin GaAs nanowires (25 nm in diameter) on SiOx/Si(111) substrate is shown. 
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These thin nanowires have been studied and characterized in this thesis. In 2017 and 2018 

Tauchnitz et al from HZDR in Germany [15], [111] have shown an MBE grown GaAs nanowire 

using Ga-assisted growth on SiOx/Si substrate where the formation of pinholes inside the native 

oxide after pre-treatment of SiOx/Si substrate has been explained in details, where their 

methodology results in a high yield (80%) of vertical grown nanowires (vs islands) with a superior 

uniform length distribution of the nanowires. The distinct feature of the self-catalyzed way of 

growth is the resulting remarkably high crystal of the GaAs nanowires on Si (111) with the 

predominant ZB crystal structure [14], [15], [99]. The absence of misfit dislocation between the 

small interface of a vertical GaAs nanowire and SiOx/Si substrate has been shown in the cross-

sectional TEM images [15]. No misfit dislocation were observed between GaAs and Si, in spite 

of having a large lattice misfit (f) of 4%, allowing their high quality growth independent of the 

target substrates lattice constant [65].  

Though, the high crystal quality of nanowires as the outcome of the self-catalyzed growth is 

highly desirable, still there are hurdles in the growth of different compound III-V semiconductors 

on Si as the high goal for the coupling of III-V nanowires with Si CMOS. One example is the direct 

growth of vertical InxGa1-xAs nanowires on Si by MBE. InxGa1-xAs alloy in particular is the material 

of our interest in this thesis. The self-catalyzed (Ga-assisted) VLS growth of pure InxGa1-xAs 

nanowires grown on Si by MBE is quite challenging. The major problems can be referred in 

droplet-mediated and droplet-free growth, according to the report of Heiss et al. and Treu et al, 

respectively [16], [17]. In droplet-mediated VLS growth (Heiss et al, [17]), due to very low In 

incorporation through Ga droplet, In composition cannot exceed 3-5% and for growth 

temperature < 575 °C a radial In-rich shell forms. Base on the report of Treu et al., using a 

droplet-free, vapor-solid (VS) growth mechanism via SAG, enabled them to tune the In 

composition over a broader range. However, they only obtained InxGa1-xAs nanowires with a 

high density of SFs. Thus, the MBE growth of free-standing InxGa1-xAs nanowires with a high 

crystal quality on Si appears challenging. 

So far, the Au-assisted and Ga-assisted growth mode as two approaches for the bottom-up 

formation of nanowires have been described. In the following, the SAG will be briefly 

introduced. MOVPE is a technique that is very common for the SAG of nanowires. Employing a 

template mask in SAG helps to define the positions that epitaxial growth of nanowires will take 

place, which is in contrast to the self-assembled Au- or self-catalyst growth [66]. SAG can also 

be called template-mediated growth which is a droplet-free method. The first SAG was reported 

in 1960 and afterwards this approach was further developed for the growth of nanowires, where 
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novel laser and transistor structures were demonstrated [112], [113], [114]. In 1990, GaAs 

nanorods with a size of 53 nm were produced using SAG [115]. The significant advances in SAG 

have been occurred in T Fukui group (this noticeable group from Japan) in 2000, where materials 

such as GaAs, InAs, InP and InGaAs were grown by MOVPE [116], [117], [118], [119]. Later 

several groups started to employ SAG using either MBE or MOVPE to grow different materials 

[66].  

Even though by SAG, one could control the positioning of nanowire growth but often result 

in formation of a high density of randomly distributed planar defects or so-called polytypism [2], 

[29], [120], [121]. One example of the SAG of InGaAs nanowires on Si has shown already by HR-

TEM image in Figure 2.13 (d). Based on the report of G Koblmüller and G Abstreiter from Walter 

Schottky Institute in Germany, for SAG of InGaAs nanowires on Si, even though SFs are 

undesirable and degrade electrical and optical characteristics, removal of SFs might be possible 

by precisely controlling the growth temperature and the V/III ratio [122]. 

 

In this thesis, GaAs nanowires are grown by the bottom-up approach using self-catalyzed 

MBE growth (with the VLS growth) for very thin GaAs nanowires on SiOx/Si(111) substrates. 

After the core growth, the InxGa1-xAs or InxAl1-xAs shell growth (with the VS growth) has been 

employed to take advantageous of various possibilities in engineering the optical and electrical 

properties of the material to be used as a potential opto-electronic device. Generally, the shell 

growth around the core enriches the wealth of applications and device possibility for various 

core/shell nanowires and adds more freedom in engineering the material properties.  

 

2.3 Core/shell heterostructure nanowires 

This chapter gives a brief overview of various types of core/shell heterostructure nanowires 

including their specific applications. And few reports on the state-of-the-art among various 

types of core/shell nanowires related to the investigation for this thesis are mentioned.  

The intriguing possibility of heterostructure growth (combination of different materials) 

constitutes one of the most appealing features of the nanowires grown via the bottom-up 

approach. In recent years radial heterostructure nanowires have attracted increased attention 

because of their geometry, which can enhance the performance and/or add novel properties in 

the devices [123]. The advantages of radial core/shell heterostructure nanowires in view of 

certain applications can be summarized as follows: i) The enhancement of the operation of 

nanowire devices, where the shell is used for removing the surface states and to confine the 
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carriers inside the core, resulting into the reduction of surface scattering and the fundamental 

understanding of the quantum confinement. ii) Their potential use for high efficiency 

optoelectronic devices such as lasers [19], solar cells [22], LEDs [18], surrounding-gate 

architecture for transistors [124], [67]. iii) Importantly the high freedom in bandgap/strain 

engineering of the material through the shell growth [65], [125]. iv) Their applications for high 

electron mobility transistors on Si [67]. v) Monolithic integration of III-V devices on Si [65], [94], 

[126], [125]. vi) Adding novel concepts like Majorana fermions [127], [128], spin-related 

coherent quantum transport, spintronic devices, topological quantum computation [129], [130], 

emission of entangled photon pairs [131], and thermoelectric properties [132]. The points iii) 

and iv) will be covered in the later chapters (2.5 and 2.6, respectively) and more information 

about the point vi) can be found in the corresponding references. 

The radial heterostructure nanowires are core/shell nanowires, where the nanowire at the 

core is wrapped by one single or multiple shells [67]. Historically, there has been a vast amount 

of studies in radial heterostructures with the self-catalyzed growth strategy. One possible 

reason for promoting core/shell nanowires by the self-catalyzed growth can be that in contrast 

to the Au-assisted growth, in the self-catalyzed growth, the liquid droplet can be consumed or 

solidified in-situ, which is not the case for Au-assisted way of growth. The combination of the 

self-catalyzed growth strategy with the MBE growth technique has introduced various 

core/shell or core/multi-shell nanowire heterostructures which are limited to be grown as 

epilayers with such a high crystal quality and thicknesses [66], [67].  

In 2002, L J Lauhon et al (in the group of C M Lieber) reported the first epitaxial Si/Ge 

core/shell and core/multi-shell nanowire heterostructures with B doped Si shell, which were 

employed as coaxially gated nanowire transistors [133]. Later, M Ben‐Ishai and F Patolsky 

showed the smooth and single crystal Ge(core)/Si–Ge–Si(multi-shell) and Si(core)/Ge–Si (multi-

shell) nanowires [134]. In 2004 and 2005, the first report for III-V group was by F Qian et al (in 

the group of C M Lieber) based on n-GaN/InGaN/p-GaN and InxGa1-xN/GaN/p-AlGaN/p-GaN 

core/multi-shell nanowires as LED devices [135], [136]. Mohan et al fabricated SAG of 

InP/InAs/InP core/multi-shell nanowires. Instead of changing the shell composition, they tuned 

the electronic structure of the InAs shell by the using quantum confinement effect as well as 

strain where InAs and InP have a 3.2% lattice mismatch. 4K PL measurements proved the 

presence of strained InAs quantum well on InP (110) sidewalls [137]. Later, in 2007, P K Mohseni 

et al (in the group of R R LaPierre) demonstrated the interplay between axial (VLS) and radial 
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growth for GaP/GaAsP/GaP core/multi-shell nanowires on Si(111). TEM and XRD spectroscopy 

showed the WZ phase in these nanowires [138].  

Back into 1973, it is interesting to see 3D light guides in a single crystal GaAs/AlGaAs using 

photolithography have been developed, where AlGaAs is used as cladding layer to encapsulate 

GaAs [139]. In 2008, the development of core/shell nanowires via MBE growth based on group-

III-arsenides was initiated by A Fontcuberta i Morral et al (in the group of G Abstreiter). They 

could grow a prismatic quantum radial heterostructure by the self-catalyzed MBE growth based 

on GaAs/Al0.40Ga0.60As core/shell nanowires as well as a thin layer of GaAs sandwiched between 

two Al0.40Ga0.60As barriers [140]. In the same year, M Heigoldt et al (in the group of A Fontcuberta 

i Morral) studied the optimal growth condition for such AlGaAs quantum coaxial structures and 

found the growth temperature of 465 °C results into the best quality and highly uniform shell 

growth [141]. Sooner afterwards, the lattice matched GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires in the 

literatures became the most favorable heterostructure nanowires for studying of the 

outstanding optical and electrical properties of low dimensional materials as compare to the 

bulk [67]. The Ga-assisted core/shell nanowires such as GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs core/shell nanowires 

by MBE can be grown as following steps: after the GaAs core growth which typically happens at 

a high growth temperature around of 640 °C, V/III flux ratio of 60 and the growth rate equivalent 

of the planar growth rate of 0.03 nms-1, and a certain growth time (depending on the desired 

length or diameter of nanowire), the shell growth begins. The shell growth which is a radial 

growth requires the solidification of the Ga droplet meaning switching to the VS growth mode. 

This happens by increasing the As pressure to a certain value such as 2x10-5 mbar. Then 

substrate temperature switches to a lower temperature like 460 °C while Ga shutter stays 

shutdown in order to stop unintentional GaAs shell growth. Then after reaching to the target 

shell growth temperature, the Ga and Al sources are introduced together with a certain Ga flux 

and an Al flux to obtain the desired composition inside the shell meaning Al/(Ga+Al)= x (for a 

certain growth time depending on the AlxGa1-xAs shell thickness). Finally, it is very common to 

encapsulate AlxGa1-xAs shell with a very thin GaAs in order to prevent Al oxidation [142], [143]. 

SEM pictures presented in E Dimakis et al for the shell growth in VS mode around GaAs core 

show the solidification of Ga droplet at the tip of the GaAs nanowires [106]. 

Radial heterostructures formed by the overgrown layer around the initial nanowire passivate 

surface states, which can act as scattering centers for charge carriers or recombination sources 

for electron-hole pairs [64], [66]. The surface states, [144], strongly affect the electron transport 

properties in semiconductors like GaAs, resulting in a degradation of device characteristics e.g. 

a dramatic decrease of the carrier lifetime. Narrowing the size of the material in the form of 
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nanowires enlarges the impact of the nanowire surfaces and deteriorates the opto-electronic 

properties of nanowires and thus, making the nanowires ’properties different from the known 

properties of bulk GaAs. The high density of surface states cause Fermi level pining depending 

on the doping level and the size of the nanowires [145], [146]. Typically, a surface passivation 

layer forms a thin film of an inert material which lowers the density of surface states via 

removing the native oxide from the complex surface of GaAs [147].  

Among different materials, overgrowth of the almost lattice-matched AlGaAs layer around 

GaAs has been found to nearly perfectly passivate the GaAs surface states [147]. Similar epitaxial 

growth materials for the passivation of GaAs surface states are GaAsP, AlInP, and GaN. The Ga-

N bonds are highly stable and best candidate for passivation of GaAs, but the large lattice misfit 

of 20% between GaAs and GaN causes the limitation for the coherence growth and thus the 

limited GaN thickness of up to 2 monolayers [146]. The passivation of the GaAs surface states 

drastically improves the brightness of the photoluminescence and solar cell efficiency [146]. 

Another novel example of surface passivation of GaAs is presented in this thesis where the 

overgrowth of lattice mismatched In0.54Al0.46As layer around GaAs passivates the GaAs surfaces 

as shown in the cross-sectional scanning TEM image in Figure 2.14. 

N Jiang et al (in the group of C Jagadish) investigated on the impact of AlGaAs shell thickness 

and growth time on the minority charge carrier lifetime inside the GaAs core of GaAs/AlGaAs 

core/shell nanowires. An increase of carrier lifetime up to a certain value with increasing the 

shell thickness has been reported which is the result of suppressing the tunneling probability of 

carriers through the AlGaAs shell [148]. 

D Rudolph et al demonstrated a detailed material compositional analyses of 

GaAs/Al0.30Ga0.70As core/shell nanowire grown by MBE on silicon. The cross-section TEM image 

reveals Al-rich line, like Figure 2.14, inside the Al0.30Ga0.70As alloy due to interface segregation, 

nanofaceting, and local alloy fluctuations. A 6-fold Al-rich substructure along the corners of the 

hexagonal Al0.30Ga0.70As shell has been observed where the Al composition is up to x ∼ 0.60, a 

factor of 2 larger than the body of the shell. This is attributed to facet-dependent capillarity 

diffusion due to the nonplanarity of shell growth [149]. A similar scenario as GaAs/Al0.30Ga0.70As 

core/shell nanowire has been for the phase segregation in GaAs/AlInP core/Shell nanowires by 

N Sköld et al (in the group of L Samuelson). This is associated with the formation of nanofaceted 

corner profiles which results in elemental enrichment that can be applied universally to the 

synthesis of multi-component nanowire shells regardless of the exact material system or growth 

technique [149]. Later, Y Zhang et al reported for the first time a quasi-3-fold composition 
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symmetry with a polarity difference in III−V−V core/shell nanowires where the P-rich lines show 

the polarity along both ⟨112⟩A and B directions [150]. In 2020, S Assali et al showed the cross-

sectional morphology of Ge/GeSn core/shell nanowire changes from hexagonal to dodecagonal 

shape through increasing the Sn composition. This drastic shape shift compared to other reports 

is due to Sn phase segregation and faceting at {112} surfaces, where Ge bonds are under tensile 

strain. Furthermore, the tunability of PL with varying composition and morphology of the GeSn 

shell as their findings indicates the feasible use of core/shell nanowires for optoelectronic 

devices operating at mid-infrared wavelengths [151]. Another detailed growth study over phase 

segregation in strain-free core/shell nanowires reported by R Bergamaschini et al. They 

simulated the sunburst pattern by kinetic compositional segregation which is dominantly 

triggered by the enhanced growth rate at the facet edges, whereas surface anisotropy keeps 

the stripes thin [152]. 

 
 

Figure 2.14 An example of scanning TEM image of GaAs/In0.54Al0.46As core/shell nanowires 
with a thin lattice matched In0.55Ga0.45As capping layer. This is an example for showing the typical 
phase segregation occurs in core/shell nanowire. The white arrow points toward the Al rich line 
along [112]. The detailed explanations of the nanowires are described in the result chapter 4.1. 
The TEM measurement has been performed at HZDR. 

 

Figure 2.15 The assumed band alignment and possible recombination transitions marked D 
and N in two samples, in which band bending at GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell interface was mainly 
considered. The observed prolonged carrier lifetime was associated with the increased electron 
confinement at the core–inner-shell interface and the delayed recombination of photoexcited 
electron–hole pairs. Reproduced from [143] with permission from the Royal Society of 
Chemistry. 
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In 2013, M Heiss et al (in the group of A Fontcuberta i Morral) have found self-assembled 

quantum dots located at the apex of GaAs/Al0.30Ga0.70As core/shell nanowires. The emission of 

these quantum dots embedded within the shell has blue shift emission relative to the lowest 

energy continuum states of the GaAs core [153]. Later, in 2015, N Jeon et al demonstrated alloy 

fluctuations that can act as quantum dot-like emitters with sharp PL lines in GaAs/AlGaAs 

core/shell nanowires [154]. In 2019, H Aruni Fonseka et al demonstrated the presence of novel 

self-assembled triplet quantum wires exchanging along ⟨112⟩A and B radial directions at the 

interface of GaAsxP1-x/GaAsyP1-y core/shell nanowires grown by MBE on Si(111) with ZB phase, 

where they showed the origin of three quantum wires is due to 3-fold symmetry of ZB phase on 

(111) plane and further more forming quantum dots at the twin boundaries of these quantum 

wires. Their performed optical spectroscopy verified the quantum emitters in the twinned 

individual nanowires [155]. 

The shell can be designed in such that the carriers are confined in the core or interface 

between core/shell, to keep them away from the surface state scattering, which leads into the 

enhancement of the conductivity (see Figure 2.15) [156], [143]. In 2019, C Zhou et al reported 

carrier dynamics for two different samples of GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires. In sample A, 

both Ga and Al beams were supplied with the Al flux/(Ga flux + Al flux) of ∼23% (for 30 min 

growth time of the AlGaAs shell). In sample B, an additional AlGaAs shell with a higher Al 

composition of ∼38% was grown for 5 min between the nanowire core and shell. Based on time-

resolved PL experiments and accordingly the decays of the carrier lifetime of the GaAs core with 

a mono-exponential decay for both samples , it has been extracted that the carrier lifetime of 

sample B is ∼34% longer than A. In both A and B, electrons diffuse from AlGaAs into GaAs, 

causing a band bending at the interface as shown in Figure 2.15. Also, the excited electrons in 

the AlGaAs shells may have the poosibility to diffuse to the low-energy and small-band-gap GaAs 

core. For sample A with a lower Al composition, and thereby with a less band bending, the direct 

recombination of the electrons-holes inside the GaAs core is dominant (as marked by the green 

dotted arrow D). The excited electrons in the CB of the core may transfer to the AlGaAs shell 

due to a relatively low energy barrier for electron escape, which may be confined at the 

nanowire surface layers and cause a non-radiative recombination and a relatively short carrier 

lifetime. For sample B, the AlGaAs inner-shell with a high Al concentration has a wider bandgap, 

causing a relatively large difference in the Fermi level (Ef) between GaAs and AlGaAs, and thus 

the more significant band bending. The red dotted arrow marked with N indicates an additional 
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transition path inside this triangular well for the sample B which might be the reason for the 

slight longer carrier lifetime as shown in Figure 2.15 [143].  

Moreover, low refraction index shells improve the confinement of photons, promoting 

waveguiding or lasing inside the shell [67]. B Mayer et al (in the group of J J Finley) demonstrated 

the infrared lasing up to 300 K for individual GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires inside the active 

GaAs region. They believed by precisely designing the shell composition, high performance 

infrared lasers based on nanowires might be feasible using such III/V semiconductor 

heterostructures. P Krogstrup et al (in the group of A Fontcuberta i Morral) demonstrated a solar 

cell device based on a single GaAs nanowire (with a p–i–n junction) which can boost the solar 

cell efficiency beyond the Shockley–Queisser limit [22]. In 2020, E M Fadaly et al demonstrated 

direct-bandgap emission from hexagonal Ge and SiGe alloys and showed the development of 

Si–Ge alloys that have superior optoelectronic properties with the high potential of the 

improvement of photonics technologies that are compatible with current Si electronic platform 

[125], [157]. With regards to the photonic device technology such as LEDs or solar cells, the 

reports of P Krogstrup et al [22] and E M Fadaly et al [125] can be considered as the state-of-

the-art in the nanowire society. 

Another aspect of core/shell nanowire property as surrounding-gate architecture can be 

mentioned. Generally, small band gap with small effective mass III-V semiconductors boost the 

tunneling probability and consequently the tunneling current to be used as TFETs with an 

excellent ON and OFF ratio. In nanowire-based devices, enhancing the drive current at a certain 

supply voltage or keeping a drive current constant for a weakened supply voltage might be 

obtainable via increasing the cross-sectional area of a device, while, in return electrostatic 

characteristics degrade. Gate-all-around nanowire devices are the most favorable electrostatic 

configuration to decrease short channel effects; but addressing the drive current in the arrays 

of vertical nanowires is still an issue that requires an additional chip area. Using a III-V core/shell 

nanowire as a transistor provides an impressive means to address the drive current issue 

without compromising neither chip area nor device electrostatics [124]. In 2019, T Vasen et al 

reported vertical gate-all-around nanowire GaSb/InAs core/shell for n-Type TFETs with the 

possible realization of CMOS footprint requirements [158] . 

Monolithic integration of III-V nanowires or even core/shell nanowires on Si is still in a 

premature phase to be entered the VLSI industry [26], [99]. Typically, in order to study the 

fundamental opto-electronic properties of nanowires, they are removed from the original 

substrate onto another substrate depending on the type of experiment. From technological 

perspective, nanowires should not be removed from their grown substrate and all device 
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processing and experiments should be performed on the original substrate (same substrate) to 

fulfill monolithic integration of III-V nanowires on Si. To achieve this idea, there has been 

significant engineering efforts commenced. Thus, accordingly few promising reports in the 

following can be outlined [159]. In 2012, K Tomioka et al demonstrated high performance 

vertical transistors, HEMTs, based on InGaAs/InP/InAlAs/InGaAs core/multi-shell nanowires 

grown by SAG on Si substrate [29]. G Koblmüller et al have offered different schemes for 

monolithic integration of GaAs based nanowires as lasers. They reported how such vertical 

cavities (e.g. GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires) can be a good candidate for low-threshold 

lasing, high spontaneous emission coupling and ultra-fast emission characteristics [163]. In 

2020, Y Ra and C Lee have demonstrated the monolithic integration of multiple-color emission 

on the same substrate (not Si) by using the multiple-stacked tunnel junction shell nanowire 

heterostructure [133]. For lasing or LED applications in the UV spectral range, GaN or AlGaN 

nanowire-based devices are premiers due to their high refractive index contrast with Si, 

providing strong modal reflectivity and waveguiding modes inside these type of nanowires as 

compared to GaAs based nanowires [113], [163]. 

 

In this thesis, the focus will be on two types of core/shell nanowires as GaAs/ InxGa1-xAs and 

GaAs/ InxAl1-xAs grown directly on Si(111) by MBE with a predominant ZB crystal structure. To 

enable more freedom in In composition, x, while maintaining a high crystal quality; InxGa1-xAs or 

InxAl1-xAs as a shell layer around GaAs nanowires, constituting the core on Si(111) has been 

grown resulting in lattice mismatched core/shell nanowires where the strain between core and 

shell in these novel low-dimensional heterostructures is one of the main challenges to be 

investigated. Strain engineering of GaAs through the shell growth has been employed which can 

open up potential applications of these material structures for the future devices based on 

nanowires structure such as widely tunable laser, HEMTS (remote doping technique), and 

nanowire-based FET. 

 

2.4 Strain in epilayers and core/shell nanowires  

This chapter provides the fundamentals as the strain(stress), strain in heterostructure 

epilayer compared to core/shell nanowires. By incorporating coherent strain in a proper design 

of the material structure, it has been shown that the device performance can be substantially 

increased. Therefore, strain engineering is an intriguing strategy for improving device 

performance [160] which is even in a wide use for Si-CMOS technology [161], [162]. While planar 
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layers suffer from a high density of dislocations due to the lattice-mismatched substrates, 

core/shell nanowires can efficiently pass the strain into the core and are thus promising for a 

coherent system [94]. 

 A system is called “elastic” when it can return to its initial state after being deformed by an 

external force. For a small deformation, the elastic behavior of most materials (e.g. spring) 

shows a linear elasticity which stands for the linear relation between stress and strain.  

𝐹 = 𝐾𝑥    (11). 

𝜎 = 𝐸휀    (12). 

The relation of stress (𝜎) and strain (휀) is also originated from Hooke’s law. This law can be 

described by a tensile force (𝐹) and its corresponding displacement 𝑥. In eq. (11), 𝐾 is a constant 

known as a spring constant and in eq. (12), 𝐸 is known as the elastic modulus or Young’s 

modulus [163], [164], [165], [166], [167].  

𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗휀𝑘𝑙     (13). 
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As mentioned, the Hooke’s law has a limitation for its linearity. Within this limit, it can be 

generalized for 3 dimensional elastic objects in ZB crystals, e.g. GaAs. In eq. (13), 𝐶𝑖𝑗 is the elastic 

stiffness tensor. The whole matrix component of 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is written as eq. (14). For crystals with cubic 

symmetry, the tensor elements can be simplified as 𝐶1111=𝐶11, 𝐶1122= 𝐶12, 𝐶1212= 𝐶44, etc. Thus 

due to the cubic symmetry, the 𝐶𝑖𝑗 tensor is based on only three constants, 𝐶11, 𝐶12, and 𝐶44 

[163], [164], [165], [166], [167]. For GaAs material, the elastic stiffness constants are reported 

as following: 

𝐶11 = 118 GPa , 𝐶12 = 53.8 GPa , and 𝐶44 = 59.4 GPa   (15). 

Also, the stress tensor can be defined by the elastic compliance tensor (𝑆𝑖𝑗) which is the 

inversion of matrix in eq. (14) [163], [164], [165], [166], [167].  
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Basically, the relation of the elastic compliance constants 𝑆𝑖𝑗 to the elastic stiffness constants 

can be obtained via eq. (17-19) [163], [164], [165], [166], [167].  

𝑆11 =
𝐶11 + 𝐶12

𝐶11
2 + 𝐶11𝐶12 − 2𝐶12

2        (17). 

𝑆11 =
−𝐶12

𝐶11
2 + 𝐶11𝐶12 − 2𝐶12

2         (18). 

𝑆44 =
1

𝐶44
       (19). 

A fractional change of crystal volume under a 3-dimensional strain or hydrostatic strain (εℎ) 

can be introduced as, 

   
𝛥𝑉

𝑉
= 휀𝑥𝑥 + 휀𝑦𝑦 + 휀𝑧𝑧     (20), 

where, 
𝛥𝑉

𝑉
 is the relative change in a crystal volume (a fractional change in the volume) [168], 

[169].  

Any stress may be categorized in three types: uniaxial stress, shear stress, and hydrostatic 

stress (see Figure 2.16). Uniaxial tensile or compressive stresses, 𝜎𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝑦𝑦, and 𝜎𝑧𝑧, are 

originated by force pairs acting perpendicular to the surfaces (see Figure 2.16). If the forces are 

applied tangentially, they cause shear stresses as 𝜎𝑥𝑦, 𝜎𝑦𝑧, and 𝜎𝑥𝑧 [163], [164], [165], [166], 

[167]. If a crystal is deformed in 3 dimensions, it can be named “hydrostatic strain”. However, 

the hydrostatic strain does not necessarily mean the equal strain in all 3 dimensions. In case of 

the equal strain deformation in all 3 dimensions, it can be named “isotropic hydrostatic strain” 

and in case of non-equal, it can be named “an-isotropic hydrostatic strain” [163], [164], [165], 

[166], [167].  

For isotropic solids (meaning solid materials that their physical properties are independent 

of the orientation of the material system) only 2 independent stiffness constants exist, 

describing the response on axial and shear stress. For such materials in ZB phase, the elastic 

constants as 𝐶44 = 1/2(𝐶11 − 𝐶12) can be related. The two independent elastic constants are 

known as Lamé constants μ and G, in which, μ = G = 𝐶44 and λ = 𝐶12. G is known as the shear 

modulus. There are a few relations exist to show their dependences. If the elastic properties of 

isotropic solids are expressed in terms of components of the compliance matrix 𝑆, the two 

independent components are 𝑆11 = 1/E and 𝑆12 =−ν/E; 𝑆44 = 𝑆55 = 𝑆66 =(2+2ν)/E. In these 
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relations, E is known as Young’s modulus and expresses the ratio stress/strain, and ν is called 

Poisson’s ratio. These two quantities are related to the Lamé constants as follows, 

𝐸 =
μ (2μ + 3λ) 

μ + λ
     (21), 

𝜈 =
λ 

2(μ + λ)
            (22). 

When a solid material is under a transverse tensile strain in one direction, simultaneously it 

deforms longitudinally compressed in the other direction. Such deformations in material 

property is termed Poisson’s ratio, ν = − (transverse strain/longitudinal strain), for a uniaxial 

tensile stress applied in longitudinal direction. For cubic materials and stress along an axis of the 

unit cell, the ratio is ν = 𝐶12/(𝐶11+𝐶12). Values for Poisson’s ratios range between 0.5 

(incompressible medium) and −1 (perfect compressibility). 

 

Figure 2.16 Different types of a solid lattice deformation by (a) uniaxial stress, (b) shear 
stress, and (c) hydrostatic stress. 

 

Figure 2.17 Two types of interfaces (a) strained coherent interface, (b) semi-coherent 
interface with dislocations which one of them is shown as ┴. Reprinted with permission from 
from [170]. Copyright 2014 Elsevier. 

 

In the pseudomorphic growth, the epitaxial layer laterally strained (either in a tensile or 

compressive regime) in order to be lattice-matched with the crystalline substrate or layer 

underneath, e.g. InGaAs on GaAs substrate. Beyond a critical thickness of the film, defects or 

misfit dislocations through a plastic relaxation are produced. A coherent interface is constructed 
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when the two crystal lattices or part of the them has a good ‘match’ and the two crystal lattices 

are continuous across the interface and this occurs when both of their interfacial plane has the 

same atomic configuration. Still, the SF interface (discussed in chapter 2.2) is counted as a typical 

coherent interface. When the ‘lattice match’ at the interface is not good, it is still possible to 

sustain coherent interface by straining one or both lattices, as shown in Figure 2.17 (a). These 

coherent interfaces through the strain rise the elastic energy density (𝑤) in the volume (V), and 

for higher misfits it becomes energetically more favorable to shape a semi-coherent interface 

(see Figure 2.17 (b)) where the lattice mismatch is periodically taken up by misfit dislocations. 

Then such a strained coherent interface can be relieved by a cross-grid of dislocations (┴) in the 

interface plane, the spacing of which depends on Burgers vectors of dislocations and misfits. 

The Burgers vector is a vector, that shows the magnitude and direction of the lattice distortion 

as a result of a dislocation in a crystal lattice. The atoms in a crystal accommodating a dislocation 

are displaced from their perfect lattice sites, and the resulting distortion generates a stress field 

in the crystal around the dislocation. Thus, the dislocation is a source of internal stress in the 

crystal. The interfacial energy for semi-coherent interfaces appears from any chemical 

contribution as for fully coherent interfaces, and the energy of the dislocations. The energy of a 

semi-coherent interface goes higher with reducing dislocation spacing as far as the dislocation 

strain fields overlap. When this happens and continues beyond a certain limit, the discrete 

nature of the dislocations will be ruined, and therefore, the interface becomes incoherent [170].  

Eventually, the growth of a single crystal in a lattice-mismatched structure is crucial, since 

strain can produce easily different types of defects in an improper geometrical design and 

growth conditions, which cause severely a device performance degradation like a charge carrier 

mobility reduction. Such defects are one of the major sources in a degradation of charge carrier 

mobilities [65], [171]. Hence, defects are a serious discussion in crystalline solids and epitaxy. 

Generally, crystals can consist of imperfections such as point, line, surface or volume defects 

which disturb locally the regular atomic arrangement of the crystals. The line defects can also 

be called dislocations which are an important class of defect in solid crystals. There is a critical 

shear stress field which causes a plastic deformation, where the dislocations appear inside a 

single crystal system such as threading dislocations and misfit dislocations [172]. Threading 

dislocations originate from lattice mismatching and extend from the surface of a strained layer, 

passes through the entire layer and penetrate the substrate while bend at the interface into 

misfit dislocations [172]. The examples for the presence of threading dislocations related to 
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planar heterostructures on Si (001) inside GaAs, InAlAs in Figure 2.18 (a), and inside GaAs, InP, 

InGaAs are brought in Figure 2.18 (b) [173]. 

A free-standing cubic crystalline heterostructure with two layers having individual strain-free 

lattice constants of 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 as shown in Figure 2.19 (a) can be assumed with a coherent 

strained interface, where the 𝑓 is not too high (e.g. below 1%). The layer with larger lattice 

constant (𝑎1) strains compressively while the one with smaller lattice constant (𝑎2) strains 

tensilely. In such a heterostructure owing the nature of the biaxial strain, the lattice constant 

parallel to the interface, 𝑎‖ (the in-plane lattice constant), reaches values between 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 

(the individual lattice constant of respective layer) and the out-of-plane (⊥) strain forms as a 

result of already-generated strain in in-plane (‖) directions. The out-of-plane strain values of 

layer 1 and layer 2, 𝑎1⊥ and 𝑎2⊥, approach to the values higher than 𝑎1 and lower than 𝑎2 for 

the respective layer. Assuming a cubic structure, in-plane strain components are equal 

(휀𝑥𝑥 = 휀𝑦𝑦 = 휀‖). In such a free-standing layered structure, the sign of out-of-plane strain (휀⊥) 

is opposite from 휀‖. Thus, there is a relation between 휀⊥ and 휀‖. Theoretical calculations (for 

such a biaxial deformation in the cubic phase) by assuming zero in-plane shear strain and (001) 

orientation of the interface plane result in the following eq.(31) and (32) [174]. 

 

Figure 2.18 Some examples for presence of threading dislocations observed in cross-
sectional TEM image of InGaAs quantum well field-effect transistor structures on Si using 
compositionally graded InAlAs/GaAs buffer (a) by MBE and (b) InP/GaAs buffer by MOCVD. 
Reprinted with permission from [173]. Copyright 2017 Elsevier. 

휀i⊥ =
𝑎‖

𝑎𝑖
− 1         (23). 

휀i‖ =
𝑎i⊥

𝑎𝑖
− 1         (24). 

After the description of the free-standing layers, the focus is on the case when one layer 

(substrate) is far thicker than the other layer (thin film) as shown in Figure 2.19 (b) and (c). Due 

to the thick substrate, it is unstrained, and the deformation occurs inside the epitaxial layer (thin 
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film). Assuming an elastic relaxation of strain meaning coherent strain, it can conclude that 휀‖ =

𝑓. Sign of 𝑓 depends on the lattice constant of the epitaxial layer respect to the substrate as 

shown in Figure 2.19 (b) and (c). In general, the elastic energy density (𝑤) of such a solid strained 

material can be obtained by, eq. (25). 

𝑤 =
𝐸

𝑉
=

1

2
 ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑘휀𝑖휀𝑘

6

𝑘=1

6

𝑖=1

     (25). 

In this equation, E and V are the elastic strain energy and material volume. For a cubic 

material, this equation including the three respective terms of hydrostatic, uniaxial, and shear 

strains can be written as follows: 

𝑤 =
𝐸

𝑉
=

1

2
(𝐶11(휀𝑥𝑥

2 + 휀𝑦𝑦
2 + 휀𝑧𝑧

2 ) + 2𝐶12(휀𝑥𝑥휀𝑦𝑦 + 휀𝑥𝑥휀𝑧𝑧 + 휀𝑦𝑦휀𝑧𝑧) + 

2𝐶44(휀𝑥𝑦
2 + 휀𝑥𝑧

2 + 휀𝑦𝑧
2 ))       (26). 

In eq. (26), the 𝑤 increases quadratically with strain elements in the harmonic approximation 

of Hooke’s law. If a cubic, biaxially strained layer is considered, which can elastically relax 

according Poisson’s ratio, the 𝑤 can be obtained by eq. (27). 

𝑤 =
𝐸

𝐴𝑡𝐿
= 2𝐺휀‖

2
1 + ν

1 − ν
       (27). 

In this equation, 𝑉 = 𝐴𝑡𝐿 where 𝐴 , 𝑡𝐿 are the area and the strained layer thickness, 

respectively. It can conclude based on eq. (27) that the 𝐸 or 𝑤 has an inverse proportionality 

with 𝑡𝐿 and furthermore, it increases quadratically with 휀‖ which can include 𝑓. Thus, increasing 

the 𝑡𝐿 results in the increase of strain energy inside the epilayer (the epitaxial thin film). The 

thickness of the epitaxial layer is very critical in order to sustain such a coherent interface, which 

means beyond a critical layer thickness (𝑡𝑐), this energy is too high and requires formation of 

structural defects such as threading dislocations through a plastic relaxation.  
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Figure 2.19 Effect of strain on lattice constants of epilayer heterostructures (a) Schematic of 
a heterostructure consisting of two layers with a common interface. 𝑎‖ is the common in-plane 

lattice constant, 𝑎1⊥ and 𝑎2⊥ denote the out-of-plane lattice constants of the strained layers 1 
and 2. In (b) and (c), biaxially strained layers (yellow atoms) on substrates (blue atoms) with 
another lattice constant 𝑎𝑠. In (b) the unstrained lattice constant of the layer 𝑎𝐿 is larger than 
𝑎𝑠, and the layer is compressive strained in lateral direction (𝑓 > 0 or  𝑎𝐿 > 𝑎𝑠); in (c) the layer 
is tensile strained (𝑓 < 0 or  𝑎𝐿 < 𝑎𝑠) as defined by eq. (10).  

 

Having described the strain in planar epitaxial thin film layers, the focus is on how strain 

deformation appears in core/shell nanowires with their non-planar interface. The distinct 

feature of nanowires in terms of strain is that strain relaxation in them is far more efficient than 

the corresponding epilayers, which is simply due to their lower volume or in another word their 

narrower lateral size. The small volume of nanowires makes them more flexible under the misfit 

strain and result in single crystals without dislocations such as threading dislocations [94]. 

 

Figure 2.20 Strain maps for an infinite core/shell nanowire based on VFF model is shown. 
Plots from (a) to (g) belong to 휀𝑥𝑥, 휀𝑦𝑦, 휀𝑧𝑧, 휀𝑦𝑧, 휀𝑥𝑧, 휀𝑥𝑦, and 휀ℎ = 휀𝑥𝑥 + 휀𝑦𝑦 + 휀𝑧𝑧, respectively. 

Reproduced from [171], with the permission of AIP Publishing. 
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 J Grönqvist, N Søndergaard, F Boxberg et al gave a comprehensive discussion on the strain 

profile for semiconductor core/shell nanowires in ZB phase [171]. Their theoretical 

computations were based on both continuum elasticity theory using finite elements method 

(FEM) and an atomistic valence force-field (VFF) model while considering both finite and infinite 

wires. The few assumptions in VFF model makes the computation time faster than the 

continuum elasticity theory. The results of these two types of modeling have a good agreement 

in terms of generic properties of the strain distributions in core/shell nanowires, as J Grönqvist 

et al predicted [171]. They found that the strain distributions for infinite wires are excellent 

approximations to the strain distributions in finite wires, except in the regions close to the ends. 

Based on their 2D simulation results (see Figure 2.20), all individual strain components show a 

complex strain profile, except 휀𝑧𝑧 and the hydrostatic strain (휀ℎ) profile which have much 

simpler strain maps. Furthermore, all diagonal strain elements have very similar magnitude. The 

off-diagonal strain elements (meaning shear strain values) are small but non-vanishing. This 

points out that the material in such a core/shell geometry is not only under tensile or 

compressive strain but also is warped. Interestingly, theoretically it is proved that hydrostatic 

strain in the core is always dominated by the axial strain (out-of-plane strain), 휀𝑧𝑧, along the 

growth axis [111]-direction. However, the mean values of in-plane strain elements, 휀𝑥𝑥, 휀𝑦𝑦, of 

the core or shell in parallel to [11 ̅0], X-axis, and [112 ̅], Y-axis, have less than 20% of the 휀𝑧𝑧  on 

a given cross-section of the nanowires, like an example in Figure 2.21 (a) [171], [175]. The 

theoretical modeling from J Grönqvist et al has the possibility to be extend for core/multi-shell 

nanowires as well as WZ phase crystal structure [171].  

Under a certain misfit, there is a critical core radius, below which the nanowire 

heterostructure will be coherent regardless of shell thickness. For core/shell heterostructure 

nanowire with a core radius larger than the critical core radius, there is a critical shell thickness, 

below that no dislocations appear. As an example, for a GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowire 

with a core radius of 100 nm, the critical In0.20Ga0.80As shell thickness is determined to be 37 nm, 

which is larger than that of In0.20Ga0.80As film grown on planar GaAs substrate with about 14 nm 

predicted by the simulation shown in X Yan et al [62]. They used finite element method (FEM) 

to analyze the stress distribution and calculate the strain energy by dividing the whole system 

into small units and calculating the variables one by one [62]. The dependence of the critical 

shell thickness for InxGa1-xAs as a function of the core (GaAs) radius for different compositions 

is shown in Figure 2.21 (b). The blue dashed line in Figure 2.21 (b) is the thinnest possible GaAs 

core (10 nm in radius) which can be grown by MBE at HZDR. This thickness of the GaAs nanowire 
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for the core is still suitable since it is far away from the coherency limit as predicted by X Yan et 

al [62]. Critical dimensions for the core and shell are playing a significant role in controlling the 

strain distribution to avoid the formation of the dislocations. By staying in the range lower than 

the critical core radius as shown in Figure 2.21 (b), one can grow the infinite shell thickness 

without formation of dislocations based on this simulation result and in fact, this is highly 

intriguing feature of the core/shell nanowires with their 6-folded hexagonal facets as compare 

to epilayers. Relying on the numerical calculation (FEM) of coherency limit for a GaAs/InxGa1-xAs 

core/shell nanowires, the critical core dimension at x=0.30 is around 44 nm in diameter in order 

to achieve a dislocation-free system as shown in Figure 2.21 (b) [62].  

In another example for epilayers, the 𝑡𝑐 in a single layer of In0.20Ga0.80As on GaAs buffer layer 

was predicted using a different model (Matthews theory) to be around 7 nm by J Zou et al [176]. 

It should be noted that different models used by X Yan et al or J Zou et al regarding to the exact 

value of 𝑡𝑐 have a slight difference which might be attributed to different assumptions in both 

models. Nonetheless, because of the enhanced elastic relaxation, the 𝑡𝑐 is higher in nanowires 

as compare to epilayers. The critical dimensions of a core/shell structure are combinations of 

core and shell dimensions that will lead to coherently strained structures [94].  

 

Figure 2.21 Distinct feature of nanowires such as their different strain symmetry (strain 
distribution) and their higher range of coherency limit as compared to epilayers. (a) The sketch 
of a GaAs (in blue)/InxGa1-xAs (in red) core/shell nanowire shows the majority of the strain is 
along the growth axis (Z-axis). (b) The simulation report for the coherency limit of GaAs/InxGa1-

xAs core/shell nanowires which is adapted from [62]. Reprinted from [62], according to the 
License agreement of SpringerOpen. The blue dashed line in (b) is the current GaAs core radius 
that can be grown by MBE at HZDR. It should be noted that GaAs/InxGa1-xAs are the core/shell 
materials which have been investigated in this thesis. 

(a) (b) 
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While planar thin films for the InxGa1-xAs/GaAs systems suffer from a high density of 

dislocations due to the lattice-mismatched substrates, core/shell nanowires can efficiently pass 

the strain into the core and are thus promising for a coherent system. Theoretical simulations 

can be implemented for understanding strain distribution in nanowire geometry. Among other 

models for the strain distribution simulation, the continuum elasticity theory suffices to 

elucidate the strain in nanowires. Based on the theoretical reports in this direction, the results 

for strain distributions in infinite nanowires are excellent approximations to the strain 

distributions in finite nanowires, except of the both ends of the nanowires and their nearby [65], 

[171]. 

𝑊 = ∫𝑤𝑑𝑉 ≡
1

2
∫ 𝑑𝑧

𝐿

0

∫ 𝑑𝑟
𝑅

0
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𝐶11(휀𝑥𝑥
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2 + 휀𝑧𝑧

2 ) + 𝐶12(휀𝑥𝑥휀𝑦𝑦 + 휀𝑥𝑥휀𝑧𝑧 + 휀𝑦𝑦휀𝑧𝑧)

+ 2𝐶44(휀𝑥𝑦
2 + 휀𝑥𝑧

2 + 휀𝑦𝑧
2 )        (29) 

 

The strain energy (𝑊) can written as eq. (28), where 𝑤 stands for the strain energy density 

inside the defined volume (𝑉) where L is the nanowire length and R is its total radius (assuming 

a circular cross section). Due to the cubic symmetry of the material, the elastic stiffness tensor 

can be simplified as , the 𝐶11 = 𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  (𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 𝐶12 = 𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗  (𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗), and 𝐶44 =

𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑖  (𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗). For this reason, eq. (29) has only three independent terms. 

This is also the condition in previous eq. (14), and eq. (26). 

 

In this thesis, the focus is on strain engineered GaAs nanowires where the source of strain is 

from epitaxial overgrowth of the InxGa1-xAs and InxAl1-xAs shell. These two materials are lattice 

mismatched materials with GaAs and thereby the strain state, the type of strain as well as the 

symmetry of the strain in such core/shell nanowires are systematically studied. The GaAs core 

diameter is 20-25 nm which is a perfect diameter in terms of having enough distance from the 

predicted theoretical coherency limit.  

 

2.5 Strain engineering in core/shell nanowires and its effect on band parameters 

In this chapter, strain/bandgap engineering in core/shell nanowires and its effect on their 

opto-electrical properties are described. Engineering lattice strain through the overgrowth of 
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the shell offers a wealth of possibilities and novel functionalities. The key strength of nanowires 

with narrow lateral size is their high tolerance to misfit strain enables the growth of new 

heterostructures with a high crystal quality and thus the enhancement of device characteristics 

in electronics or photonics [63]. Eventually, strain/bandgap engineering allows manipulate the 

intrinsic properties of material and add more freedom in the design of heterostructures which 

is not possible in planar layers. There are different methods to probe the strain in a solid crystal 

such as XRD, Raman scattering spectroscopy and PL measurements which allow us to probe the 

lattice parameter of the material as well as the bandgap under strain or stress. The principles of 

the three mentioned techniques are briefly described in chapter 3. 

Due to the band structure and atomic distance (lattice parameter) manipulations in solid 

crystals, unique changes and benefits such as i) tuning the bandgap and thus achieving to a 

desirable range of wavelength, ii) increasing (decreasing) the effective mass and thus increasing 

(decreasing) charge carrier mobility, iii) degeneracy lifting, iv) indirect-to-direct bandgap 

transition, v) piezoelectric field enhancement, vi) surface properties modifications occur, 

thereby paving the way for very interesting applications in photonics and electronics with only 

strain engineering [65], [177], [178], [179]. Various studies on strain-induced property changes 

in core/shell nanowires have been reported that some of these property changes are mentioned 

in the following section. 

B Wei et al studied the size-dependent bandgap variation imposed by the tensile strain for 

ZnO nanowires with diameters ranging between 100 and 760 nm. They used a mechanical setup 

to apply uniaxial tensile stress on the nanowires and performed in-situ optical measurements 

showing the modulation tensile strain from 1.7% up to 7.8% by increasing the nanowire 

diameter. The change in the strength of tensile stress to maximum 13.2 GPa results in 110 meV 

shift in the bandgap [180]. J Treu et al showed up to 110 times enhancements of the emission 

intensities from InAs nanowires by the overgrown InAsP shell. They varied the thickness and P 

composition inside the shell and could shift the bandgap energy via strain above 100 meV that 

exceed above 100 meV at comparatively low fractional P-contents [26]. M Hetzl et al 

demonstrated strain-Induced bandgap engineering in a SAG of GaN/(Al,Ga)N core/shell 

nanowires. PL spectroscopy performed at room temperature on the nanowires showed a large 

blue shift of the GaN band gap from 3.40 to 3.64 eV while reducing the core diameter. The 

reason for the increase of the GaN bandgap by decreasing the core diameter is the increase of 

the build-in compressive strain inside the GaN core which was proved by Raman scattering 

spectroscopy [181]. G Signorello et al utilized PL to investigate the electronic properties of 

GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs core/shell/cap nanowires and the states of the applied uniaxial stress 
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by their mechanical setup. It is demonstrated that GaAs bandgap reduced remarkably up to 296 

meV at 3.5% tensile strain. The nature of uniaxial stress as an anisotropic strain style caused the 

symmetry breaking of the crystal lattice and thus VB splitting. Their work opens up the path for 

the great potential of strain engineered nanowires in order to tune the wavelength to a broader 

range [178].  

G Signorello et al demonstrated a direct-to-pseudodirect bandgap transition in WZ GaAs 

nanowires with uniaxial stress. They showed a remarkable shift of GaAs bandgap due to both 

tensile and compressive uniaxial strain (± 2%) by using a mechanical setup. They determined all 

band structure parameters of the WZ GaAs nanowire in unstrained conditions such as the crystal 

field and spin–orbit splitting, the bandgap and, most importantly, the splitting between the 

bright and the dark conduction bands by the Raman and PL experiments and k.p modeling [182]. 

L Zeng et al investigated on the intrinsic mechanical and electromechanical characteristics of 

individual InAs/In0.6Ga0.4As core/shell nanowires as compared to the characteristics of bare InAs 

nanowires. Mechanical stress, lattice strain and electrical transport properties of 

InAs/In0.6Ga0.4As core/shell nanowires were measured by an electromechanical in-situ TEM set 

up. They showed electromechanical properties such as piezoresistance coefficient, resistivity of 

the core/shell nanowire are different from the bare InAs nanowire due to the presence of the 

strain in the latter. They believe the reduced bandgap by strain engineering causes the increase 

of electron concentration inside the core and thus the change in resistivity. Their findings have 

the potential use for ultrasensitive nanoscale sensors [183]. M Hocevar et al reported a gradual 

red shift up to 14 meV of the band-edge of passivated GaAs/Al0.35Ga0.65As core/shell nanowires 

by increasing shell thickness (up to 100 nm) which is due to the residual lattice mismatch 

between GaAs and AlGaAs that induced the small tensile strain into the GaAs core. The other 

reason for this shift can be due to axial piezoelectric fields which improve inside the nanowire 

core due to Al fluctuations [24].  

To the best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art with regards to an extreme material 

combination via epitaxial method belongs to L Balaghi et al. They fabricated GaAs/InxGa1-xAs 

core/shell nanowires with 0.10<x<0.56 and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires with 

0.38<x<0.55 where the thin GaAs core undergoes to the heavily tensile strain up to ≈ 7% for the 

highest x. The magnitude of the strain can be tuned via the composition and the thickness of 

the shell. The resulted bandgap reduction renders GaAs nanowires suitable for photonic devices 

across the near-infrared range, including telecom photonics at 1.3 and potentially 1.55 μm, with 

the additional possibility of monolithic integration in Si-CMOS chips [65].  
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J Petykiewicz et al reported highly tensile (> 2.3%) strained Ge nanowires where the gain 

properties of material improved in order to realize high-Q optical nanocavity. They found the 

reduction of optical loss inside cavities provided by the tensile strain. Their high-strain 

nanocavities offer new possibilities for low-threshold Ge based lasers for on-chip optical 

interconnects [184]. S Bao et al demonstrated lasing from highly strained Ge nanowires with a 

robust mechanical, optical, and thermal properties enabling low-threshold lasing (3.0 kW cm−2 ) 

at 83 K which is the one of the lowest reported value for IV group nanowires to date. They 

believe the room temperature lasing is possible by increasing the applied stress field inside the 

nanowires [185]. Y Zhang et al showed the highly compressive strained GaAsP/GaAs coaxial 

nanowire quantum wires nanowires without formation of dislocations. Their structure consists 

of three quantum wells with the lasing properties such as a low-threshold power and a narrow 

laser line [186]. 

Z Zhu et al showed the presence of compressive strain in GaSb core nanowires along [111] 

via epitaxially shell overgrowth of GaAsxSb1−x and varied the core/shell dimensions and the shell 

composition to achieve the highest possible compressive strain in their system, which is -0.88% 

as the axial strain and -1.46% as the hydrostatic strain. VB splitting is reported in their structure 

where the LH band stays 33.4 meV above the HH band at Γ-point. Therefore, their strain-

engineered GaSb nanowires with the more contribution of LH may provide an enhanced hole 

mobility by reducing both the interband scattering and the hole effective mass [187]. F Wen and 

E Tutuca reported the structural and electrical characterization of coherently strained Si0.5Ge0.5-

Ge-Si core-double-shell nanowires by CVD growth. Both Ge and Si shell layers gained large 

hydrostatic compressive and tensile strain of up to -0.90% and +0.67%, respectively, which 

exploit carrier transport, and without observable dislocation defects. They showed p- and n-

type MOSFETs based on these nanowires and observe a 500% (20%) increase of the average 

hole (electron) mobility compared to control devices based on Si nanowires, because of an 

increased hole (electron) mobility in the compressively strained Ge (tensile strained Si) shell 

[188].  

P Alekseev et al showed the relative solar efficiency can be increased by 6.3% under −0.75% 

uniaxial compression imposed inside the GaAs nanowire solar cell [189]. H Li et al fabricated a 

novel type II InAs/AlSb core/shell nanowires (without dislocations) on Si(111) by MBE and 

demonstrated photodetectors based on these single lattice mismatched core/shell nanowires 

that the dark current significantly reduced and thus the negative photo-response improved as 

compare to bare InAs nanowire based devices. This report proves the great possibility of strain-

engineered nanowires for fabrication of the next generation infrared photodetectors on Si 
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platform operating at room temperature [190]. K Chiba et al fabricated InGaAs nanowire array 

photodiodes on Si that operates at room temperature for two wavelengths of 635 nm and 1.55 

μm. The overgrown InP shell around InGaAs nanowires imposed tensile stress into the core 

while passivating it. This thin shell growth improved the photocurrent density of the device at 

1.55 μm. Their introduced photodiodes can be utilized as Si photonic optical device for 

telecommunication bands [191]. This report can be considered as the state-of-the-art for the 

monolithic integration III-Vs core/shell nanowires operating as a photodiodes [191]. 

In the following section, the theoretical background related to the effect of the strain on 

lattice parameter as well as band structure under the strain are described. To begin with, the 

effect of strain on phonons are discussed. The misfit strain causes noticeable changes in the 

bond length and angle of crystal structure and therefore it will affect the phonon vibrational 

frequencies of the solids. 

Phonons are the collective vibrations of atoms or molecules in solid, which also designated 

as a quasi-particle. Therefore, they can be treated either by classical physics or quantum 

mechanics. Now a system with two different atoms (e.g. GaAs) with the distance as a diatomic 

chain (α) with their interatomic forces can be assumed [37], [163].  

The four lattice vibrations of TA, LA, TO and LO are represented in Figure 2.22, where the 

transverse modes are always degenerate. The phonon frequency depends on the mass of the 

atoms and the interatomic forces as proved by the theory for an example in diatomic chain [37], 

[163]. After understanding conceptually about the lattice vibration modes, the phonon 

dispersion lines in BZ is shown for GaAs in Figure 2.23. The interatomic forces can be visualized 

by the stiffness of the string. Basically, the smaller the lattice constant, the stiffer the spring will 

be. This concept can be seen easily over a range of III-V semiconductors in the in Figure 2.24. 

The Raman shift (phonon wave number (cm-1)) vs. lattice constant in different III-Vs has been 

depicted in this figure within medium infrared (MIR) and far infrared (FIR) spectral range. The 

lower Raman shift of both TO and LO phonon modes for the larger lattice constant implies to 

the stiffer spring and thus the weaker oscillation strength [163], [37], [165]. The principles of 

the Raman spectroscopy are described in methods chapter 3.3. 
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 Figure 2.22 Sketch of acoustic (A) and optical (O) waves in a diatomic chain in longitudinal 
(L) or transverse (T) directions. 

 

Figure 2.23 Phonon dispersion of GaAs in BZ with TO, LO and TA and LA where the 
experimental (dotted lines) and theoretical (solid lines) data are depicted. Reproduced from 
[163] with permission of Springer. 

 

Figure 2.24 TO and LO phonons over a range of III-Vs between the MIR and FIR range. 
Reproduced from [163] with permission of Springer. 
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Raman and PL have been extensively used to understand physical properties of bulk 
semiconductors. From 1970, besides these techniques, high-pressure spectroscopy was applied 
on many diamond/ZB semiconductors to study their electronic and structural properties as a 
function of pressure. Applying a high pressure on the semiconductor affects the PL and Raman 
response meaning the change in band structure and shift of the bandgap and phonons, 
respectively [192].  

I Zardo et al showed for the first time the dependence of the lattice parameter of GaAs 

nanowires on the applied pressure in comparison with the bulk GaAs [192]. Raman spectroscopy 

experiments as a function of pressure on GaAs nanowires were performed and thus the Raman 

shift of the optical mode as a function of 
∆𝛼

𝛼0
 (relative change in lattice parameter under the 

hydrostatic compression) was extracted. The fitting of the extracted plot (in [192])  gives the eq. 

(30) and (31) with a sublinear trend. 

𝜔𝑇𝑂 = (266.7 ± 0.4) + (1.6 ± 0.04) × 103  (− 
∆𝛼

𝛼0
) − (1.3 ± 0.9) × 103 (− 

∆𝛼

𝛼0
)
2

     (30). 

𝜔𝐿𝑂 = (289.9 ± 0.4) + (1.15 ± 0.04) × 103  (− 
∆𝛼

𝛼0
) − (3.2 ± 0.9) × 103 (− 

∆𝛼

𝛼0
)
2

     (31). 

In eq. (30) and (31), 𝜔𝑇𝑂 and 𝜔𝐿𝑂 are the Raman shift frequencies with the unit of cm-1 in 

which 266.6 and 289.9 cm-1 are the corresponding Raman shift frequencies for the relaxed GaAs 

nanowire (the zero pressure) based on the measurement from I Zardo et al [192].  

Th ZB GaAs crystal structure exhibit two peaks at Γ point which are TO and LO phonons (as 

shown in Figure 2.23). The bond-stretching or compressing or bending interactions, all can be 

shifted by the strain. In case of uniaxial strain, the splitting and shift of doubly-degenerate-TO 

phonon lines appear while LO phonon is still single but shifted. This shift due to hydrostatic 

strain yields a value for the mode-Grüneisen parameter (𝛾) which is an empirical parameter 

based on the hydrostatic pressure measurements [168], [169], [193]. 

∆𝜔ℎ = (
𝜎

6𝜔0
) (𝑝 + 2𝑞)(𝑆11 + 2𝑆12)    (32). 

𝛾 =
−(𝑝 + 2𝑞)

6𝜔0
2    (33). 

The spring constants in interatomic forces of the atoms can be described by (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟) as 

phenomenological parameters. The shift of optical phonons under hydrostatic strain (∆𝜔ℎ =

(𝜔 − 𝜔0)) can be calculated by eq. (32) and 𝜔0 is the strain-free frequency of phonon (TO or 

LO) at k=0 (Γ point). Considering the definition of Grüneisen parameter in eq. (33), the eq.(32) 

can be written as 
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∆𝜔ℎ = −(εℎ) 𝛾 𝜔0    (34), 

where εℎ is hydrostatic strain (εℎ = 휀𝑥𝑥 + 휀𝑦𝑦 + 휀𝑧𝑧) [65],[168],[169],[193],[194]. 

Recalling the Figure 2.24, it is shown that by increasing the lattice constant, the phonon 

energy reduces. In principle, applying the tensile or compressive stress on a certain lattice 

constant results in the shift of phonon energies to the lower or higher frequency values, 

respectively [163]. 

The other remarkable effect of strain is to lift the certain degeneracies in BZ, change the 

bandgap, band edges as well as the density of states. Effect of isotropic-hydrostatic strain on 

GaAs band structure in BZ has been plotted using 8x8 k.p method as shown in Figure 2.25 (a). It 

is shown that tensile (compressive) strain results in the decrease(increase) of GaAs band gap 

and due to the isotropic character of the strain, the symmetry of the crystal has been preserved. 

Therefore VB splitting did not occure in the examples of Figure 2.25 (a). The stronger effect of 

the strain on the reduction of CB edge compare to the VB has been observed because the 

modeling of the nextnano is based on I Vurgaftman et al [3]. The shift of the VB is in the order 

of 10-4 which is not visible in the plot. 

Effect of strain anisotropy on band structure of GaAs has been presented in Figure 2.25 (b). 

Due to the beaking the crystal symmetry in the example of Figure 2.25 (b), VB splitting is 

observed in the nextnano simulations based on 8×8 k.p method with the assumption of equal 

in-plane strain (휀𝑥𝑥 = 휀𝑦𝑦). 
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Figure 2.25 The effect of strain on band structures of GaAs (a) Band structures of GaAs at 300 
K (by k.p 8x8) along [111] in strain-free state (center) where dashed line shows the minima of 
VB and CB of it and in compressive strain (left) and tensile strain (right) and both left and right 
panels with total isotropic-hydrostatic strain of 2.33%. The red, blue, cyan, and green lines are 
represented for CB, HH, LH, and SO bands, respectively. (b) Band structures of GaAs at 300 K (by 
k.p 8x8) under anisotropic strain (휀𝑥𝑥 = 휀𝑦𝑦 = 1.23%, and 휀𝑧𝑧 =  4.23%) where in-plane strain 

values are assumed to be equal. The red, blue, cyan, and green lines are represented for CB, HH, 
LH, and SO bands, respectively. Band structure in k-space is along [111]. 

(a) 

(b) 
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A theoretical model of Van de Walle and Martin was predicted the band offsets at both 

lattice-matched and pseudomorphic strained-layer interfaces. Their theory is based on the local-

density-functional pseudopotential formalism and the "model-solid approach" [195]. In bulk 

semiconductors, typically the relative shift of CB with respect to VB is considered which is 

expressed by the deformation potential. In ZB crystal structures with a direct band gap, the 

position of the CB and VB edges can be dictated by the hydrostatic component of the strain 

based on the eq. (34) [195].  

𝐸𝑐 = 𝐸𝑐
0 + 𝑎𝑐 . 휀ℎ  ,      𝐸𝑣 = 𝐸𝑣

0 + 𝑎𝑣 . 휀ℎ    →     𝐸𝑔 = 𝐸𝑔
0 + 𝑎. 휀ℎ    (35). 

In eq. (35), 𝐸𝑐
0 or 𝐸𝑣

0 are the CB edge or the VB edge of the strain-free material and 𝑎𝑐 and 

𝑎𝑣 are the hydrostatic deformation potentials of CB and VB, respectively. 𝐸𝑔
0 is the strain-free 

bandgap energy of 𝐸𝑔. The bandgap deformation potential (𝑎) is 𝑎 = 𝑎𝑐 − 𝑎𝑣  [3], [195], [196]. 

The corresponding values for 𝑎𝑐= -7.17 and 𝑎𝑣 =1.16 are reported by C G Van de Walle et al 

[195]. For bulk GaAs, 𝐸𝑔
0 = 1.52 eV and  𝑎 ≈ -8.5 eV are reported [3] . There is a difference 

between different reports concerning to the bandgap deformation potential (𝑎). In this thesis, 

𝑎 is based on the report of I Vurgaftman et al [3].  

Anisotropic strain along [111] results to additional shift of the VB, which is different for HH 

and LH and thus lifts the degeneracy at k=0: 

      ∆𝐸𝑣(ℎℎ) = −
1

2
𝛿𝐸111                                                                                        (36),      

∆𝐸𝑣(𝑙ℎ) = −
1

2
∆0 +

1

4
𝛿𝐸111 +

1

2
[∆0

2 + ∆0𝛿𝐸111 +
9

4
(𝛿𝐸111)

2]
1 2⁄

        (37),   

                    𝛿𝐸111 = 2√3𝑑
𝜀𝑧𝑧−𝜀𝑥𝑥

3
                                                                                     (38),  

where 𝑑= 4.5 eV is the corresponding deformation potential and ∆0= 0.34 eV is the spin-orbit 

splitting energy of bulk GaAs [195]. 

In 1984, N E Christensen has reported a comprehensive study of the electronic structure of 

GaAs under hydrostatic and uniaxial strain. Considering the effect of hydrostatic pressure on 

GaAs, the corresponding effective mass of electrons can be described using the following 

equations at 300 K: 

𝑑𝐸𝑔

𝑑𝑃
= 12.02

eV

Mb
     (39), 
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1

𝑚𝑒
∗

𝑑𝑚𝑒
∗

𝑑𝑃
= 6.8 Mbar−1    (40), 

where 𝑑𝐸𝑔 is the change of the bandgap induced by a relative change of pressure 𝑑𝑃 and 

𝑚𝑒
∗  in GaAs core is expected to decrease (increase) with increasing tensile (compressive) strain 

[197].  

 

In this thesis, the symmetry and type of strain in the GaAs/InxGa1-xAs and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs 

core/shell nanowires are theoretically and experimentally studied and their effect on optical 

phonons, band structure, and electron effective mass is evaluated in a systematic way. 

 

2.6 Modulation-doped III-V semiconductor heterostructures  

 InxGa1-xAs is an interesting alloy due to its tunable bandgap in NIR range or 

telecommunication wavelengths, where depending on its composition the different 

applications can be realized in photonics or high speed low noise electronics [18], [65]. Due to 

the high purity of the material grown by MBE, the highest record of mobility (≈ 3.5x107 cm2/Vs) 

at ultra-low temperature (300 mK) belongs to the MBE systems for modulation-doped 

heterostructures of GaAs/AlGaAs including two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the 

interface. This technique allows spatial separation of 2DEG from their parent donor impurities, 

which results in the remarkable enhancement of the carrier mobility. One of the ways to have 

a good control of the intentional doping density is to use a delta-doping layer (δ). Si impurities 

generate n-type doping inside the AlGaAs under a certain growth condition [198], [199], [200].  

CB profile and the schematic of 2DEG formation at the interface in the modulation-doped 

structure of GaAs/AlGaAs on GaAs substrate are illustrated in Figure 2.26 (a) and (b), 

respectively. The stacks of materials are defined by (1), (2), (3), and (4) as a thin GaAs capping 

layer to avoid Al oxidation, un-doped AlGaAs layer, a spacer layer of undoped AlGaAs, and GaAs 

substrate, respectively. The δ-Si inside AlGaAs is formed after a certain undoped layer so-called 

spacer. The spacer is responsible for the spatial separation of free electrons at 2D interface or 

2DEG from the corresponding ions, that results in lowering the free electron scattering and 

consequently boosting the mobility [198], [199], [200]. 
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Figure 2.26 Introduction to 2DEG (a) Traditional GaAs/AlGaAs modulation-doped 
heterostructure including 2DEG at the interface. Reprinted with permission from [198]. 
Copyright 2013 Elsevier, and (b) the related CB diagram which is adapted from.  

 
 

In fact, finding a good compromise between the four factors such as doping level, spacer, 

carrier concentration and mobility in order to obtain the high device performance is very crucial. 

Increasing the carrier concentration or doping level degrades the carrier mobility and decreasing 

the spacer thickness enhances the carrier scattering due to the higher interactions between 

2DEG and the ions that resulting degradation of the carrier mobility as well [198], [199], [200]. 

 

Figure 2.27 Traditional InGaAs-HEMT/InP. The red line shows the location of generated 2DEG 
at the interface between InGaAs and InAlAs (inside the InGaAs side). 

 

After the discovery of quantum Hall effect, the observation of fractional quantum Hall effect 

based on 2DEG systems was recorded. The lattice-matched GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure has 

perhaps the most perfect crystalline interface that has been grown so far. AlGaAs with its higher 

band gap energy enables the excellent surface passivation of GaAs. After the discovery of 

quantum Hall effect, the observation of fractional quantum Hall effect based on 2DEG systems 

was recorded, which opened a new unexpected field in quantum computing technology and 

devices. The first HEMT based on GaAs/AlGaAs in a commercial level originates from Fujitsu in 

1983 operating at 20 GHz with low noise characteristics and later lots of progresses took place 

(a) (b) 
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for different applications like low noise transistors for communicational systems (e.g. WLAN). 

Alongside the rapid development of GaAs-HEMT technology, other material systems based on 

modulation-doping technique including 2D hole gas or electron gas or both have been 

introduced. Among those material combinations, InGaAs-based HEMTs on InP wafers showed a 

unique high mobility (≈ 104 cm2/Vs) at room temperature. One of the common structures for 

InGaAs-HEMTs is depicted in the Figure 2.27. InGaAs is one of the favorable materials for high 

speed n-type transistors due to its low electron effective mass compare to GaAs. The advantages 

of InGaAs based transistors such as its lower thermal budget process, high electron mobility, 

lower electron effective mass, impressive cut-off frequencies make this material attractive to 

be used as a channel in n-type transistors, especially for high frequency applications. 

Traditionally, to achieve HEMTs in planar systems, InxGa1-xAs is grown epitaxially on lattice-

matched InP substrates with a high cost and the limited composition (x) in around 0.53. 

Undoubtedly, except of x≈ 0.53, there are large unavailable band gaps between two endpoints 

binaries, GaAs and InAs, due to the lack of lattice-matched substrates related to thin film growth 

arena [11], [12], [13], [121], [198], [199], [201] , [202], [203], [204], [205], [206].  

The idea of 2DEG systems can be tested in core/shell nanowire structures. If nanowires are 

combined with modulation doping new perspectives in nanoelectronics seem to be achieved. D 

Lucot et al presented modulation doped GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires embedded in an 

insulating GaAs overlayer. They measured the conductance of nanowires showing a non-ohmic 

behavior as a function of temperature and the differential conductance dependence to volatge-

bias. Their findings indicate the potential of nanowires for quasi 1D-transport systems [203]. S 

Funk et al demonstrated 1DEG and 2DEG in modulation doped core/multishell nanowires by 

spatially resolved resonant inelastic light scattering and PL measurements. They observed that 

the electronic properties are not uniform along the single nanowires and high mobility electron 

gases are only recorded in specific segments along the single nanowire axis . J Boland et al using 

THz spectroscopy proved the electron mobility of about 2200 cm2/Vs (at 300 K) inside the 

modulation doped GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires with Si delta-doped layer The mobility 

value was almost the same as the undoped nanowire measurements. S Morkötter et al 

demonstrated the formation of 2DEG resulting the enhancemnets of the electron mobility in 

the Si delta-doped GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowire based FETs. The report of Tomioka et al 

can be counted as the state-of-the-art related to the modulation doped 

InGaAs/InP/InAlAs/InGaAs core/multishell nanowires with the InGaAs as a channel. They 

fabricated for the first time the vertical transistors with the gate-all-around based on SAG 
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nanowires and proved high-electron-mobility transistor structure with increased the on-state 

current and transconductance while keeping good gate controllability. 

 

In this thesis, a complex material combination based on GaAs/InGaAs/InAlAs/InGaAs 

core/multishell nanowires for the potential application of HEMTs is investigated by using 

nextnano software (see chapter 4.6). 
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3 Methods  

This chapter is dedicated to the description of the instrumentations and methods used, of 

the measurements performed and the corresponding fundamentals. 

3.1 Optical and electron microscopes 

The bright-field mode of the light microscopy is the simplest microscopy. In this mode, the 

illumination light is transmitted through the material and the resulted contrast is due to the 

absorption of light in dense areas of the sample. The limitations of the bright-field optical 

microscopy are the low contrast for weakly absorbing samples and low resolution. In bright-field 

mode (as shown Figure 3.1 (a), left), majority of the light from the condenser lens go through 

the objective lens after interacting with the object to participate in a formation of an image. This 

mode generally results in an image with a bright background, so-called bright-field microscopy. 

The condensing system for the illumination of dark-field mode (as shown Figure 3.1 (a), right) 

utilizes a central circular disk to bock direct rays from entering the objective lens. Only those 

rays that have been suitably scattered by the object pass the objective lens to form the final 

image. Due to the weak and higher angular diffracted rays, the dark background is observed, so-

called dark-field microscopy. The dark-field mode generates a higher contrast in imaging than 

the bright-field mode. Dark-field mode of the optical microscopy can be useful in understanding 

photonics and plasmonics in nanostructure e.g. nanowires. Therefore, exploiting the certain 

advantages of dark-field optical microscopy, the diameter determination along a single 

semiconductor nanowire and shape effects in plasmon resonances over single silver 

nanoparticles were reported by G Brönstrup et al [207] and J J Mock et al [208], respectively. 

The similar configuration exists in the transmission electron microscopy, in which the directly 

transmitted beam is omitted. Dark-field mode of transmission electron microscopy can be 

implemented in characterizing the size and morphology of the sample and the crystal lattice. 

Negatively charged sub-atomic particles are called electrons with a wavelength, which is 

dictated by the de Broglie wavelength. Electron microscopy (EM) is a great system enabling us 

to image a sample in a higher resolution than a general light microscope and exploring the 

detailed morphology of the sample for an example. There are many advanced types of EMs but 

the two major types of EM are scanning-EM (SEM) and transmission-EM (TEM). Both types of 

these EMs have an electron gun containing an electron source (a filament that produces a cloud 

of electrons) with an anode (to accelerate the e (electron)-beam). Both SEM and TEM are 

consisted of electromagnetic lenses and apertures to control the focus of the e-beam and the 

coherence/convergence of it, respectively. Apertures affect the resolution and the amount of 
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contrast in the signal. In a SEM, e-beam is guided through different lenses and apertures (as 

shown in a simplified picture in Figure 3.1 (b)), and at the end reaches to the surface of the 

sample. An SEM image is formed from the signals originating from e-beam that gets scattered 

or reflected from the sample and later gets captured by the detectors. The interaction volume 

of e-beam with the sample is shown in Figure 3.2 (a) and its size depends on the applied high 

voltage. The SEM images are created based on the secondary electrons (SE) and back-scattered 

electrons (BSE). The detection of the other types of signals like X-ray and auger electrons and 

photons needs different detectors or additional systems. The resolution of the SEM image is 

determined by the spot size of the beam as it hits to the sample. Working distance (as shown in 

Figure 3.1 (b)) adjustments will be helpful to increase or decrease the spot size on the sample. 

Decreasing the working distance allow us to detect significantly SE or BSE signals, meaning 

enhancing the contrast quality of the image. Additionally, the angle of the specimen (in where 

the sample is mounted) plays an important role for the quality of the image of nanostructures. 

SE detector or In-lens detector can be used for the imaging, depending on the angle of the 

specimen. In case that e-beam is perpendicular to the sample meaning 0 angle of the specimen, 

In-lens detector results in a better-quality image compare to SE detector because it is located 

inside the same path for e-beam of the source. For the nanowire to have a good image, often 

the In-lens detector was employed with the lowest possible working distance. To suppress the 

charging effect of the very thin nanowires, a very small aperture size was selected to reduce the 

current.  

TEM is a fantastic tool, as the name indicates; signals such as the transmitted electrons by 

passing through a thin sample (in the range of 70 nm) are collected onto a screen or 

camera/detector which will provide us information on the inner structure of the sample in an 

atomic scale (see Figure 3.2 (b)). The spatial resolution and accelerating voltage of TEM due to 

its complex system (e.g. a large amount of the lenses) is higher than SEM. Energy-dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDXS) allow us to explore the elemental/compositional mapping of the 

sample. Another new version of microscopy in the current technology is Helium ion microscope 

(HIM), in which instead of the e-beam, He ion replaced. He ion beam is much narrower compare 

to e-beam that results in a smaller volume interaction and consequently a better resolution 

compares to SEM. TEM or HR-TEM (high resolution-TEM), TEM/EDX measurements for the 

exploration of the crystal structure, compositional mapping, and crystal quality have been 

accomplished by Dr. R Hübner and the He-ion beam alignment of the HIM has been performed 

by Dr. G Hlawacek. 
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Figure 3.1 Light and electron microscopy (a) bright field (left) and dark (right) mode, (b) a 
simplified sketch of SEM system.  

  

Figure 3.2 (a) Volume interactions of a sample with e-beam resulting different reflected or 
transmitted signals for variant purposes (www.AZO.com), (b) a simple sketch of TEM system. 

(a) (b) 

(b) (a) 
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3.2 X-ray diffraction  

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic representation of Bragg diffractions  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful nondestructive technique utilized for identifying the 

atomic structures of a crystal in which the layers of the atoms generates the diffraction of the 

incident X-rays. By XRD, the average spacing between atomic layers can be measured. Various 

information e.g. the crystal structure, phase, lattice constant or parameter, shape, strain, 

crystallographic disorder etc. can be determined through the recorded diffraction pattern as a 

reciprocal space map. The Bragg’s law, nλ=2dsinθ, reveals the average of atomic layer distances 

(d) depending on the miller indices. Basically, θ varies to satisfy the Bragg’s law by the 

constructive interference as shown as a simple sketch in Figure 3.3. θ and n are the angle of X-

ray incidence and integer, respectively [209]. The lattice-constant (a0) is calculated by a0= 

dhkl/(h2+k2+l2)½. High resolution XRD (HR-XRD) is possible by so-called synchrotron light source. 

A synchrotron is a giant device for acceleration of a particle through bent magnets in a circular 

shape. The synchrotron light source is about 108 times brighter than the normal XRD source. 

Tunable X-ray wavelength via synchrotron light source allows the right energies interact with 

atoms, resulting in higher quality mapping of the diffraction in the reciprocal space.  GID or 

Grazing incidence diffraction through the synchrotron light source was been employed in this 

work. Incoming X-ray beam in GID has a very narrow angle which makes it suitable to explore 

the surfaces of the materials. For the nanowires, this technique makes the measurement of the 

in-plane lattice constants possible. 

In this work, the normal XRD, HR-XRD and GID experiments have been performed by Dr. J 

Grenzer at HZDR (Germany) and Diamond Light Source in Didcot (UK), and Dr. G Bussone, 
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together with Dr. R Grifone at beamline P08, at the PETRA III synchrotron in Hamburg, DESY, 

(Germany), and at beamline I07, at the Diamond Light Source in Didcot (UK). 

3.3 Raman scattering spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic tool utilized to probe vibrational, rotational, and 

other states in a molecular system. Raman spectroscopy provides useful information on 

characteristic properties of thin crystalline films of compound semiconductors such as crystal 

orientation, carrier concentration, scattering times of charge carriers, composition of mixed 

crystals and depth profiles. There are two important features of Raman scattering spectroscopy 

which makes it a more powerful tool in the sample characterization (especially when other tools 

fail in terms of characterization): i) Lattice vibrational spectra of different layers are recorded as 

a superposition of the spectra of each layer. Thus, it is possible to analyze individual layers in a 

nondestructive way by using different lasers with different penetration depths. ii) Lattice 

vibrations are very sensitive to the nearest neighborhood and thus one can probe the crystal 

structure and quality on an extremely small scale, a scale which is of the order of the lattice 

spacing [210], [211]. 

 In 1905, Albert Einstein (1879–1955) presented his revolutionary hypothesis of light quanta, 

which in succeeding years was addressed by physicists with a high skepticism. Max Planck 

(1858–1947) said ‘‘a speculation that missed the target’’ and Robert A. Millikan (1868–1953) 

said ‘‘it was a bold, not to say reckless hypothesis.’’ It was getting accepted only after 1923, 

when Arthur Holly Compton (1892–1962) discovered the Compton effect, the change in 

wavelength of an X-ray quantum when striking a free electron in a substance such as carbon in 

a billiard-ball collision process. After Compton’s discovery, the Indian physicist Chandrasekhara 

Venkata Raman (1888–1970) and his student Kariamanikam Srinivasa Krishnan (1898–1961) 

discovered a novel effect that involves a change in wavelength of scattered monochromatic 

visible light. The American physicist Robert Williams Wood (1868–1955), who was very well-

known for his work in experimental optics, acknowledged the discovery of Raman effect with 

the words: ‘‘It appears to me that this very beautiful discovery, which resulted from Raman’s 

long and patient study of phenomena of light scattering, is one of the most convincing proofs of 

the quantum theory of light which we have at the present time.’’ Because at the time of 

discovery of Raman and even three decades afterwards, lasers were not available, Raman and 

Krishnan used a mercury lamp and photographic plates to record spectra. Those early spectra 

had a long measurement time of hours and even days in order to obtain a very weak Raman 

scattering from most of materials due to very low sensitivity of the detector as well as weak 

light sources. Later, modern Raman spectroscopy involves the use of lasers as an exciting light 
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source and powerful detectors such as charge-coupled devices (CCDs) with photodiode arrays, 

and photomultiplier tubes [212], [213], [214]. 

 
 

Figure 3.4 Raman scattering (a) A simple sketch for different inelastic Raman scattering 
signals and elastic scattering signals after excitation of an atomic bond, Rayleigh scattering (no 
exchange of energy: incident and scattered photons have the same energy), Stokes Raman 
scattering (atomic bonds absorb energy: scattered photons have less energy than incident 
photons) and anti-Stokes Raman scattering (atomic bonds lose energy: scattered photons have 
more energy than incident photons), (b) Energy states in Raman spectroscopy in upper plot, the 
corresponding Raman spectrum in the lower plot involving two arbitrary examples for the stokes 
, anti-stoke signals that placed in left and right hand side of the laser line. Typically, laser line is 
called zero line (k=0 cm-1) and the stokes and anti-stokes are shown with negative and positive 
sign of wavenumbers, respectively. 

 

After illumination of the laser light to a material, the light is scattered by the atoms or 

molecules of the material. The significant amount of the scattered frequencies has the same 

frequencies of the incident laser beam (Rayleigh scattered light) but only the small fraction of 

light has different frequencies (inelastic scattering) which are called Raman scattering. In 
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principle, these different frequencies originate from the interaction of the laser light and the 

polarization with the molecular or atomic bonds vibrations (see Figure 3.4 (a)). Such a frequency 

modulation is specific to molecular vibrations or phonons in crystals allowing study of the 

composition or lattice constant analyses [215]. Raman scattering involves a virtual electronic 

energy level which is corresponding to the energy of the laser excitation. Absorption of a photon 

(E0) excites the atomic bonds to the imaginary state and re-emission leads to Raman or Rayleigh 

scattering. In all these three types, the final state has the same electronic energy as the starting 

state but is higher in vibrational energy in the case of Stokes Raman scattering, lower in the case 

of anti-Stokes Raman scattering or the same in the case of Rayleigh scattering (see Figure 3.4 

(b)) [214], [215]. During the light scattering event, a quasi-particle like for example a phonon, 

plasmon, or magnon is created or annihilated, respectively. In a quantum mechanical 

perspective, Raman scattering is explained as: (i) a photon impinging on a semiconductor crystal 

generates an electron-hole pair, (ii) the electron is scattered by one phonon and loses fraction 

of its energy to the phonon, and (iii) the electron recombines and a Raman scattered photon is 

emitted [216], [217]   

 In this scattering process, the energy and the momentum are conserved: 

𝜔𝑠 = 𝜔𝑖 ± 𝜔𝑝   ,   �⃗� 𝑠 = �⃗� 𝑖 ± 𝑞 𝑝        (41).          

Here, 𝜔𝑠,𝑖 , and �⃗� 𝑠,𝑖 are the frequencies and wave vectors of the scattered and incident light, 

and 𝜔𝑝 and 𝑞 𝑝 are the frequency and wave vector of so-called quasi-particles. When the 

momentum of light in the visible range is relatively small with respect to the size of the BZ, 

scattering mainly happens close to the center of the BZ, and the phonons participating in the 

scattering process are long wavelength phonons with 𝑞 ≈ 0. Raman scattering originates due 

to the change of the polarizability of a molecular vibration resulting in a dipole emission of light 

with a frequency different from the frequency of the incident light [216].  

The short-range interaction between optical phonons and electronic states is due to the 

deformation which accompanies the phonons. The deformation potential causes the dipole-

allowed Raman scattering by optical phonons which follows the usual Raman tensor selection 

rules. In addition to the deformation, 𝑞 ≈ 0 the LO-phonon is accompanied by a macroscopic 

electric field which yields the Fröhlich interaction in Raman scattering. There is a short-range 

part of the Fröhlich interaction which contributes to the dipole-allowed Raman scattering by LO- 

phonons. The long-range q-dependent contribution of the Fröhlich interaction accounts for the 

dipole-forbidden Raman scattering by LO phonons, which is seen close to the resonance for 

polarizations of the incident and scattered light parallel to each other. It is worth to mention 
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that the resonant Raman scattering is observed when the energy of the incident light lies in the 

vicinity of an interband critical point in the joint density of states of the semiconductor [217], 

[218]. 

The intensity of the Raman scattered radiation is proportional with the polarization induced 

by a phonon in the crystal [219], [217]. The Raman scattered intensity can be related to  

𝐼𝑠  ∝  |�̂�𝑖. 𝑅. �̂�𝑠|
2        (42). 

In the relation (42), �̂�𝑖,𝑠 are the polarization direction of the incident (𝑖) and scattered (𝑠) 

light, respectively. For ZB GaAs, the Raman tensors are introduced by 

𝑅(𝑋) =   (
0 0 0
0 0 𝑑1

0 𝑑1 0
)   , 𝑅(𝑌) = (

0 0 𝑑1

0 0 0
𝑑1 0 0

)       , 𝑅(𝑍) = (
0 𝑑1 0
𝑑1 0 0
0 0 0

)    (43).     

The coordinates of crystals X, Y, and Z are shown by [100],[010], and [001], respectively [217], 

[218]. These Raman tensors are related to the deformation potential scattering and the allowed 

Fröhlich scattering. In the case of the forbidden Fröhlich interaction, the Raman scattering 

follows new selection rules according to the diagonal Raman tensor as shown below 

𝑅𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛−𝐹𝑟öℎ𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ =  (
𝑑2 0 0
0 𝑑2 0
0 0 𝑑2

)       (44),  

in which, the scattering is only possible when it is polarized parallel to the incident light meaning 

�̂�𝑖 ∥ �̂�𝑠 [217], [218]. The Raman tensor of the WZ phase can be found in these references 

[219],[220], [221]. 

 

Table 2: Allowed Raman modes in ZB and WZ phases of GaAs nanowires 

structure configuration allowed modes 

ZB  x(−,−)x̅ TO 

 

WZ 

x(y, y)x̅ 

x(y, z)x̅ 

x(z, z)x̅ 

E2
h, A1 (TO) 

E1 (TO) 

 A1 (TO) 
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The backscattering configuration from ZB nanowires is shown in Figure 3.5. In case of WZ, 

the [111] orientation of the crystal lattice along Z axis should be replace by [0001] in the 

configuration of this figure. The allowed modes for this kind of configuration are brought in 

Table 2. The porto notation �̂�𝑖(�̂�𝑖, �̂�𝑠)�̂�𝑠 is applied in this configuration, where �̂�𝑖,𝑠 are the 

directions of the incident and scattered photons. and �̂�𝑖,𝑠 are the polarizations of the incident 

and scattered photons. In ZB phase of a GaAs nanowire, the backscattered photon from the 

{110} facet is only allowed for TO phonons. While in the similar situation for WZ phase, the 

E2
h, A1 (TO), and E1 (TO) modes are allowed [216],[217],[219],[221]. 

A simplified sketch of commercial LabRAM Raman setup is shown in Figure 3.5. The Raman 

system is a fully integrated confocal Raman microscope instrument which is very useful for 

nanoscale analyses. The optical path commutations can be motorized and controlled by 

computer (lasers, multichannel detectors, gratings etc.). Such systems with many options and 

accessories are available to permit different micro and macro measurements, mapping, and 

temperature dependent measurements and analyses. The system can be used as a powerful 

characterization tool in the range from visible (400 nm) to near infrared (2200 nm). The Figure 

3.5 shows the optical path of the laser and different optical components and the scattered 

Raman signal from a sample (the red line). The laser is mounted on the back of the instrument 

and it is a vertical polarized excitation of 532 nm. The laser light (the green line) is directed by 

extra mirrors (not shown in the sketch) in order to go through the laser absorption filters so-

called 6- or 9- (neutral density) filter wheel driven by the Raman software. This filter wheel 

reduces the intensity of the laser light with different optical densities (100%, 50%, 25%, 10%, 

5%, 3%, 1%, 0.1%, 0.01%). Then the laser is focused by lens 1 on the mirror 1. The lens and 

mirror are guided the laser beam into a pinhole which suppresses the extra intensity scattering 

of laser and makes the beam narrower. Later, beam passes through a notch filter (edge filter) 

with a specific angle in order to completely reflected toward the sample by passing the lens 2. 

This filter is utilized to purify the plasma lines of the laser and is necessary and different for 

every laser excitation. The lens 2 provides a parallel beam that is focused onto the sample by 

the infinite-optics microscope objectives.  The camera can be coupled in this optical path where 

one can see the backscattered laser beam as well as the sample with different resolution of the 

microscope objectives. The Raman beam reflects toward the notch or edge filter (the back-

scattering configuration). The Raman signal after hitting the mirror 3, can be analyzed by an 

optical tool so-called analyzer in order to study the polarization of the Raman signal. Afterwards, 

Raman signal through different optics Lens 3 and 4 is collected and guided into the entrance slit 

of the spectrograph. The optical path inside the spectrograph is very simplified in this sketch. 
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Mirror 4 for an example reflects the Raman signal toward the grating and CCD detector. The 

type of the grating and detector depends on the range of the extracted Raman frequency.  

 

Figure 3.5 A simple sketch for Raman spectroscopy setup. 
 

Two Raman spectra of a single GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowire with 25 nm core 

diameter and 40 nm shell thickness are displayed in the Figure 3.5. The intensity enhancement 
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of Raman signal when the incident laser light is polarized to nanowire axis, is well-known for 

optical antenna effect [219], [222]. This effect is more visible in the example of the Raman 

spectrum shown in Figure 3.5 where the upper (lower) panel corresponds to scattered Raman 

signal for the laser polarization perpendicular (parallel) to nanowire growth axis. G. Chen et al 

reported for GaP nanowires that, for the small diameters below 65 nm, nanowires act nearly 

like a perfect dipole antenna where the bulk selection rules dictates the polarized scattering 

intensity of nanowires [222]. 

In Raman scattering spectroscopy, the tensile(compressive) strain is characterized by a shift 

toward lower(higher) wavenumbers since the strain affects the lattice parameter and 

consequently the lattice vibrations [65], [219]. In this thesis, to measure the strain in core/shell 

nanowires, extensive micro-Raman measurements in back-scattering configuration 

of  x̅ (z, −)x  have been carried out, where the nanowires were previously transferred on an Au-

coated Si substrate. All the Raman experiments have been conducted at room temperature, by 

a LabRAM spectrometer (already described as a simple sketch in Figure 3.5) equipped with a 

holographic 1800 lines mm-1 grating and liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector. The laser power 

was set to around 0.08 mW with 100X objective (0.9 NA) and the laser spot size was about 800 

nm. To avoid any background Raman signal from the substrate, nanowires were transferred (by 

mechanical rubbing) on wafers coated with 150 nm of Au. These wafers can also reduce the 

heating of nanowires during laser excitation by an efficient heat dissipation through Au. Both 

the laser power and the integration time have been selected in a way to prevent any downshift 

of the phonon modes due to the laser heating.  

Figure 3.6 shows representative Raman spectra from a single GaAs/InxGa1-xAs (x=0.45 and 

shell thickness (LS)= 40 nm) core/shell nanowire for four different polarization configurations 

(based on the defined configuration shown in Figure 3.5). Due to the selection rules for ZB GaAs 

in the specific measurement configuration as shown in Figure 3.5, the TO phonon modes related 

to GaAs are stronger for 𝑥(𝑧, 𝑧)�̅� and much weaker or even vanished for the rest of 

configurations. Furthermore, the E2
H mode related to WZ GaAs is not observed [193]. 

In Figure 3.7, the upper panel shows the Raman spectrum for an unstrained GaAs nanowire 

(with a diameter of ≈22 nm) with its corresponding TO and very weak LO phonon modes at 268.6 

cm-1 and 283 cm-1 (± 1.5 cm-1), respectively. The difference of LO phonon of GaAs nanowires (at 

283 cm-1) and GaAs bulk (at 291 cm-1) can be due to the thin width of the core diameter where 

the surface oxidation of nanowires becomes more critical. Quantum confinement effect can 

cause the shift of the phonons to the lower wavenumbers. The surface oxide for the case of thin 
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nanowires can affect the Raman peaks due to its roughness which causes a shift by breaking the 

selection rules. Another reason for the shift of Raman peaks toward lower energies is the laser 

heating which is avoided in the measurements of this study [223]. 

The Raman spectrum in the lower panel of Figure 3.7 was acquired from a GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As 

core/shell nanowire with 40 nm shell thickness. The raw data of Raman spectrum for the single 

GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As nanowire is plotted with the black color. Using Lorentzian curves for the 

fitting of the line shape, three scattering contributions were identified: scattering in the core 

from GaAs TO phonons and scattering in the shell from GaAs-like and InAs-like TO phonons. The 

accumulative fitting curve is shown with green color. Compared to strain-free bare GaAs 

nanowires, the GaAs TO phonon energy of the core (blue curve) in the GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As 

core/shell nanowire shows a clear shift toward lower wavenumbers (≈ 10 cm-1) manifesting a 

highly tensile strained core. The remaining peaks (red curves) correspond to scattering in the 

shell with GaAs-like TO, InAs-like TO and GaAs-like LO phonons, which are located at 264.5 cm-

1, 233 cm-1, and 280.5 cm-1 (± 1.5 cm-1), respectively. The comparison of the GaAs-like TO with 

its corresponding relaxed value (vertical red dashed line at 263 cm-1 [168]) exhibits a small shift 

to higher wavenumbers due to the small compressive strain in the In0.20Ga0.80As shell. The 

relaxed peak positions of InxGa1-xAs can be extracted from the Figure 3.8 based on the report of 

J Groenen et al [168]. 

 

Figure 3.6 Raman spectra from a GaAs/InxGa1-xAs nanowire (with x=0.45 and Ls=40 nm) for 
the 4 main polarization configurations at 300 K. The Raman spectra have been shifted vertically 
for the sake of clarity. 
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Figure 3.7 An example of Raman spectrum of bare GaAs nanowire (in the upper panel) 
together with a single GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowire (core diameter of 22 nm and Ls= 
40 nm) are displayed.  

 

Figure 3.8 Dependencies of LO (circles) and TO (squares) frequencies on the In-content (X) 
for strain-free InGaAs. The solid lines are calculated LO values: 𝜔𝐿,+  and 𝜔𝐿,− are extracted from 
the equation shown in the reference [168]. The dot-dashed lines are the calculated TO values: 
𝜔𝑇,𝐴 and 𝜔𝑇,𝐵 are extracted from the linear interpolation between x=0 and 1. For more detailed 
understanding of this figure please refer to the corresponding reference [168]. Reprinted with 
permission from [168]. Copyright 1998 by the American Physical Society. 
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To confirm that the removal of nanowires from the as-grown substrate does not affect the 

strain state of the nanowires, Raman measurements were performed (see Figure 3.9), in two 

different configurations: (a) on transferred nanowires, and (b) on as-grown nanowires from the 

(11̅0) side. For this purpose, GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowires with LS= 40 nm and core 

diameter of 22 nm were measured. The corresponding optical microscopy images and Raman 

spectra are shown in Figure 3.9 (a), (b). Comparison of Raman spectra in (a) and (b) does not 

show any significant difference in the peak positions. Thus, it is shown that the transfer of the 

nanowires from their original substrate does not affect their strain state. 

 

Figure 3.9 Two different Raman configuration measurements at 300 K : optical microscopy 
images (exciatation normal to the image plane) and corresponding Raman spectra from the 
nanowires in (a) transferred nanowires on Au coated Si, and (b) as-grown nanowires with 
excitation from the side (11̅0) planes. The black spectrum in (a) and (b) are the experimental 
raw data. In (b) the spectrum shows the Si peak position of the original substrate at 520 cm-1. 
The Lorentzian fitting profile is used for spectra of (a) and the inset of (b). The blue, red, three 
green curves are assigned for GaAs TO phonon of the core, the GaAs-like TO phonon of the shell 
and InAs-like TO, LO phonons (below 240 cm-1) and the GaAs-like LO of the shell (at around 280 
cm-1), respectively. 

 

The one-dimensional structure and 6-folded facets of the nanowires can result in a different 

light-matter interaction as compare to planar thin films with a simpler geometry [224]. For an 

example, due to the one dimensionality of nanowires and the dielectric mismatch with the 

surrounding medium, the bulk Raman selection rules can be modified, resulting in a strong 

dependence of the polarization angle between the incident light and the nanowire axis. This 

effect is also known as antenna effect (see also the spectrum of Figure 3.5). There are further 
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effects in this light, such as a strong enhancement of the spontaneous Raman scattering from a 

single nanowire, which depends on its diameter and the excitation wavelength as well as the 

incident light polarization [224]. Thus, the electromagnetic field distribution inside the 

nanowires can be very complicated which requires additional theoretical simulations for the 

peak assignment and understanding the Raman spectra, rather than the simpler depth profile 

calculation as often performed in planar thin films [224]. Upon the mentioned effects, F 

Amaduzzi et al demonstrated the enhancement of the forbidden LO modes on {110} surface 

excitations which was achieved by suspending nanowires over a trench. Their results paved the 

way for the use of Raman spectroscopy to investigate the free-carriers or plasmons with optical 

phonons detection [225]. In the Raman experiment on the free-standing single nanowire as 

shown in Figure 3.9 (b), the enhancement of the LO phonon has been recorded as well even 

though the wire was excited on {110} surfaces.  

 

3.4 Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

When light with ℏ𝛚 > 𝑬𝒈 (bandgap energy) is shone on the semiconductors, it excites many 

electrons from VB to CB everywhere and generates holes in VB. It is then viable for an electron 

in CB to recombine with a hole in VB. If the momentum of the electron while falling to the VB 

doesn’t change, this electron-hole (e-h) recombination is radiative recombination which is well-

known as photoluminescence (PL), as shown in Figure 3.10 (a). Following the excitation, 

different types of relaxation processes for the electron or hole (e-h) occur after which radiative 

or non-radiative emission generates (e.g. Coulomb scattering or interaction with phonons). In 

semiconductors with a direct band gap, energy excitation of the material above its band gap 

results in the formation of e-h bound pairs, so-called excitons, which the momentum of the e 

stays unchanged while recombining with the h. The relaxation of the e from the higher energy 

states in CB to the band gap minimum can have several non-radiative processes which results 

in the thermal emission. In Figure 3.10 (a), the yellow and blue color curves are dedicated to the 

DOS (density of state) in CB and CB, respectively. For an example, if the excitation energy is far 

from the minimum of the conduction band, heating up the material will take place due to the 

high amount of the thermal emission. For most of semiconductors, the exciton binding energy 

is small and in the range of ~ 25 meV. A simple picture of the PL setup for low temperature 

experiments is also depicted in Figure 3.10 (b). A non-equilibrium distribution of e-h pairs 

generate after pumping above bandgap. Consequently, these charge carries interact with each 

other (carrier-carrier scattering) and also, they interact with LO phonons and then thermalize 

and relax and reach to the band minima’s VB and CB meaning top of the VB and bottom of the 
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CB. The e-h recombination can happen in different ways. Two types of the most common e-h 

recombination have been shown in Figure 3.11. In this figure, (a) band-to-band transition, (b) 

defect-mediated or band-to-defect transition are schematically depicted. In this figure (b) the 

energy of PL is dissimilar with bandgap energy of the material meaning it has lower energy 

compare to the energy of PL of (a). One of the ways to distinguish the type of e-h recombination 

is implementation of temperature dependent PL experiments [163]. 

 

Figure 3.10 (a) Generation of the photons in radiative recombination of e-h in PL 
spectroscopy. C1, C2, V1, and V2 are first and second excited states of conduction band or ground 
states of the valence band, respectively. The typical DOS is drawn inside CB and VB by yellow 
and blue curves (b) a simplified and generalized sketch for the Macro-PL setup. 

 

Figure 3.11 Generation of the photons in radiative recombination of e-h in PL spectroscopy. 
(a) band-to-band transition, (b) defect-mediated or band-to-defect transition. 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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3.5 Optical-pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy and photoconductivity in semiconductors 

Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy offers probing the electronic properties of the material with an 

invasive contact-free way. Dynamics of minority and majority carriers can be understood by 

time-resolved THz spectroscopy. This method and set up used for the electron transport 

properties of the nanowires will be briefly introduced.  

The THz field can be produced by a non-linear optical crystal or a photoconductive antenna 

(PCA). In this study, a PCA has been utilized based on GaAs with Cr/Au microstructure contacts 

(a home-built structure at HZDR in Germany). These microstructure contacts were deposited on 

GaAs film which was grown by MBE at low temperature≈ 200˚C and followed by post-growth 

rapid thermal annealing to gain intentional point defect density> 1018 cm3. The carrier lifetime 

for this material is in range of few sub-picoseconds e.g. 0.2 ps and the effective mobility of it is 

in the range of 200 cm2/Vs. Due to the very low mobility of the holes, like one order of 

magnitude less, compare to the electrons, charge carrier transport properties in THz 

spectroscopy is dominated by electrons [226].  

Once the optical femtosecond pulse laser hits to PCA, the free carriers above the bandgap of 

mentioned grown GaAs are excited. Later, these excited carries are accelerated by the applied 

static DC bias voltage and simultaneously, the recombination of these carriers via point defects 

takes place which results in the charge density reduction. The whole procedure from the charge 

acceleration by the static bias field to the recombination of part of those carriers via traps is the 

origin of the sub-picosecond pulses of THz radiation. In another word, the generated impulse 

current produces THz field emission [226].  

The Hertzian dipole antenna is a common way to model the THz radiation from the small slit 

(as shown in Figure 3.12) which its size is similar to the spot size of the beam∼ 10 μm. This spot 

size is much smaller than the wavelength of THz radiation ∼ 300 μm. Therefore, the 

approximation of such a dipole antenna for THz field is correct [226].  

The aforementioned THz dipole radiation field after solving the continuity equation is 

proportional to the 1st time derivate of photocurrent (𝐼𝑃𝐶𝐴) inside the photoconductive gap of 

the antenna, as written in the following eq. (45) [226]. 

𝐸𝑇𝐻𝑧(𝑡)
𝑑𝐼𝑃𝐶𝐴(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
        (45) 

The use of off-axis parabolic mirrors (usually coated by Al or Au) is very common to focus or 

collimate THz probe beams with 99% reflectivity and without chromatic aberration. After THz 

beam passes through the sample, it is detected by THz detector compartment. The THz field 
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pulses were detected by electro-optic (EO) sampling in a nonlinear optical medium (ZnTe 

crystal).  Both ZnTe and PCA in the Figure 3.12 can be used for THz generation and THz detection 

or vice versa. When THz field interacts with ZnTe depends on the angle between the THz field 

and sampling beam, there will be different generated field after passing ZnTe. The nature of the 

phenomena is related to the birefringence character of the medium as well as second-order 

nonlinear polarizations. The EO sampling can be described by the Pockels effect in EO crystals 

e.g. ZnTe. The Pockels effect (in a nonlinear crystal with electric susceptibility of 2) is very 

similar to optical rectifications. The field-induced birefringence reaches its maximum state when 

the THz electric field and the optical sampling beam are polarized linearly parallel to 〈110〉 axis 

of ZnTe; therefore the sampling beam in the setup is perpendicular to the ZnTe and in parallel 

to THz field polarization. In fact, THz field is in picosecond regime while optical beam is in few 

femtoseconds regime  60 fs. Due to the birefringence medium, THz phase velocity matches 

with the optical group velocity (with 800 nm wavelength). The principle of EO sampling 

compartments is depicted in Figure 3.13 [226].  

𝐼𝑠  = 𝐼𝑦 − 𝐼𝑥 = 𝐼0∆𝜙 =
𝐼0𝜔𝐿

𝑐
𝑛𝑂

3𝑟41𝐸𝑇𝐻𝑧 𝐸𝑇𝐻𝑧       (46). 

Nevertheless, the slightly elliptical polarization of the probe pulse induced by EO crystal with 

the presence of THz field is unavoidable. After passing the λ/4 plate, with presence of THz field, 

the probe pulse will be almost circular. A Wollaston prism divides the probe pulse into two 

orthogonal intensities, which are guided into a balanced photodetector. This detector measures 

the intensity difference between the two orthogonal intensities of the probe beam as the x- and 

y-polarizations. 𝐼𝑠 (the corresponding intensity difference of them) is then proportional to the 

THz field amplitude which was required to be detected. ∆𝜙 (phase change) inside the Figure 

3.13 is due to the imperfect circular polarization. The origin of ∆𝜙 is due to the nonlinear 

medium specifications such as the propagation distance (𝐿), refractive index (𝑛𝑂) at the optical 

frequency and EO coefficient (𝑟41). Finally, the output signal of balanced photodetector is 

proportional to the target THz field amplitude as written in eq. (46), where 𝐼0 is the incident 

probe intensity without the effect of differential phase retardation [226]. 

A simplified scheme of the corresponding THz spectroscopy setup has been drawn in Figure 

3.14. Ti: Sapphire femtosecond laser with 800 nm wavelength as the excitation source for the 

optical beam has been utilized. By a 50/50 beam splitter, the laser beam is divided into 2 paths 

with two different directions. In one path, laser passes through the pump delay stage and acts 

as the optical pump beam for the excitation of the sample. In another path, the laser beam hits 
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to another 50/50 beam splitter where it re-splits in two different paths as one travels into 

sampling delay stage and acts as sampling beam and the other one is the path for the optical 

beam used for the THz beam generation and hits through the PCA. The DC bias of the 

experimental setup in PCA compartment was replaced by a square wave with a modulation 

frequency of f1=63 kHz and peak to peak voltage of 10 V. Note that f1  f2 meaning that THz 

probe stays in a longer period than the pump beam in one cycle on the sample. The pump and 

probe temporal and spatial overlap on the sample are obtained through the adjustment of the 

pump delay stage. We take the time related to the temporal overlap of the pump and probe 

equal to zero delay in the measurement analysis; meaning that the time that THz transmitted 

signal reaches to maximum value.  

 

Figure 3.12 THz pulse emission via PCA excited by optical pulse laser (femtosecond laser). 
This PCA structure can be used for both generation and detection of THz field. Reproduced 
from [226] with permission of Springer. 

 

Figure 3.13 Simplified scheme for EO sampling setup including THz detection systems. 
Probe polarizations with and without the THz field are shown before and after the λ/4 plate. 
Reproduced from [226] with permission of Springer. 
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After the EO sampling in THz detection compartment, 𝐼𝑠  enters two lock-in amplifiers:  L1 

and L2.  Basically, L1 demodulates this THz intensity signal (𝐼𝑠) at f1. This demodulated signal 

after passing through L1 inputs to L2 in order to be demodulated at f2. Finally, the output signal 

after these two series of lock-in amplifiers is the differential OPTP signal (∆𝐸). I Fotev, S Shan, J 

Schmidt, F Moebus, Dr. A Pashkin, and Dr. H Schneider at HZDR have collaborated in THz 

spectroscopy. 

 

Figure 3.14 Simplified scheme for the experimental setup used in the THz spectroscopy 

 

Applying an electric field to the material causes accelerating of electrons and consequently 

formation of the current density as written: 

𝐽(𝜔) = 𝜎(𝜔)𝐸(𝜔)      (47). 

The conductivity (𝜎(𝜔)) of a material is complex and frequency-dependent, consisting of a 

real part and imaginary part. The complex nature of 𝜎(𝜔) = 𝜎𝑅𝑒(𝜔) + 𝑖𝜎𝐼𝑚(𝜔) can be 

explained simply by resistance and reactance of the material. The dielectric function of the 

material is also complex (ϵ(ω) =  ϵ1(ω) + 𝑖ϵ2(ω)) [163],[226]. 

The ϵ(ω) is related to the 𝜎(𝜔) as following: 

ϵ(ω) =  ϵ𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(ω) + 𝑖
𝜎(𝜔) 

𝜔ϵ0
     (48). 
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In eq. (48), ϵ0 is the dielectric permittivity of free space and ϵ𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(ω) is the dielectric 

function related to the lattice contribution [163],[226]. 

ϵ𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(ω) = ϵ∞(ω) + (ϵ𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 − ϵ∞)
𝜔𝑇𝑂

2

𝜔𝑇𝑂
2 − 𝜔2 − 𝑖𝜔𝛾𝑇𝑂

     (49). 

At THz regime:  ϵ𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(ω) = ϵ∞(ω)     (50).   

In semiconductors with TO and LO phonons, it is given by eq. (49), where  ϵ∞(ω) is the high 

frequency dielectric constant of the material and ϵ𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 is the low frequency (static) dielectric 

constant. At mid-infrared or terahertz range of frequencies, the ϵ𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(ω) can be 

assumed to be equal to ϵ∞(ω) [163],[226]. 

Recalling the relation of complex refractive index 𝑛′(𝜔) and the dielectric function of 

material ϵ(ω), the real and imaginary part of the 𝑛′(𝜔) can be written as following [163],[226] 

𝑛′(𝜔) = 𝑛(𝜔) + 𝑖𝑘(𝜔) = √ϵ(ω)�̃�       (51). 

Conceptually, 𝑛(𝜔) is the refractive index of material related to the phase delay of a wave 

passing through the material and 𝑘(𝜔) is the imaginary part related to the absorption and �̃� is 

the permeability of the material describing the magnetic behavior of the material and for the 

non-magnetic material, it will be as �̃� = 1 [163],[226]. 

∆𝜎(𝜔) = 𝑖𝜔ϵ0(ϵ(ω) − ϵ∗(ω)) = 𝑖𝜔ϵ0(𝑛
′(𝜔)2 − 𝑛′∗(𝜔)2)     (52) 

During the photoexcitation of the materials e.g. namely semiconductors in this discussion, 

the 𝜎(𝜔) can be changed. The change of conductivity induced by the photoexcitation is called 

photoconductivity (∆𝜎(𝜔)) and defined as eq. (52), where the terms with superscript * is 

associated for the value after the photoexcitation [49], [156], [56], [147], [163],[226]. 

A technique that allows us to measure ∆𝜎(𝜔) is optical-pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy 

(OPTPS). This method provides a wealth of information related to the charge transport 

properties of the material, such as momentum of charge carrier scattering (𝛾𝑐), mobility (μ) and 

carrier density (𝑁). The Drude model is one of the classical models, used to fit the spectra of 

∆𝜎(𝜔) that extracted out of the experimental measurements in OPTPS. This model is associated 

to the motions of the charge carriers (electrons or holes) under the influence of the external 

pulsed electric field (𝐸(𝜔)). Under 𝐸(𝜔), the carriers are scattered, and their momentum will 

randomize. According to the Drude model, the conductivity is defined as following [49], [156], 

[56], [147], [163]. 

𝜎(𝜔) =  
𝑁𝑒2

𝑚∗

𝑖

𝜔 + 𝑖𝛾𝑐
       (53), 
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μ =
𝑒

𝑚∗𝛾𝑐
         (54). 

In this model, 𝑒 is the electronic charge and 𝑁 is the charge carrier density and 𝑚∗ is the 

effective mass of the charge carriers. The fitted Drude model allows us to calculate the μ as 

given by eq. (54) [49], [156], [56], [147], [163]. 

In nano-scale regime (e.g. semiconductor nanowires), the ∆𝜎(𝜔) spectra do not reproduce 

the typical shape of spectra as bulk. For the case of nanowires, the high back scattering of 

electrons from the surface of nanowires, surface depletion and field screening at the boundaries 

of the nanowires and depolarization field can be the reasons for their deviation from the 

standard Drude response. In order to accurately model the conductivity for the case of the 

nanowires, a modified Drude response, so-called localized surface plasmon model which fits to 

Lorentzian profile, has been introduced as following [49], [227], [156], [56], [147], [163] 

𝜎(𝜔) =  
𝑁𝑒2

𝑚∗

𝑖𝜔

𝜔2 − 𝜔0𝑝
2 + 𝑖𝜔𝛾𝑐

       (55). 

In eq. (55), 𝜔0𝑝 is the resonant plasma frequency which can be defined as 

𝜔0𝑝 = √𝑔
𝑁𝑒2

ϵ0𝑚
∗
      (56), 

where 𝑔 is called geometrical parameter which is proportional to the nanowire dimensions or 

aspect ratios as well as the dielectric constants of them and their surrounding medium and can 

vary between 0 and 1, [49], [156], [56], [147], [163]. 

 

3.6 Device processing 

In this work, the ex-situ fabrication of the metal contacts has been implemented on both 

ends of the nanowires in order to investigate the electrical characterization of the nanowires. 

There are the major challenges in obtaining the low contact resistivity such as; highly doping 

which is required in order to decrease the depletion region in the semiconductors; surface 

preparation which is very crucial and has a significant effect on the resistivity, therefore the 

surface oxides removal is mandatory; type of the metal contact as refractory metals (like W, Mo, 

or Ir) are preferable to obtain thermal stability while high current passing through the contacts 

although in the investigations, this goal may remain for developments of future devices based 

on nanowires. Furthermore, an accurate calculation of the contact resistivity is also challenging 

[228], [229],[230],[231],[232],[233],[234]. 
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In the following, the flow of fabrication process to apply metal contacts on both ends of 

nanowires is written. To begin with, finding the proper way of nanowires transfer was required 

for the single nanowire metallization.  Based on the literatures, considering to surface 

preparation such as removal of native oxide and avoiding the sources from any contamination 

namely carbon in order to obtain low resistivity are highly pivotal [228], 

[229],[230],[231],[232],[233],[234]. Due to the significance of keeping the surface of the 

semiconductor as clean as possible, the mechanical rubbing way is recommended for the 

nanowire transfer from the as-grown wafer. Other ways like the use of ultra-sonication is also 

common for this purpose but there is a high chance that some unintentional contamination 

sources affect the quality of surface cleaning according to the experiences of this work.  

 

Figure 3.15 (a) SEM image of as-grown GaAs/In0.44Ga0.56As core/shell nanowires with a 

homogeneous Si doping concentration 91018 cm3 inside the shell; (b) SEM image of the 
transferred nanowires from as-grown substrate to another substrate (including the special 
metal markers on SiO2/Si substrate) via mechanical rubbing method. The red arrow inside the 
right image points out the position of the single nanowire that placed flat on the receiver 
substrate after harvesting of the nanowires.  

 

The SEM image of as-grown nanowires with the heavily doped shell (Si doping 

concentration 91018 cm3) is shown in Figure 3.15 (a). The parasitic In0.44Ga0.56As thin film 

growth during the shell growth by MBE is also shown in this picture. One way to get rid of this 

parasitic thin film is to harvest the nanowires and transfer them to another substrate so-called 

receiver substrate. The receiver substrate is an undoped Si substrate with a thick SiO2 ≈ 200 nm 

including the micro markers as shown in Figure 3.15 (b). After the successful transfer of 

nanowires, the saving the positions of the target single nanowires inside the e-beam lithography 

(EBL) is needed. Therefore, the small markers will help us to save and measure the precise 

positions of the selected single isolated nanowires through the EBL software. Next step is to 

remove the native oxide which is optional at this phase. Here, 37% HCl have been diluted down 

to 3.7% by DI water. The receiver substrate including nanowires is immersed into the mentioned 

(a) 
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diluted-HCl for about 30 seconds and later the substrate is dried by N2 gun inside the fume hood 

of the clean room. The mentioned HCl step for the removal of the oxide is not highly necessary 

at this phase. The spin-coating of the photoresist (PR) with the speed rate of 3000 rpm is the 

next step. Based on the observations of this work, the nanowires can be slightly shifted to 

another position either due to the spin coating or the earlier HCl step. Therefore, the saving of 

the nanowires position is done very carefully after the removal of the oxide by wet chemical 

etching step or PR spin coating step. Passing the steps of saving of the spatially distribution of 

nanowires on receiver substrate, it is the time to develop the PR inside the EBL chamber. Here 

it is the time to adjust the exposure parameters of EBL to develop the pattern. At this step, those 

small markers nearby the selected nanowires are visible and extremely helpful to have a precise 

alignment of the future metal contacts.  

Afterwards, IPA mixed with DI water is used to open the mask. After opening the masks, the 

simple but very important step comes up which is removal of the native oxide by mentioned 

diluted HCl. Since it is highly significant to keep the surface of the nanowires very clean, DI water 

cleaning in every step where a chemical solution involved (e.g. HCl or IPA) is necessary. Drying 

the DI water by N2 gun from the surface of the receiver substrate is always necessary. It is worth 

to mention that a try and error test followed by very high magnification SEM imaging has been 

done initially with different HCl percentages in DI water to avoid any damage of the erosive HCl 

on the surface of the nanowires. It is very important that the surface of the nanowires stays as 

smooth as possible without being affected by the higher etching rate of HCl step. Passing the 

step for the removal of the oxide, the immediate transfer of the sample into metal evaporation 

chamber is expected in order to avoid further oxidation of the nanowires surface. Nevertheless, 

in case of a manual transfer and loading of the sample into metal evaporation chamber, the 

sample will be remained in air. Hence, 100% preventing the native oxide formation in the 

current ex-situ procedure is not possible. The next step is deposition of metal stacks (Ti Pd/Au). 

Finally, after metallization, lift-off is done by splashing the samples with acetone, followed by 

rinsing with IPA and DI water, and then blown dry using a N2 gun. In Figure 3.16 (a), the picture 

of the EBL system is shown. T Schönherr, C Neisser for e-beam BL, and B Scheumann for metals 

depositions are collaborated in this project related to the device processing [228], 

[229],[230],[231],[232],[233],[234]. 

To reduce the Schottky barrier height, RTA is utilized in several steps. First, the RTA 

temperature is calibrated and then the temperature of the RTA has been increased in multi-

steps which were followed by IV measurement in each of those steps. The recipe of the RTA 
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process can be summarized as following. 1) Evacuate the chamber for several times and fill with 

N2 for several times. 2) Ramp up to 100 ˚C. 3) Ramp up to the target temperature starting with 

e.g. 350˚C. 4) a short annealing time. 5) Ramp down to room temperature. At the end N2 gas 

was kept still constant in the rest of the process to ensure a clean environment. In every RTA 

step with a gradual increase of the temperature, the IV measurement by the probe station 

equipped with micro-manipulators (as shown in Figure 3.16 (c)) has been performed on both 

end of the nanowires to check the quality of the resistivity [228], 

[229],[230],[231],[232],[233],[234]. 

3.7 Semiconductor nanodevice software “nextnano” 

 

Figure 3.17 Program flow for a typical nextnano simulation. Adapted from [236], [237]. 

 

Nextnano software can be used as a predictive tool for the design of semiconductor based 

heterostructures in the mesoscopic physics for 1D, 2D, and 3D nanostructures. The founder of 

this software is Dr. S Birner from Walter Schottky Institute at TU-München. The nextnano 

provides an effective and quick insight into physical properties of mesoscopic semiconductor 

structures including calculation of the electronic band structures via TB modeling or 8x8 k.p 

Schrödinger and Poisson equations or strain minimization theory through continuum elasticity 

model and the effect of piezoelectric charges and many other examples.  
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In this work, the focus is on effect of the strain on the properties of materials. Thus, 

continuum elasticity modeling of nextnano is exploited frequently. Semiconductor 

heterostructures with different lattice constants are under elastic deformations. Such 

deformations can be investigated within a continuum mechanical model based on classical 

elasticity ( see chapter 2.4) [235]. The nextnano simulations are via the numerical principles and 

techniques e.g. iterative solutions (4000 times) for Schrödinger-Poissons equations. This 

software is quite useful in the field of nano-devices based on different compound 

semiconductors and the alloy [236], [237]. The nextnano program flow is shown in Figure 3.17. 

 

3.8 MBE for crystal growth and core/shell nanowire growth 

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is an excellent material growth technique that can be simply 

described as a very high pure form of vacuum evaporation with an exquisite control over the 

material growth, interface formation, alloy compositions, and doping concentrations. The main 

reason for these qualities is a super high clean ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) environment in the 

epitaxial growth of materials. UHV conditions typically feature very low pressures (<10−14 Torr 

e.g. in our case≈ 10−11 Torr) leading to extremely low background impurity levels in the target 

grown materials. In MBE, non-interacting molecular beams of material elements are evaporated 

or sublimed and later having chemical interactions on a heated substrate. Due to the UHV 

conditions, the beams do not have any interaction with each other in the gas phase owing mean 

free paths beyond typical 20–30 cm in the distance from source to substrate. Using pure solid-

source material (e.g., highly purified gallium) enables to have not only an excellent quality of 

epitaxial growth but also much simplified chemistry in the interaction between source materials 

with the substrate. One of the great advantages of MBE grown heterostructures over other 

growth techniques is very sharp interfaces. The effusion cells of MBE produce the 

molecular/atomic beams of source materials. These effusion cells are typically paired with a 

mechanical shutter allowing very fast start or stop of the beams in much shorter time than it 

takes to grow an atomic layer of material. The temperature of the effusion cells is typically 

stable, enabling the control of the flux generated from those cells. Therefore, the generation of 

specific fluxes of material elements can be simple in controlling the accurate alloy compositions 

and doping concentrations, as well. Owing the UHV environment, different in-situ monitoring 

techniques can be utilized during the growth such as reflection high-energy electron diffraction 

(RHEED). To achieve high-purity epitaxial layers, it is pivotal that the target materials that loaded 

inside MBE chamber to be very pure because of the UHV condition. Growth rates are usually in 
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the range of a few Å s–1. Therefore, the molecular beams can be shuttered in a fraction of a 

second, allowing that exquisite control of the composition, doping level, and thicknesses of the 

growing layers in the atomic or molecular levels [238]. A simple picture of the MBE device has 

been depicted in Figure 3.18. Dr E Dimakis has performed the MBE experiments at HZDR. 

 

Figure 3.18 A generalized picture of MBE. Molecular beams originate from effusion cells. The 
substrate is heated up to the certain temperature and, while continuously rotated, if it is 
required in order to improve the growth homogeneity. A RHEED gun is implemented for in-situ 
monitoring during the growth. 

 

In this thesis, free-standing GaAs/InxGa1-xAs and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires were 

grown on Si(111) substrates by MBE. It is very common to grow nanowires by Au-catalyst; 

however, using Au may cause Au contamination inside nanowires and the Si substrate degrading 

their electrical and optical properties [105], [99], [100]. Therefore, the Ga-assisted or self-

catalyzed growth mode was employed [14], [15] (see Figure 3.19). A thin native oxide on Si 

substrate is an important layer for the core growth procedure. After an in-situ pre-treatment of 

the native oxide (SiOx) layer with Ga droplets, nano-sized holes form inside the very thin native 

SiOx layer, exposing the underlying Si(111) surface. Then continuous Ga and As4 beam fluxes are 

supplied simultaneously and subsequently, the GaAs nanowires nucleate inside the nano-holes 

in vapor liquid solid (VLS) growth mode. The nanowires grow perpendicular to Si substrate along 

[111]B with six {11̅0} crystallographically oriented facets. The GaAs core nanowires were grown 

for 10 min at a substrate temperature of 615 °C with V/III≈ 16 resulting in nanowires with a 

diameter of 20-25 nm and a length of ≈ 2 μm (see Figure 3.19 (a)). The core growth was 
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interrupted by closing the Ga shutter and the substrate temperature was reduced up to 370 °C 

in an As-rich environment. Due to the continuous exposure to As4, the Ga droplets at the tip of 

the nanowire were converted into the solid GaAs. The In-content x can be adjusted by the flux 

ratio of In flux/(Ga (Al) flux + In flux). The shell growth was performed at 370 °C using In and Ga 

or Al and As4 or As2 beams and its growth rate was 0.7 monolayer/s (see Figure 3.19 (b)).  

 

Figure 3.19 Schematic description of the MBE growth of (a) the core GaAs nanowire in VLS 
mode and (b) InxGa1-xAs or InxAl1-xAs shell growth in VS mode (b). The growth direction is 
indicated with the red arrows in (a) and (b). 

 

Controlling the shape of the nanowire during the growth of lattice-mismatched core/shell 

nanowires can be very challenging. Often several growth procedures are necessary to suppress 

the growth kinetics which causes nanowire bending. In the following, some reports in this regard 

are pointed out 

Y Greenberg et al reported strain-mediated bending in InP/InAs core/shell nanowires. They 

showed that the reduction of the nanowire diameter increases the bending angle of their 

core/shell nanowires. Their simulations which is in a good agreement with their experiments 

prove the interplay between shell composition and thickness as well as tapering which all these 

factors affect the bending of the core/shell nanowires [239]. Strain-induced bending 

morphology has also studied in WZ GaP/InxGa1-xP core/shell nanowires where TEM and XRD 

spectroscopy proved the geometric and compositional inhomogeneity with respect to the 

growth axis. Their findings for the origin of the bending are valid for any type of lattice-

mismatched core/shell nanowires. They also offer the strategy for curing the bending of these 

nanowires by the growth of a graded buffer shell, where a gradual elastic strain relaxation 
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occurs during the shell growth [28]. Better detailed description for the kinetics of the bending 

is reported by R W Day et al in 2016. They demonstrated Plateau–Rayleigh (P-R) crystal growth 

that occurs during the lattice mismatched shell growth around the 1D nanowire core. P-R crystal 

growth means the development of the periodic shell growth along a nanowire core to shape 

diameter-modulated nanowire homostructures with tunable morphologies. They extended P-R 

crystal growth for heterostructure nanowires such as Ge(Si) core/shell nanowires. Growth of Ge 

around Si cores results in a single set of periodic shells, and in different growth conditions yields 

multi-modulated 1D nanowires with two distinct sets of shell periodicities. Based on their 

growth study, P-R crystal growth on a thin nanowire core formed 2D loop structures, in which 

Ge (Si) shells were prone to grow primarily on the outside (inside) of a highly bent Si (Ge) core 

[240]. 

R B Lewis et al fabricated arrays of extremely bent nanowires due to asymmetric misfit strain 

in their core/shell heterostructure nanowires. The generated strain was enough to bend the 

nanowires backward to touch the neighboring nanowire or the substrate. Their highly ensemble 

bent nanowires may open the way for the design of nanowire networks and interconnects [241]. 

Considering the different reports for the epitaxial grown bent nanowires via MBE, the state-of-

the-art in this regard may belong to R B Lewis et al [241]. 
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Richard P. Feynman 

“I... a universe of atoms, an atom in the universe.” 
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4 Results and discussions 

In this chapter, the results and findings of this work for GaAs/InxGa1-xAs (InxAl1-xAs) core/shell 

nanowires are presented. The first part of the results is dedicated for structural and 

compositional analyses of these nanowires and their limits for the coherency limit, and the bent 

nanowires. The second part shows the major finding of this work where the strain simulations 

and the measurements as a function of the nanowire dimension are shown. In the third part, 

the effect of the strain on the bandgap and effective mass and later in the fourth part, the effect 

of the strain on the electron mobility are demonstrated. Finally, in the last part of this chapter, 

the simulations for modulation doped core/multishell nanowires and the preliminary current-

voltage (IV) characterization are introduced. 

4.1 Structural, compositional analyses of straight nanowires and coherent growth limit 

The In-content x in the shell was adjusted by the ratio of In and Ga or Al fluxes (see 

methods), whereas the shell thickness was determined by the shell growth duration. The InxAl1-

xAs shells were capped with a 5 nm thick InxGa1-xAs shell to avoid Al oxidation in air. The shell 

thickness (LS) and In-content x were varied independently from each other in this study. As an 

example, Figure 4.1 (a) and 4.1 (b) show SEM images of bare GaAs core and GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As 

core/shell nanowires (LS= 40 nm), respectively. During the shell growth, an InxGa1-xAs planar 

layer with polycrystalline structure (parasitic thin film) with similar x also grew on Si. This 

parasitic layer is very defective because it grows directly on the amorphous native oxide layer. 

Figure 4.1 (c) and 4.1 (d-f) show elemental maps along and perpendicular to the nanowire axis, 

respectively, as measured by EDXS in TEM. It can be seen that In distribution inside the shell is 

quite homogeneous within the resolution of the measurement, except for the nanowire 

corners, where the incorporation of In was reduced, giving rise to six < 112̅ > lines of lower x. 

The same occurs in InxAl1-xAs shells with Al rich lines. Similar types of phenomena have been 

reported for core/shell GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs, GaAs/InxAl1-xP, and GaAsxP1-x/GayAs1-yP nanowires [67], 

[242], [243]. According to recent findings, competing capillary fluxes of adatoms, originating 

from the higher diffusivity of In adatoms than Ga or Al adatoms, account for the formation of 

the Ga(Al)-rich lines [243], [150]. Similar growth results for higher x in InxGa1-xAs or InxAl1-xAs 

shells have been obtained. For an example, cross-sectional EDXS elemental maps for InxGa1-xAs 

and InxAl1-xAs shells with x=0.45 and x=0.44 (LS= 80 nm) are shown in Figure 4.1 (e) and 4.1 (f), 

respectively.   

The crystal structure of the nanowires was studied carefully by HR-TEM. The crystal 

structure of the core is ZB as shown by the selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern in 
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Figure 4.2 (a) middle. Only the bottom of nanowires contains a high number of rotational twins, 

defects, which is attributed to flux transients during the nucleation stage of the core. Due to flux 

transients at the end of the core growth, only a few rotational twin defects are also present at 

the tip of the nanowires. The shell adopts the crystal structure of the core illustrating by SAED 

over A, B, C segments (as shown in Figure 4.2 (b)) thus both core and shell grow in the ZB 

structure including a few twins, mostly at the bottom of the nanowires. 

 

Figure 4.1 Morphological, and compositional analysis of GaAs/InxGa1-xAs and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs 
core/shell nanowires grown on Si(111) substrates. (a) Side-view SEM image of as-grown GaAs 
core nanowires and (b) GaAs/InxGa1-xAs core/shell nanowires (x=0.20, LS=40 nm). (c) EDXS 
compositional analysis along the axis of one nanowire from the sample shown in (b). The inset 
depicts the corresponding compositional map. (d) EDXS compositional map perpendicular to the 
axis of one nanowire from the sample shown in (b). (e) EDX compositional map perpendicular 
to the axis of a GaAs/InxGa1-xAs core/shell nanowire with x=0.45, and LS=80 nm. f) EDXS 
compositional map perpendicular to the axis of a GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowire with 
x=0.44, and LS=80 nm. The scale bars correspond to 1 μm in (a) and (b), 30 nm in (d), (e), and (f). 
High resolution TEM image inside the yellow square in (d) is shown in Figure 4.2 (c). 

Finally, the coherent growth along the [112̅] crystallographic direction of the core/shell 

interface is proved by the absence of misfit dislocations as shown in Figure 4.2 (c). The high 

quality of interface has been proved by the high resolution TEM in this figure and the 

corresponding SAED patterns. The absence of misfit dislocations at the core/shell interface 
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across the whole nanowire length was confirmed with TEM weak-beam dark-field 

measurements using the 220 reflection and the so-called (g, 3 g) condition. The example of a 

GaAs/In0.49Al0.51As nanowire, of the same type as the one in Figure 4.1 (f), is shown in Figure 4.2 

(d). Coherent growth without dislocations was obtained for x up to 0.55 (LS= 80 nm). The next 

higher In-content that was tried, was for x=0.70 (as shown in HIM image of Figure 4.3 (a)) for 

which misfit dislocations at the core/shell interface (as shown in HR-TEM image of Figure 4.3 

(b)) are found. Therefore, the highest possible x for dislocation-free nanowires with LS= 80 nm 

resides between 0.55 and 0.70. Even though, these misfit dislocations at the interface for 

In0.70Ga0.30As shell are found, still these nanowires have smooth facets (as shown in Helium ion 

microscope (HIM) image of Figure 4.3 (a)). R B Lewis et al showed the surface roughness e.g. 

mounds or island-like features for GaAs/InxGa1-xAs core/shell nanowires with 0.40<x<0.60 for a 

very thick core size of 140 nm, and LS=18 nm [20]. The thin core diameter of 22 nm in the 

nanowires of this work is the main reason for the absence of surface roughness and thus it was 

possible to grow such highly mismatched core/shell nanowires in the current study. 
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Figure 4.2 Structural analysis of nanowires (a) TEM images from 3 segments (top, middle, 
bottom) of a single GaAs core nanowire, and SAED pattern of pure ZB of middle segments and 
(b) TEM image of a GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowire (LS=40 nm) in 3 segments (A: tip, B: 
middle, C: bottom) in left and SAED pattern of pure ZB for segment B, in right from segment B. 
(c) High resolution TEM micrograph (in the area shown with a yellow box in Figure 4.1 (d)) is 

displayed. The [11̅0], [112̅], and [111] crystallographic directions are indicated as x-, y- and z- 
axes, respectively. (d) The corresponding SAED pattern of ZB for the core and shell regions is 
pointed out. (d) (220) weak-beam dark-field TEM image of a GaAs/InxAl1−xAs nanowire as in 
Figure 4.1 (f) that shows no misfit dislocations in the region of the core (between the yellow 
dotted lines).  
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Figure 4.3 GaAs/In0.70Ga0.30As core/shell nanowires with LS=80 nm, (a) Titled-view HIM 
image of as-grown nanowires on Si, where nanowires are vertical freestanding respect to 
substrate. (b) High resolution of TEM at the interface of the core and shell of the related 
nanowires. 

 

4.2 Bent nanowires 

The growth conditions for the shell (relatively low growth temperature and high growth rate) 

were chosen in order to achieve conformal growth around the core and straight nanowires. In 

contrast, strong bending of the nanowires was observed at higher growth temperatures and 

lower growth rates (see Figure 4.4 (a), (b)).  

To clarify the reasons of bending, TEM/EDXS and scanning TEM-Tomography (STEM-TOMO) 

have been performed on the highly bent nanowires with the same thin core≈ 25 nm and 

In0.37Ga0.63As shell thickness of ≈ 25 nm. According to the results shown in Figure 4.5, the two 

evident reasons for bending of nanowires are the larger shell thickness and higher In-content 

on one side of the nanowire, which both induce an asymmetric stress on the core. Therefore, 

the nanowires bent toward the thinner shell side with the lower x. The observations by 3D 

imaging of STEM-TOMO show the bending orientations of the nanowires are random, toward 

either the < 112̅ > or < 11̅0 >. The preferential incorporation of In adatoms on one side of 

the nanowires is attributed to the large lattice mismatch and the tendency of the system to 

minimize the total elastic energy, as already suggested by Day et al [65], [240] (see methods 

chapter 3.8). However, the surface diffusion of In adatoms is drastically limited at low growth 

temperatures and high growth rates and, thus homogeneous growth of the shell around the 

core can be obtained. This is the reason why straight nanowires despite of the large lattice 

mismatch were achieved in this work. 
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Figure 4.4 Side-view SEM and top-view HIM of bent GaAs/InxGa1-xAs core/shell nanowires are 
displayed in (a) x=0.20, growth temperature= 420°C, and growth rate= 0.096 ML/s and (b) 
x=0.40, growth temperature= 420°C, and growth rate= 0.122 ML/s respectively. All of scale bars 
are 100 nm. 

 

Figure 4.5 Reasons of bending (a) STEM-TOMO of bent GaAs/In0.37Ga0.63As nanowires. (b) 
EDX-TEM result belongs to the bent GaAs/In0.37Ga0.63As nanowires from a middle segment of the 
nanowire.  
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4.3 Strain analyses in core/shell nanowires  

In this chapter, strain simulations and measurements on GaAs/InxGa1−xAs core/shell 

nanowires as a function of the shell thickness, the core diameter, and the shell composition are 

described. At the end, the strain measurements on GaAs/InxAl1−xAs core/shell nanowires as a 

function of the shell composition are presented. 

4.3.1 Dependence of strain on shell thickness 

To elucidate the strain evolution inside the GaAs core and InxGa1-xAs shell with increasing the 

shell thickness, strain simulations using nextnano modeling were performed as shown in Figure 

4.6. In the sketch of the inset in Figure 4.6, the orientation of the extracted strain profile has 

been shown which is along [11̅0] (perpendicular to nanowire facets). In the simulations, the 

core diameter of 20 nm, the In-content x=0.20, and the LS= 5-80 nm are assumed.  The 

simulation results are based on continuum-elasticity theory using nextnano (see chapter 3.7 and 

2.4). Since InGaAs has larger lattice constant compared to GaAs, to accommodate the strain, 

GaAs will be tensile-strained while InGaAs will be compressively strained. For the thinnest shell 

of 5 nm, the compressive strain value in the shell reached to 1% which is similar in absolute 

value to the tensile strain inside the core. As expected, the simulations show that the larger the 

shell thickness, the higher the strain inside the core and the smaller the compressive strain 

inside the shell will be. For the shells thicker than approximately 40 nm, the tensile strain inside 

the core saturates, whereas the strain in the shell becomes almost zero.  

 

Figure 4.6 Strain profile along [11̅0] as a function of the shell thickness for GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As 
core/shell nanowires. 
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Figure 4.7 Analyses of samples with different shell thicknesses (a) Fitted Raman spectra for 
GaAs/InxGa1-xAs core/shell nanowires at 300 K with a fixed core size of 22 nm and x=0.20 as a 
function of LS. In these spectra, the green, red, black colored curves are associated to the 
individual decomposed curves using the Lorentzian fitting profile, the cumulative fitting profile, 
and the raw data, respectively. The arrows indicate the peak positions of the corresponding 
phonon scattering signals. (b-c) Raman shifts and calculated strain values for the 
GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowires as a function of LS at 300 K, respectively. The data 
points in blue correspond to the core, whereas the ones in red to the shell. Raman shifts in (b) 
and calculated strain values in (c) for the GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As nanowires as a function of LS. The 
dashed lines in (b) indicate the strain-free phonon positions for the core and the shell. The 
dashed line in (c) indicate the zero-strain state. (d) XRD (star symbols) and Raman (filled circles) 
results comparison for GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowires at 300 K. 
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In Figure 4.8, the diagonal elements of the strain tensor (which are simulated via finite-

element method for 2D continuum-elasticity modeling) are presented for two different shell 

thicknesses (Ls=10 and 80 nm). According to these simulation results, the in-plane strain 

(휀𝑥𝑥, 휀𝑦𝑦) distribution is very complex, in contrast to the axial strain (휀𝑧𝑧) and hydrostatic strain 

(휀ℎ) which have far simpler structure. This complicates the strain measurements by XRD as it 

will be shown in Figure 4.9 (b-c). The strain color outside of the hexagonal shell denotes to zero 

strain.  

 

Figure 4.8 2D strain simulations as a function of the shell thickness for GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As 
core/shell nanowires with an infinite length. For LS=10 nm, the color scale bar values are as 
following: (min: -2.16%, max: +1.25%) for 휀𝑥𝑥, (min: -1.43%, max: +1.90%) for 휀𝑦𝑦, (min: -0.38%, 

max: +1.05%) for 휀𝑧𝑧, and (min: -1.10%, max: +1.96%) for 휀ℎ. For LS=80 nm, the color scale 
corresponds to values as following: (min: -1.55 %, max: +1.05 %) for 휀𝑥𝑥, (min: -1.11%, 
max:+1.40%) for 휀𝑦𝑦, (min: -0.02%, max: +1.42%) for 휀𝑧𝑧, and (min: -0.59%, max: +2.44%) for 휀ℎ. 

 

Raman spectra from single GaAs/InxGa1-xAs nanowires at 300 K with x=0.20 and various shell 

thicknesses LS are presented in Figure 4.7 (a). The measured raw data (black curves) were fitted 

using Lorentzian profiles (green curves for the individual decomposed peaks and red curves for 

the cumulative curves). Scattering from different types of phonons are pointed out by arrows 

with different colors. As explained in Methods (see chapter 3.3), GaAs TO phonons are 

associated with the GaAs core, while GaAs-like and InAs-like phonons with the InGaAs shell. 

Figure 4.7 (b), and (c) show the corresponding Raman shifts of the GaAs and GaAs-like TO 

phonon peaks and the corresponding strain in the core and the shell. With increasing LS, the 

compressive strain in the shell decreases, whereas the tensile strain in the core increases in the 

qualitive agreement with the simulations in Figure 4.6. In other words, the compressive misfit 
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strain that exists in thin shells is elastically relaxed with increasing LS by stretching the core (later 

it will be shown that this is not the only mechanism of the strain relaxation in the shell). 

Eventually, for LS ≥ 40 nm the shell becomes almost strain-free and the strain in core saturates 

at 3.2%. Strain values were calculated from phonon shifts using eq. (34), where the Grüneisen 

parameter (𝛾) of bulk GaAs was used for the core and that of bulk In0.20Ga0.80As for the shell. The 

𝛾 of the bulk InxGa1-xAs is calculated by the linear interpolation of GaAs and InAs based on the 

report of K Aoki et al [244]. These results already show that thin enough nanowires can be used 

as flexible substrates for overgrowth with lattice-mismatched shells, going far beyond what is 

possible in equivalent thin-film heterostructures. 

The strain state of the GaAs core and the In0.20Ga0.80As shell were verified using high-

resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) at synchrotron light sources. The lattice parameters of the 

core and the shell were measured along the three orthogonal crystallographic directions x, y, z 

defined in Figure 4.2 (c), (z-axis is parallel to the nanowire axis, whereas x- and y- axes are 

perpendicular to it). For this purpose, three-dimensional reciprocal space maps were recorded 

for nanowire ensembles around the [202̅], [224̅], and [1̅1̅1̅] Bragg reflections, respectively [65].  

Two examples of the reciprocal space map for out-of-plane and in-plane-reflections are 

shown in Figure 4.9 (a), (b), respectively. In the out-of-plane reflections, the reflection of the Si 

crystal substrate as a single dot shape has been recorded which it is the reference for all the 

experimental measurements. The narrow-elongated signal (the red horizontal stripe) as a strong 

reflection along [1̅1̅1̅] has been pointed out in Figure 4.9 (a) which it originates from 

GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowires with LS= 40 nm. To prove the validity of the reflections 

of nanowires, they have been removed from the original substrate by ultra-sonication method, 

whereas the parasitic layer on as-grown samples is remained on the substrate. Therefore, by 

having an as-grown sample without nanowires, the strong red horizontal stripe was 

disappeared. The reflection of parasitic layer features a powder-like signal which is an indication 

for a polycrystalline layer.  

In the other example, the reciprocal space map around the [224̅] reflection, projected on 

the (𝑄[112̅], 𝑄[11̅0]) plane, for nanowires with LS = 10 nm is depicted in Figure 4.9 (b). The 

contributions from the core and the shell are indicated with dashed rectangles. The 

corresponding 1D plot along 𝑄[112̅], after integration of the intensity along 𝑄[11̅0], is also shown 

in Figure 4.9 (c). The comparison of the 1D plot (continuous curve) with simulations (dashed 

curve) based on elasticity theory using nextnano (see Figure 4.8) shows a reasonable agreement. 
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Measurements and simulations were also performed on nanowires with LS = 0, 5, 40, and 80 nm. 

The diffraction signal from the core was strong enough and, thus, could be unambiguously 

identified only for LS = 0, 5, and 10 nm. On the other hand, the complexity of the radial strain 

profile in thin shells (see Figure 4.8) allowed for extracting single lattice parameters for the shell 

along x or y direction only for LS = 40 and 80 nm. The extracted average lattice parameters of 

the core (𝑎𝑥
𝑐 , 𝑎𝑦

𝑐 , 𝑎𝑧
𝑐) and the shell (𝑎𝑥

𝑠 , 𝑎𝑦
𝑠 , 𝑎𝑧

𝑠) are plotted in Figure 4.9 (d) as a function of LS.  

 
 

Figure 4.9 Two examples of 2D reciprocal space map in out-of-plane reflection (in (a)) and in-
plane-reflection (in (b)) on esemble as-grown GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell nanowires (core 
diameter of 22 nm) with LS= 40 nm (in (a)) and LS =10 nm (in (b)), are shown, respectively, where 
the crystallographic orientations in a cartesian system are 𝑧:(111), 𝑥:(202), 𝑦: (224) in an sketch 
between (a) and (b).(c) 1D plot for in-plane reflections extracted from Grazing incidence X-ray 
diffraction measurements and the simulation result are displayed. The identification of the core 
and shell contributions in the 2D reciprocal space map of (b) was based on the comparison of 
the measurement (continuous curve in (c)) with the theoretical simulation (dashed curve in (c)). 
(d) XRD-measured average lattice parameters of the core (blue data points) and the shell (red 
data points) as a function of LS. 𝑎𝑧 is the lattice parameter parallel to the nanowire axis, 

extracted from the 1̅1̅1̅ reflection. 𝑎𝑥 and 𝑎𝑦 are two orthogonal lattice parameters 

perpendicular to the nanowire axis, extracted from the 202̅ and the 224̅ reflections, 
respectively. The dashed lines are guides to the eye, whereas the horizontal dotted lines show 
the strain-free lattice parameters for GaAs and In0.20Ga0.80As. The error bars are extracted from 
the fitting error of the corresponding 1D XRD spectra. 
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The fact that all three lattice parameters of the core increased with LS is a manifestation of 

the hydrostatic character of strain in the core. 𝑎𝑧
𝑐, which was found equal to 𝑎𝑧

𝑠, increased 

gradually with LS from the value of strain-free GaAs to that of strain-free In0.20Ga0.80As. This 

means that for thick enough shells, the misfit along the nanowire axis was elastically 

accommodated exclusively by stretching the core. The situation is not the same in the x–y plane. 

𝑎𝑥
𝑐  and 𝑎𝑦

𝑐  also increased with LS, but they showed a tendency to saturate well below the value 

of strain-free In0.20Ga0.80As. Nevertheless, 𝑎𝑥
𝑠  and 𝑎𝑦

𝑠  reached almost strain-free values, which 

suggests that the misfit perpendicular to the nanowire axis was only partly accommodated by 

stretching the core. We speculate that the reason for that is the continuously increasing width 

of the nanowire sidewalls during shell growth, which also enables the elastic accommodation of 

misfit. The strain components along (휀𝑧𝑧) and perpendicular (휀𝑥𝑥, 휀𝑦𝑦) to the nanowire axis were 

calculated for the GaAs core as 휀𝑛=(𝑎𝑛
𝑐 −𝑎0)/𝑎0 (where 𝑛 = 𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, and 𝑎0 = 5.6533 Å is the 

lattice parameter of strain-free GaAs), whereas the corresponding hydrostatic strain was 

calculated as ΔV/V=휀𝑥𝑥+휀𝑦𝑦+휀𝑧𝑧. As shown in Figure 4.7 (d), the results for ΔV/V (star symbols) 

are in good agreement with the strain measured by Raman scattering. Thus, it is two 

independent experimental techniques that verify the unusually large strain in the GaAs core. 

 

4.3.2 Dependence of strain on the shell chemical composition  

To study the dependence of strain on the shell composition, GaAs/InxGa1-xAs and GaAs/InxAl1-

xAs core/shell nanowires with different x (LS=40-80 nm) were grown. InxAl1-xAs has a larger 

bandgap than InxGa1-xAs and the strained GaAs core (this will be shown in chapter 4.4) and as a 

result, it can serve as a quantum barrier for electrons and holes. Their lattice constants are the 

same (see Figure 2.10), therefore the strain state inside the core is expected to be the same. 

The corresponding Raman spectra are plotted in Figure 4.10 (a), and (b). The experimental raw 

data (black curves) were fitted using Lorentzian profiles (green curves for the individual 

decomposed peaks and red curves for the cumulative curves). Different types of phonons are 

pointed out by arrows with different colors. It is clear that the phonon peaks shift toward lower 

wavenumbers by increasing the x for both InxGa1-xAs and InxAl1-xAs shell. The Raman shift of the 

GaAs and GaAs-like phonons as a function of x are plotted in Figure 4.10 (c). Raman shift for the 

GaAs TO of the core (blue data points) increases linearly with x, while GaAs-like TO of the shell 

(red data points) follows the expected strain-free shell values (the red dotted line). The strain 

values of the core and shell have been calculated for every x as shown in Figure 4.10 (c) in the 

lower panel. Extremely high strain values up to 7% have been achieved inside the core for 
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x=0.55. In fact, the linear dependence of the strain in the core on x is suggestive of an elastically 

strained system, where no plastic relaxation has taken place. From linear fit of the strain in the 

GaAs core for both InxGa1-xAs and InxAl1-xAs shells, the following equation is obtained: 

 
𝛥𝑉

𝑉
= 1.8 𝑓      (57).       

Assuming that 휀𝑧𝑧 = 𝑓 (as found by XRD and as predicted by continuum elasticity theory) in 

chapter 4.3.1, it was found from eq. (57) that 휀𝑥𝑥(= 휀𝑦𝑦) = 0.40 휀𝑧𝑧. This is by a factor of 2 

higher than the values from elasticity theory. The reason of this contrast is not understood and 

can be the subject for the future work. 

Furthermore, the effect of the capping layer on the Raman and PL spectroscopy is needed to 

be clarified. All the aforementioned GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires consisted of a very thin 

capping layer (≈ 5 nm) of InxGa1-xAs, as it was shown already in Figure 4.1 (f), to avoid any 

possible Al oxidation. For simplicity, it was mentioned frequently GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell 

nanowires than GaAs/InxAl1-xAs/Inx+0.01Ga1-x+0.01As core/shell/capping layer nanowires. In Figure 

4.11, the black- and orange-colored spectra are dedicated for the GaAs/In0.44Al0.56As/ 

In0.45Ga0.55As nanowire sample and GaAs/In0.44Al0.56As nanowire sample, respectively. As shown 

in this figure, it was confirmed that the capping layer has no effect on the Raman shift. Later, 

the similar measurements have been conducted on the same nanowire samples for PL 

spectroscopy to check the influence of the capping layer in PL spectra. As it is shown in Figure 

4.12, it was confirmed that the capping layer has no effect on the shift of the PL peaks, only with 

a very small ignorable shift of about 10 meV. 
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Figure 4.10 Deconvolution of Raman signal curves for GaAs/InxGa1-xAs core/shell nanowires 
in (a) and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires in (b) at 300 K with a fixed core size of 22 nm and 
thick enough shell (LS= 40-80 nm) as a function of x. In these spectra, the green, red, black 
colored curves are associated to the individual decomposed curves using the Lorentzian fitting 
profile, the cumulative fitting profile, the raw data before the fitting, respectively. The arrows 
are pointed toward the peak positions of the corresponding phonon scattering signals. (c) Strain 
analyses of single GaAs/InxGa1-xAs (LS= 40 – 80 nm; closed symbols) and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs (LS= 80 
nm; open symbols) core/shell nanowires vs x in the shell (bottom x-axis) and the corresponding 
core/shell misfit 𝑓 (top x-axis) at 300 K. Upper plot: Raman peak positions of the GaAs-TO inside 
the core and the GaAs-like TO phonons inside the shell vs x and 𝑓. The plot in lower panel depicts 
the calculated strain for various x and 𝑓. 
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FIGURE 4.11 Effect of In0.45Ga0.55As capping layer in Raman spectra for single 
GaAs/In0.44Al0.56As core/shell nanowires, at 300 K (532 nm excitation). Black and orange curves 
belong to the nanowires with and without capping layer, respectively. 

 

FIGURE 4.12 Effect of the In0.45Ga0.55As capping layer in PL spectra for GaAs/In0.44Al0.56As 
core/shell nanowires at 300 K with the same excitation power of 90 mW and CW 532 nm on an 
ensemble of nanowires. 

 

4.3.3 Dependence of strain on the core diameter  

To identify the role of the core diameter in strain, three samples of GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As 

core/shell nanowires (LS= 20 nm) have been studied with different core diameters (25, 55, and 

100 nm) by Raman spectroscopy. In Figure 4.13, the Raman spectroscopy analyses of these 3 

types of nanowires with different core diameters are displayed. As shown in Figure 4.13 (a) and 

(b), all phonon peaks shift to lower wavenumbers as the core diameter decreases. This means 

that the tensile strain in the core increases at smaller diameters, whereas the compressive strain 

in the shell decreases as shown in Figure 4.13 (c). This is again in the qualitative agreement with 

the elasticity theory simulations as also shown in Figure 4.13 (c). 
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Figure 4.13 Dependence of strain on the core diameter of GaAs/In0.20Ga0.80As core/shell 
nanowires (LS= 20 nm) (a) Raman spectra are shown for 25, 55, 100 nm core diameter in blue, 
violet, and cyan, respectively. (b) Raman shift as a function of the core. (c) Absolute values of 
the measured and calculated strain as a function of the core diameter.  

 

4.4 Strain-induced modification of electronic properties 

In chapter 4.3, it has been demonstrated that the tensile strain inside the GaAs core with the 

thick enough InxGa1-xAs or InxAl1-xAs shells can be as high as 7%. Based on the expectations from 

theory, the hydrostatic tensile strain should affect the electronic properties of the core. Here, 

the effect on the bandgap and the effective mass and mobilities of electrons are studied. 

 Macro-PL measurements have been carried out from 12 to 300 K with the laser excitation of 

532 nm on ensembles of GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires (LS=80 nm). The nanowires were 

transferred from the original substrates onto amorphized Ge substrates by implantation of Ge 

ions, which do not exhibit any PL signal in the range of interest.  The peak fitting was done with 

Voigt profiles, as shown in Figure 4.14 (a), where the half of full-width half-maximum (FWHM/2) 

is used as error bars in Figure 4.14 (b). In Figure 4.14, the PL spectra as a function of x at 12 K 

and 300 K are shown. The PL signal detected in the range from 0.80 to 1.20 eV is attributed to 

radiative recombination of e-h pairs inside the heavily strained GaAs core. The strain-engineered 

GaAs core shows a sizeable shift from its strain-free bandgap of 1.42 (1.52) eV at 300 (12) K, 
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respectively. The PL peaks exhibit a gradual shift to lower energies with increasing x, which is a 

clear effect of the increasing tensile strain in the GaAs core. At 12 K, the spectra can be fitted 

with a single peak named as 𝐸1, whereas two peaks are detected named as 𝐸1 and 𝐸2 at 300 K. 

At 12 K, the high energy shoulder is neglected because it cannot be resolved well due to its low 

intensity. To identify the origin of 𝐸1 as a function of x and the corresponding tensile strain in 

the core, its peak energy at 12 K has been plotted in Figure 4.14 (b). The linear fit shown with 

blue dashed line (see Figure 4.14 (b)), agrees well with the hydrostatic deformation potential 

(DP) theory for the bandgap of GaAs. 

𝐸1 = 𝐸𝑜 + 𝑎 ∙
Δ𝑉

𝑉
               (58). 

In eq. (58), 𝐸𝑜 is the strain-free bandgap energy at low temperature and 𝑎 is the 

corresponding hydrostatic deformation potential coefficient. The fitted values 𝐸𝑜=1.55±0.03 eV 

and 𝑎= -9±0.5 eV are almost equal to the strain-free bandgap energy of 1.52 eV and the 

hydrostatic deformation potential of -8.5 eV, respectively, of bulk GaAs at low temperature (see 

chapter 2.5) [3], [195], [196]. The anisotropic strain on the bandgap energy of GaAs was 

calculated with equations similar to eq. (58). Based on the theory and the simulations 

(nextnano), the anisotropic strain causes VB splitting due to breaking the symmetry of the 

crystal. Here, the VB splitting has been considered in the calculations. Therefore, the additional 

shift of the bandgap (∆𝐸𝑣) due to strain an-isotropy was extracted via the following equations 

(36-38), in which  ∆0 = 0.34 eV is the spin-orbit coupling effect at the VB maxima of bulk GaAs 

and 𝑑 = -4.5 eV stands for the deformation potential of GaAs [3], [195], [196]. The results of 

these calculations were depicted as a black short-dashed line in Figure 4.14 (b). The theoretical 

bandgap in Figure 4.14 (b) is calculated based on the energy difference between the electron 

CB minima and the HH of VB maxima at the Γ-point [3], [195], [196].  

The results are compared in Figure 4.14 (b) with the bandgap of strained GaAs calculated 

either from first-principles (a combination of density-functional theory, DFT, with GW 

approximation; black dash-dotted line) or with the band-edge deformation potential (DP) 

theory (black short-dashed line) [65],[195],[245]. The GW approximation is an approximation 

made to calculate the self-energy of a many-body system of electrons [65],[246]. The theoretical 

bandgap here is defined as the energy difference between the electron CB minimum and the 

HH of VB maximum at the Γ-point of the BZ (the HH/LH degeneracy of the VB is lifted owing to 

the strain anisotropy).  
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Thus, the nice agreement of the theoretical results with the experimental PL results show 

that the lower energy peak in the PL spectra originates from strained GaAs cores. Therefore, 𝐸1 

can be confidently associated to band-edge transition in tensile-strained core.  

An empirical relation that describes the change of GaAs bandgap (Δ𝐸𝑔) at 12 K as a function 

of x is extracted from the linear dependence of 𝐸1 on x in Figure 4.14 (b): 

Δ𝐸𝑔 = (− 1.124 ± 0.008) 𝑥  eV    (59). 

The small deviation of this black short-dashed line (≈ 40 meV) with blue PL data points can 

be due to the presence of small quantization energy inside the thin GaAs core or radial 

confinement of photoexcited charge carriers.  

However, still there is not a clear explanation for the 𝐸2 peak ~40–50 meV higher in energy 

compared to E1. Its origin is ambiguous but could be associated either with the complex radial 

profile of strain inside the core, which leads to complex localization patterns of carriers [247], 

or with unintentional composition/strain inhomogeneity. It is noted that 𝐸2 appears even at 

12 K if optical excitation power is high enough. 

Further examinations for the nature of the radiative e-h recombination at 𝐸1 were 

performed using the polarization-resolved PL spectroscopy as well as temperature dependent 

PL spectroscopy. In order to prove the HH character of this PL emission due to VB splitting, the 

polarization-resolved PL experiment on GaAs/In0.39Al0.61As core/shell nanowires were 

performed. The transfer of nanowires from the original substrate onto Ge was done in a way 

that the nanowires remained reasonably-well oriented. The bulk selection rules dictate that HH 

emission is perpendicular to nanowire axis in ZB structures [245]. For the measurement, a λ/2 

plate and a polarizer (specifically for the range of the green laser) were located in the light path 

before and after the nanowire sample, respectively. As shown in the polar plot of Figure 4.15 

where the integrated intensity of 𝐸1 is plotted as function of the polarization angle, 𝐸1 is 

polarized perpendicular to the nanowire axis.  This evidences that 𝐸1 is indeed associated with 

recombination of electrons with HH [245]. 

Temperature dependent PL experiments were also performed, and the results are shown in 

Figure 4.16. The shift of the peak energy was successfully fitted (black line in Figure 4.16) with 

empirical Varshni equation [3]: 

𝐸1(𝑇) = 𝐸1(𝑇 = 0) −
A𝑇2

𝑇 + 𝐵
             (60). 
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The two reasonable fitting parameters were found equal to A= 2.78×10-4 eV/K and B=240.9 

K. The agreement with Bulk GaAs values (A= 5.405×10-4 eV/K and B= 204 K [3]) is in line with the 

interpretation that 𝐸1 emission originates from the strained GaAs core in the nanowires. 

It should be emphasized that the bandgap of GaAs at 12 K was reduced from the strain-free 

value of 1.52 eV to 0.91 eV for the highest strain (obtained for x = 0.54), i.e. a striking reduction 

by 40%. The same behavior was observed at 300 K, where the bandgap energy of strained GaAs 

(indicated with blue arrows in Figure 4.14 (a)) was reduced to 0.87 eV with increasing x to 0.54. 

This is particularly important for applications in optical fiber telecommunications because the 

emission from strained GaAs nanowires can now cover the 1.3 μm (O-band) and potentially the 

1.55 μm (C-band) of telecommunication wavelengths. This is better illustrated in Figure 4.17 

(the upper panel), where these results (blue data points) are also compared to the bandgap of 

strain-free ternary alloys (continuous curves). Although these experiments and discussion are 

focusing on the narrowest achievable bandgap for GaAs, all intermediate values should also be 

feasible by using shells with lower LS and/or lower x. 

The tensile-strained GaAs core is expected to be accompanied by the shrinkage of the 

electron effective mass based on the theory. Assuming isotropic hydrostatic character of the 

strain, the related 𝑚𝑒
∗  can be approximated using the pressure (𝑃) dependent eq. (39) and eq. 

(40) [197], in which 𝑑𝐸𝑔 is the change of the bandgap energy of 𝐸1 imposed by a relative 

pressure 𝑑𝑃.  Based on the theory, it is expected that 𝑚𝑒
∗  in GaAs core to be reduced with 

increasing x, reaching a value of 𝑚𝑒
∗= 0.0448 𝑚0 at 300 K for the highest x with the assumption 

of isotropic hydrostatic strain. The shrinkage of bandgap up to 40% , as shown Figure 4.17 (the 

upper panel), in concert with the reduction of electron effective mass up to 30% for GaAs , as 

shown Figure 4.17 (the lower panel), are the novel findings in this work [65]. Indeed, the lowest 

achieved value of 𝑚𝑒
∗  is in a close proximity to bulk In0.53Ga0.47As which is traditionally used in 

HEMTs on lattice matched InP substrates (as shown in Figure 4.17 the lower panel).  

Eventually, strained GaAs nanowires on Si substrates are very promising for HEMTs on Si 

substrate. Therefore, high-frequency photonics as well as high-mobility transistors could now 

be possible with strained GaAs nanowires and without the need for lattice-matched substrates. 
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Figure 4.14 Large shrinkage of GaAs bandgap induced by tensile strain. (a) PL spectra at 12 K 
in upper panel and 300 K in lower panel for GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires on ensemble 
of nanowires transferred onto the mentioned Ge substrate. (b) Theoretical calculations of 
bandgap based on the deformation potential (DP) theory as shown with the short-dashed line 
and its comparison with the PL experiment data points (𝐸1 peaks in blue) , the linear fit (in blue 
dashed line) of these blue data points and first-principles (GW; dash-dotted line) at low 
temperature. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.15 The polar plot extracted from polarization-resolved PL spectroscopy on 
GaAs/In0.39Al0.61As core/shell nanowires at 300 K  

 

Figure 4.16 Temperature dependent PL spectroscopy on GaAs/In0.39Al0.61As core/shell 
nanowires shows that, the 𝐸1 peaks of PL originate from GaAs core because of the similarities 
between experimental data points (red colors) and the Varshni fitting (black colored curve) 
parameters (A and B in black) of GaAs. A and B parameters in blue color are the reported values 
for GaAs [3]. 
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Figure 4.17 Summary of the findings: effect of strain on band gap and effective mass of 
electrons. The upper panel shows the bandgap energies (E1) of strained GaAs in blue data points. 
The lower panel shows the corresponding electron effective mass at 300 K in blue data points 
with the assumption of isotropic- hydrostatic strain. The grey shadow belongs to the energy 
range proportional to low loss wavelengths of fiber optical systems in upper panel. The other 
grey shadow in the lower panel relates to the range for the effective mass of typical HEMTs on 
InP substrates.  
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4.5 Strain-enhanced electron mobility of GaAs nanowires higher than the bulk limit  

Strain engineering (as a focus in this study) allows us to change the intrinsic properties of 

material (optical and electrical properties) and achieve novel functionalities, especially in nano 

scale regimes [248], [249], and [250]. In chapter 4.4, the changes of optical properties were 

demonstrated [65] and in this chapter the electron transport properties of nanowires, as studied 

by OPTPS, will be presented.  

In principle, the growth of lattice-mismatched heterostructures is difficult, since strain can 

generate easily misfit-dislocations and other types of defects in an inappropriate growth design, 

which can degrade easily device performance like charge carrier mobility [251], [252]. 

Nevertheless, in coherently strained heterostructures, it has been already proven that the 

device performance can be substantially enhanced  [253],[254],[255],[256]. 

Traditionally, to achieve HEMTs in planar systems, InxGa1-xAs is grown epitaxially on the 

available lattice-matched InP substrates, limiting the composition to around x=0.52. However, 

in the case of nanowires, owing to their high tolerance to strain, HEMTs with high crystal quality 

InxGa1-xAs material on Si substrates should be feasible with more freedom in the composition. It 

has been shown in chapter 4.4 that the very thin GaAs core (= 20-25 nm in diameter) in 

GaAs/InxGa1-xAs and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires on Si undergoes a very high 

hydrostatic tensile strain, even up to 7%. The built-in strain in the core results in a large 

reduction of GaAs bandgap up to 40%, which should be accompanied by a reduction of electron 

effective mass. That means that the strained GaAs as a binary material can have similar 

characteristics to InxGa1-xAs, but without limiting factors that typically exist in ternary alloys, 

such as alloy scattering, surface segregation, and phase separation [65], [204], and [257]. 

Using OPTPS, the transport properties of photo-excited electrons have been investigated in 

the core of highly mismatched GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires (which are undoped in this 

study) with a core diameter of around 20 nm.  

After MBE growth, the nanowires were transferred from the Si substrates to z-cut quartz 

substrates (with zero photoconductivity in the range of 0-3.8 THz [49]). The nanowires 

distribution on the quartz substrate have been examined by dark-field optical microscopy [15]. 

As it is shown in Figure 4.18 (a), most of the nanowires are oriented in the same direction.  In 

OPTPS, the transmitted THz-probe field and its change with and without optical-pump excitation 

were analyzed as a function of the pump-probe delay time. Here, nanowires were photo-excited 

with an optical laser pulse at 810 nm (1.53 eV) with 60 fs duration. The sensitivity of THz field 
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detector is at 0.2-2.7 THz. Details of the experimental setup have been described in chapter 3.5. 

The polarization of the optical pump has been kept parallel to the majority of nanowires axes 

while THz probe has been examined in both parallel and perpendicular to the nanowires axes 

as it is shown in the sketch of Figure 4.18 (b). It has been already documented that GaAs 

nanowires exhibit localized surface plasmon modes within the THz range[49], [227].  

Since the electrons in the conduction band are faster than the holes in the valence band, the 

electrons have the major contribution to Drude or any Drude-like photoconductivity models 

[258] , [227]. The complex photo-induced conductivity (Δ𝜎(𝜔)) for generated free-carriers in 

the nanowires is given by 

Δ𝜎(𝜔) =
𝑖𝑁𝑒𝑒

2𝜔

𝑚𝑒−[111]
∗ (𝜔2−𝜔0𝑝

2 +𝑖𝜔𝛾𝑒)
       (61),         

where 𝑁𝑒  is electron density, 𝜔0𝑝 is the resonant plasma frequency, and 𝛾𝑒 is the momentum 

scattering frequency of the carriers [258], [227]. 𝛾𝑒 is a crucial parameter for the calculation of 

the mobility, showing the randomization in the momentum of charge carriers due to any 

scattering source inside the crystal structure.  

In Δ𝜎(𝜔) spectra, like those shown in Figure 4.18 (c), the plasmon resonance frequency 

(indicated by the arrows) is related to 𝑁𝑒 by 

 

where 𝑔 is a geometrical factor [227], 휀𝑟 is the electric permittivity of the material in the THz 

range, 휀0 is the permittivity of free space, and 𝑒 is the electronic charge [259]. 

As it is shown in Figure 4.18 (a), most of the nanowires are oriented in the same direction. In 

Figure 4.18 (c), the fitted spectra to eq. (60) are illustrated and normalized Δ𝜎(𝜔) in two 

different THz polarizations, parallel (the left column) and perpendicular (the right column) to 

nanowires axes, as well as the extracted real parts and imaginary parts of Δ𝜎(𝜔) have been 

plotted for two delay times (0, and 100 ps). At the same pump-probe delay time, the amplitude 

of Δ𝜎(𝜔) for the parallel-probed type is about one order of magnitude higher than the 

perpendicular one. Thus, the plasmon response depends on to the THz probe polarization and 

the depicted arrows in Figure 4.18 (c), show the position of 𝜔0𝑝. The presence of the 

longitudinal plasmon mode has been confirmed in this work, which agrees well with the other 

studies [49] and [260]. 

In Figure 4.18 (c), the shift of the  𝜔0𝑝 in these two delay times (while assuming a constant 

effective mass of electrons and geometrical factor) is a distinct feature of localized surface 

𝜔0𝑝(𝑁𝑒) = √
𝑔𝑁𝑒𝑒

2

𝑚𝑒−[111]
∗ 𝜀𝑟𝜀0

         (62),    
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plasmon model and a proof that carrier concentration is dropping to a lower potential (the 

strained GaAs core in this current work) by the increase of the delay time [261]. Other reasons 

for the down shift of  𝜔0𝑝 toward lower frequencies can be the reduction of the nanowire 

diameter or expansion of their length. Both of the mentioned reasons fail due to the uniform 

geometry of these nanowires [227]. 

 

Figure 4.18 Measurement configuration for GaAs/InxAl1-xAs/Inx+0.01Ga1-x+0.01As 
core/shell/capping layer nanowires (x=0.39-0.49, core diameter≈ 20 nm, LS=80 nm, and capping 
layer = 5 nm). (a) Dark-field-optical micrograph of GaAs/In0.49Al0.51As/In0.50Ga0.50As 
core/shell/capping layer nanowires placed flat on a quartz substrate (100× objective). Note: 
nanowires look thicker than the usual thickness due to the diffraction. (b) Simplified scheme of 
the experiment where the polarization of optical pump and THz probe are along the axes of 
nanowires. (c) Real part and imaginary part of photoconductivity in two types of a THz 
polarization (parallel and perpendicular polarized probe to the nanowire growth axes, in the left 
and right column, respectively). These experiments confirm longitudinal plasmon mode in the 
nanowires. The spectra belong to GaAs/In0.49Al0.51As/In0.50Ga0.50As core/shell/capping layer 
nanowires. 

 

The electron mobility (μe−[111]) can be calculated by 

 

 The experimental Δ𝜎(𝜔) was fitted by a Lorentzian function in which the fitting parameters 

are 𝜔0 and 𝛾𝑒 in eq. (61). To calculate 𝑁𝑒, the 𝑔 (as a geometrical factor) is required which is 

𝜇𝑒−[111] =
𝑒

𝑚𝑒−[111]
∗ 𝛾𝑒

         (63).             
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proportional to the aspect ratio of the nanowires. By the definition, 𝑔 relates to the geometry 

of nanowires and dielectric constant of nanowires and their surrounding medium. In these 

core/shell/cap nanowires, carriers were excited above the band gap of the core and capping 

layer in nanowires with x=0.39-0.49. However, the excitation energy of the pump is only above 

the shell band gap for nanowires with x=0.49 (Figure 4.19 (a)). Therefore, it is not so straight 

forward to predict the 𝑔 for the whole range of the pump-probe delay time (ps) due to the 

excitation of the core, shell, and capping layer for the corresponding samples. This parameter, 𝑔, 

is a time-transient parameter because of the temporal carrier dynamics varying immediately 

after optical pumping. Nevertheless, at the end, 𝑔 stabilizes until the carriers accumulate inside 

the GaAs core passing the initial transient phase due to the capping layer excitation or shell 

excitation, and surface of the core. To simplify this calculation for 𝑁𝑒 and μe−[111] inside the 

core, the transient phase has been neglected (this means that only delay times in which 𝜔0𝑝 

reaches the least fluctuating state have been considered). Here, 𝑔= 0.01 is assumed, which is 

correlated to the effective filling factor (FF) as well as the equal aspect ratio of the nanowires 

with x=0.39-0.49 [227], [21], [262], and [263].  

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜖

𝜕𝑃
= −17.3 ± 0.3 (10−3  𝐺𝑃𝑎−1)    (64). 

G A Samara et al reported the effect of the hydrostatic pressure on the dielectric constant of 

GaAs at 300 K. Therefore, the 휀𝑟 by assuming the hydrostatic tensile strain can be calculated. 

The amount of the corresponding hydrostatic pressure based on the bandgap energy of these 

nanowires can be extracted from the eq. (39) as N E Christensen et al reported [264]. 

Afterwards,  the related 휀𝑟 (see Figure 4.19) using the following equation by G A Samara et al 

can be obtained [259]. In eq. (62), 휀𝑟 of the tensile-strained core was calculated using eq. (64). 

The calculated 휀𝑟 values are approximate values. 

The band alignment of GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires (x=0.39-0.49) along [11̅0] (radial 

direction; zero position at the center of the nanowire core) has been simulated using nextnano 

and the results are shown in Figure 4.20 (a). The three sets of curves correspond to x= 0.39, 

0.44, and 0.49. The GaAs core can be distinguished from the lower band gap compared to the 

relaxed InxAl1-xAs shell, in which the bold square-like symbol (as an end of the red line) 

represents the energy level of optical pump laser. Only for the nanowires with x=0.49, both core 

and shell are under the pump excitation. For the nanowires with x=0.39 and x= 0.44, the shell 

excitation by optically pumping is not expected. The two vertical black arrows show the 

direction of energy change in both VBM and CBM due to the increasing tensile strain. 
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The corresponding band structure of the strained core (x=0.49) along the [111] direction has 

been simulated using nextnano (8 x 8 k.p model) at 12 K in Figure 4.20 (b). The comparison with 

strain-free GaAs (dashed line) shows the expected lift of the degeneracy at the VBM due to 

anisotropic character of strain (symmetry-breaking). The validity of these calculations is 

confirmed by the very good agreement between the theoretical calculation of band gap (black 

filled circles) which was shown in Figure 4.20 (c). and experimental PL bandgap energies of 

reported in chapter 8 (the grey cross symbols) at 12 K [65]. The effective mass of the electrons 

(at 300 K) at k = 0 have been calculated along [111] direction (𝑚𝑒_[111]
∗ ) and plotted in Figure 

4.20 (c). It should be reminded that the previous calculations of the electron effective mass in 

chapter 4.4 were upon the assumption of the isotropic hydrostatic strain. In this chapter the 

electron effective mass calculations are according to the experimental strain values with the 

anisotropic character. These new obtained 𝑚𝑒_[111]
∗  shows 39% reduction of the electron 

effective mass in strained GaAs as compared to the value of strain-free GaAs (0.0635 𝑚0).  

By varying the time delay in OPTPS,  the temporal evolution of 𝜔0𝑝 (thus, 𝑁𝑒) and 𝛾 (thus, 

𝜇𝑒) as shown in Figure 4.20 for GaAs/In0.39Al0.61As nanowires (LS = 80 nm) can be probed. Here, 

carriers are excited only in the core and the capping layer. The comparison of the results for 

samples with and without the In0.40Ga0.60As capping layer in Figure 4.21 (a) proves that the 

capping layer causes a fast decay of 𝑁𝑒  (regime highlighted in grey). This effect of the capping 

layer has been already reported by H. J. Joyce et al for GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires and 

has been attributed to carrier recombination at surface states of the capping layer [50]. In these 

nanowires, electrons in the capping layer recombine within the first ~ 20 ps with the 

characteristic lifetime of ~ 3 ps (from biexponential fit), whereas those in the core live much 

longer. The lifetime of electrons in the core is more reliably extracted from the mono-

exponential fit of the nanowires without the capping layer (132 ps). The corresponding 𝛾 and 

𝜇𝑒 are shown in Figure 4.21 (b). After the capping layer-related transient,  𝛾𝑒  and 𝜇𝑒 stabilize at 

~ 1.1 THz and 6150 cm2/Vs, respectively.  
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Figure 4.19 Dielectric constant (휀𝑟) of the tensile strained GaAs. The black data point belongs 
to strain-free GaAs and the blue ones to the corresponding tensile-strained GaAs. The x-axis is 
displayed the bandgap values for each nanowire sample with x=0.39-0.49. 

 

Figure 4.20 Band parameters of the strained GaAs. (a) Real space band alignment of the 
strained core and relaxed shell for x= 0.39, 0.44, and 0.49 at 300 K with the table of experimental 
strain values of each x. (b) Band structure (in K space) of the strained core (x=0.49) and strain-
free GaAs at 12 K. (c) The 𝑚𝑒−[111]

∗  (blue filled circles) along [111] at 300 K and band gap 

calculations (black filled circles) at 12 K are shown and the grey cross symbols are representative 
band gap energies from experimental PL at 12 K. 
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The measurements on nanowires of the same type at different pump fluences, as well as on 

the nanowires with x= 0.44 and x= 0.49 are continued. As shown in Figure 4.22, the 

corresponding 𝜇𝑒 vs. 𝑁𝑒  data exhibit significant scattering in the range of 4000 to 6000 cm2/Vs 

without any obvious dependence on x. For comparison, results from unstrained GaAs/AlGaAs 

nanowires with a core diameter of 20 nm are also shown.  

The scattering of the measurements is attributed to proximity effects in the dense nanowire 

ensembles. We have observed that larger 𝛾𝑒 (lower 𝜇𝑒) are measured for denser nanowire 

ensembles, where the nanowires can be in close proximity or even in contact with each other. 

Two examples are shown in Figure 4.23 (a) and (b), where the nanowire density is indicated by 

the filling factor (FF). To understand the effect of nanowire proximity on 𝛾𝑒 (width of Δ𝜎(𝜔) 

resonance) COMSOL simulations for two types of nanowire alignments, either in series or in 

parallel have been performed. As shown in in Figure 4.23 (c), nanowires in series shift the 

resonance to lower frequencies, whereas nanowires in parallel shift the resonance to higher 

frequencies. Consequently, a random combination of nanowire alignments would result in a 

broadening of the spectrum, which is measurable as an increased 𝛾𝑒 (decreased 𝜇𝑒). Compared 

to the literature, these mobility values are the highest reported values for GaAs nanowires, 

exceeding even the value for strain-free bulk GaAs (2000-4500 cm2/Vs,[50], [265]). The second 

highest value (3000 cm2/Vs) has been reported for lattice matched GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell 

nanowires with a core diameter of 50 nm [37]. After all, strained GaAs/InAlAs nanowires appear 

to be promising candidates for the realization of HEMTS. 
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Figure 4.21 Electron transport properties of GaAs/In0.39Al0.61As core/shell nanowires 
with/without capping layer (blue/red colored data points, respectively). (a) Ne (in the upper 

panel with the error bar of  31016 cm-3) and plasma frequency (in the lower panel with the 

error bar of  0.3 THz) vs. delay time and extracted carrier relaxation life times by a mono-
exponential fitting profile are shown (for 70 μJ/cm2). (b) 𝜇𝑒 and scattering frequency of charge 

carriers for 70 μJ/cm2 are also plotted (with the error bar of  900 cm2/Vs and  0.5 THz, 
respectively). The average mobility and scattering frequency values for both samples 
with/without capping layer are pointed by the curved arrows (in (b)) within the delay time range 
inside the stable phase meaning after passing the transient phase originating from the capping 
layer (shown by a grey colored highlight in panels of (a) and (b)). 

 

Figure 4.22 Electron mobility of strained GaAs above strain-free bulk GaAs at 300 K. 
Comparison of average electron mobility for every nanowire sample (x=0.39-0.49) where the 
average mobilities are above predicted strain-free bulk GaAs (dotted line). For nanowires with 
x=0.39, the average mobility values exceed the expected values of strained bulk GaAs (dotted 
lines). The red and magenta data points belong to the nanowires without capping layer. The 
grey data point belongs to GaAs/Al0.30Ga0.70As core (22nm)/shell (LS=80nm) nanowires. Note: 
the error bars relate to the fluctuations of the real data points. 
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Figure 4.23 Close proximity effect of nanowires causing broadening of plasmon and 
consequently its effect on 𝜇𝑒. (a), (b) Re(Δσ) in a dense (FF=0.003, 0.0025) and dilute area 
(FF=0.0005, 0.0005) of the sample with x=0.44, and x= 0.39, respectively. (c) Numerical 
simulation of Re(Δσ) on a single nanowire shows the shift of the plasmon resonance depending 
on the alignment of two nanowires (in series or parallel). This COMSOL simulation has been 
carried out by Ivan Fotev.  
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4.6 Towards high electron mobility transistors 

The core/shell nanowires which have been studied in the previous chapters could be 

potentially employed in modulation-doped heterostructures, for the realization of FET for 

future electronic applications. To that end, two designs of modulation-doped heterostructures 

have been modeled using nextnano (Self-consistent solver of Schrödinger and Poisson 

equations). The first one is schematically depicted in Figure 4.24 (a) and consists of 1) the GaAs 

core (20 nm in diameter), 2) a 40 nm thick In0.45Ga0.55As shell to serve as an electron conduction 

channel, 3) a 40 nm thick In0.44Al0.56As shell, which is delta-doped with Si (doping concentration 

of 4.5×1012 cm-2) at a distance of 10 nm (so-called spacer) from In0.45Ga0.55As channel, and 4) a 5 

nm thick In0.45Ga0.55As to serve as a capping layer to prevent oxidation of the Al-containing shell. 

Figure 4.24 (b) and (c) show the simulation results in the (111) plane (nanowire cross-section) 

and along [11-2], respectively. A confinement of the electrons takes place in In0.45Ga0.55As shell, 

next to the interface with In0.44Al0.56As shell. A higher concentration of electrons is formed at the 

six corners. Such a higher electron confinement at the corners have been observed for the 

conventional GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires. These charge densities are due to the 

occupation of an increasing number of energy subbands. While the doping level is rising, these 

subbands fall more and more below the Fermi level.  

A Bertoni et al showed that the spatial distribution of electron and hole gases inside the core 

of GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires can be tuned as a function of the doping  density [266]. 

They simulated that at lower doping levels, electrons are localized deep into the core rather 

than corners. As they reported, by increasing the doping level, a depletion of carriers emerges 

at the center of the core, and the carriers move closer to the interface with the shell forming a 

six-fold symmetry and for the large doping levels, the charges are strongly localized at the six 

corners of the core. This is the situation that it was also observed in the simulations of this work 

for GaAs/In0.45Ga0.55As/In0.44Al0.56As/In0.45Ga0.55As nanowires. The new feature in the 2DEG 

distribution as shown in Figure 4.24 (b) is the three-fold symmetry instead of six-fold symmetry 

which is the typical case for 2DEG systems in GaAs/AlGaAs core/shell nanowires. The origin of 

this feature is from the enhancement of piezoelectric field induced by strain [267]. After all, such 

a higher electron confinement at the corners opens up the possibility for new studies on 1D 

electron channels related to quantum transport, and quantum information investigations [203] 

and [268]. 

The equivalent band diagram along the x axis in Figure 4.24 (b) (from the center of one facet, 

through the center of the core, to the center of the opposite facet) is plotted in Figure 4.24 (c). 

The formation of the triangular well in CB (red curve) close to the In0.45Ga0.55As/In0.44Al0.56As 
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interface results in the formation of a 2DEG (or a quasi-1DEG, if the limited lateral dimension of 

the nanowire facets) inside the In0.45Ga0.55As channel is considered. The corresponding electron 

concentration is also plotted (black curve) showing the peak of electron distribution at the 

interface inside the generated quantum well. Other properties that one can see in this band 

diagram, is the VB splitting especially inside the GaAs core which was expected due to the 

presence of strain anisotropy as described in chapter 4.4. Furthermore, the inversion between 

HH/LH inside the In0.45Ga0.55As channel close to the interface with the core, which can be 

attributed to the existence of the compressive strain inside shell. A similar effect in the band 

diagram has been reported for compressively strained GaSb nanowires [187]. The band 

inversion as a result of strain engineering in the nanowires of this study introduces the 

possibility of using LH instead of HH [269]. 

In chapter 4.4, it has been shown that electronic properties of strained GaAs are very similar 

to InxGa1-xAs, thus this stimulates the idea of having strained GaAs as the 2DEG channel as an 

alternative to InxGa1-xAs. In the second design, the InGaAs shell is omitted as shown in Figure 

4.25 (a). The corresponding band diagram of this new material structure is shown in Figure 4.25 

(b). The electron concentration in CB peaks at the center of the strained core, which represents 

the formation a quasi-1DEG. The inversion of VBM between HH and LH next to the GaAs/InAlAs 

interface is, most likely, an artifact due to the low resolution of the meshing in the simulation. 

After all, the aforementioned results appear to be very promising for the fabrication of 

nanowire HEMTs. Furthermore, the confined electron gas inside such 1D-like structures is 

anticipated to extend mesoscopic studies of conductance quantization, e.g. by quantum point 

contacts, as well as magneto transport investigations [30], [203], [270], [271]. 
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Figure 4.24 (a) Schematic representation of a modulation-doped nanowire heterostructure 
with InGaAs channel.  (b) Simulated 2D spatial distribution of electrons. The color scale and the 
corresponding electron density are also shown. (c) Simulated band alignment and electron 
concentration along the x-axis (through the center of the core at x=0). VBM for LH, HH, and SO 
are shown in cyan, blue, and green curves, respectively. The red and black curves correspond to 
the CBM and the electron concentration, respectively. All simulations were performed with 
nextnano. 
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Figure 4.25 Simulation results for a modulation-doped nanowire heterostructure with 
strained GaAs channel.  (a) Simulated 2D spatial distribution of electrons. The color scale and 
the corresponding electron density are also shown. (b) Simulated band alignment and electron 
concentration along the x-axis (through the center of the core at x=0). VBM for LH, HH, and SO 
are shown in cyan, blue, and green curves, respectively. The red and black curves correspond to 
the CBM and the electron concentration, respectively. All simulations were performed with 
nextnano. 

 

Due to the limited time of the PhD, it was not possible to develop the processing methods 

which are necessary for the fabrication of FETs. Only the fabrication of ohmic contacts was 

initiated and the perliminary results are shown here. Instead of the modulation doped 

nanowires, a simpler structure of GaAs/In0.45Ga0.55As core/shell nanowires with a 

homogeneously doped shell with Si was used.  The process was as follows: 

1. Mechanical transfer of nanowires onto a SiO2(300 nm)/Si substrate 
2. Identification of the position of selected nanowires using substrate markers 
3. Spin coating of the photoresist 
4. EBL  
5. Development by IPA 
6. Oxide etching (15s with 1:10 HCl: DI-water, 30s DI-water, drying with N2) 
7. Immediate transfer to the metal evaporator 
8. Deposition of Ti/Pd/Au (18 nm/36nm/180nm)   
9. Lift-off by acetone 

Ti/Pd/Au metal contacts for n-type InGaAs have been commonly reported to exhibit very low 

resistance [228], [272], [273]. Therefore, the same metalization scheme was used on single 

nanowires for this project . An example of a contacted nanowire is shown in the SEM image of 

Figure 4.26 (a).  After the contact fabrication, RTA steps were performed at various 

temperatures in N2 atmosphere, followed by IV measurements. The effect of the annealing 
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temperature on the IV characteristics, is shown in Figure 4.26 (b). The total resistance decreased 

with increasing the temperature up to 340˚C, without any obvious degradation of the 

nanowires. The ohmic behaviour also improved with temperature. Further work is required on 

the characterization of the ohmic contacts, such as temperature dependent IV or transmission 

line model measurements [228], [274]. HR-TEM and EDX analyses would be helpful to 

investigate the metal diffusion into the nanowires and the metal-semiconductor contact quality 

[275].  

 

 

Figure 4.26 (a) Ti/Pd/Au metal contacts on both ends of GaAs/In0.4 Ga0.55As core/shell 

nanowires (20 nm core size and LS= 80 nm with a homogeneous Si-doped shell : 91018 cm-3). 
(b) I-V plot at 300 K showing the improvement of the conductivity by increasing the RTA.
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5 Conclusion and outlook 

Strain engineering in core/shell nanowires can be an alternative route to tailor the properties 

of III-V semiconductors without changing their chemical composition. In particular, it is 

demonstrated that the GaAs core in GaAs/InxGa1-xAs or GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires can 

sustain unusually large misfit strains (as shown in chapter 4.3) that would have been impossible 

in equivalent thin-film heterostructures, and results in a significant modification of its electronic 

properties (as shown in chapter 4.4 and 4.5). 

Self-catalyzed GaAs/InxGa1-xAs and GaAs/InxAl1-xAs core/shell nanowires were grown on 

SiOx/Si(111) by MBE (as shown in chapter 3.8). The growth conditions were optimized in order 

to minimize the bending of the nanowires, a phenomenon that originates from the large misfit 

between the core and the shell (as shown in chapter 4.2). Synchrotron XRD and Raman 

scattering measurements showed that for a given core diameter, the magnitude and the spatial 

distribution of the built-in misfit strain can be regulated via the composition and the thickness 

of the shell (as shown in chapter 4.3). Beyond a critical shell thickness, a heavily tensile-strained 

core and a strain-free shell (as shown in chapter 4.3) are obtained. The tensile strain of the core 

exhibits an anisotropic-hydrostatic character (as shown in chapter 4.4) and causes the reduction 

of the GaAs band gap energy (as proved by PL experiments) in accordance with the theoretical 

predictions reaching, the remarkable value of 40 % (0.87 eV at 300 K) for 7 % of strain in 

nanowires with x=0.54 (as shown in chapters 4.3 and 4.4). Signatures of valence-band splitting 

were also identified in polarization-resolved PL measurements, as a result of the strain 

anisotropy in GaAs (as shown in chapter 4.4). The achieved bandgap reduction makes GaAs 

nanowires suitable for photonic devices across the NIR range, including telecommunication 

photonics at 1.3 and potentially 1.55 μm, with the extra possibility of monolithic integration in 

Si CMOS (as shown in chapter 4.4). 

The tensile strain induced shrinkage of the electron effective mass in the GaAs core, the value 

of which was extracted by band structure simulations (as shown in chapter 10). The electron 

transport properties were assessed by OPTPS. The unprecedented range of very high electron 

mobility values of 6150 cm2/Vs for an electron concentration 9 × 1017 cm−3 in the strained core, 

higher than the bulk GaAs, at 300 K was achieved (as shown in chapter 4.5). The high electron 

mobility in strained GaAs nanowires/Si opens new possibilities for HEMT designs that could 

replace the planar In0.44Al0.56As/In0.52Ga0.48As/InP devices. To that end, new designs of 

modulation doped GaAs/In0.45Ga0.55As/In0.44Al0.56As core/multi-shell nanowires were modeled 

and different electron distribution schemes were suggested (as shown in chapter 4.6).  
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The results presented here could be extended with further optical and electrical 

characterization of the core/shell nanowires. Temperature-dependent PL experiments on single 

GaAs/InGaAs (InAlAs) core/shell nanowires can be continued to understand the origin of the 

secondary PL peaks observed in the present study. Lasing in NIR regime could be an intriguing 

possibility [205], which could be pursued by PL experiments on single nanowires. The electron 

transport properties of homogeneously Si-doped shells in the core/shell nanowires can be also 

probed in a systematic study including Raman spectroscopy in combination with OPTPS [276]. 

The temperature dependent Raman and THz spectroscopy on these nanowires may allow us to 

understand the scattering mechanism of the electrons and the electron dynamics in both the 

relaxed shell and the strained core [31]. In THz spectroscopy, broadening of plasmon due to 

close proximity effect of nanowires can be studied in more detail, to elucidate the plasmonic 

interactions in nanowire behaviors. 

The investigation of transport properties in modulation doped nanowires could be 

performed optically could be (by OPTPS) or electrically [30], [45]. For the fabrication of ohmic 

contacts, the work initiated in this thesis should be completed with more RTA experiments on 

nanowires with different doping levels and schemes. Performing Hall Effect measurements on 

a single nanowire including a 2DEG at very low temperature, e.g. in the mK or μK regime would 

allow investigations on 1-D transport that could be potently employed in quantum information 

technology [270],[277],[278],[268]. It will be also intriguing to compare the transport properties 

(e.g. electron mobility) of these nanowires obtained by using the Hall Effect measurements with 

those found by OPTPS. Of course, the ultimate goal is the fabrication and characterization of 

FETs.  
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